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l.INTRODUCTION

Room—and-pillar mining, resulting in partial

xextraction, has been used as the major underground mining

method in this country for more than 100 years. The method

is flexible, has a high productive capability and requires

a relatively small capital investment, but frequently

suffers from low extraction ratios. In room—and-pillar

mining, coal has been left underground for such reasons as

ground control, extraction difficulties, prevention of

surface subsidence, and changes in economic or market

conditions. Historically, when all U.S. room—and-pillar

coal mines are considered, the average extraction is less

than 55% (Bieniawski, 1982). This figure may decrease with

time as reserves at shallow depths are worked out and

mining moves deeper, because room—and-pillar methods

inherently require larger pillars with depth to combat the

increasing cover load (Figure 1). If room-and-pillar is to

continue to be a valuable and viable mining method the

declining extraction during development must be offset

when possible by partial or complete pillar extraction.

In mining method selection, the alternatives to

room-and-pillar mining are either longwall or shortwall

methods, which accomplish a nearly total extraction but are

1
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capital intensive and relatively inflexible. Also, longwall

and shortwall methods are impractical under some roof

conditions, and invariably result in maximum surface

subsidence. Room-and-pillar methods have the potential for

causing anywhere from zero to maximum surface subsidence

depending·on the amount of coal extracted. The selection of

the appropriate method ultimately must be based on

economics. This involves, among other things, a detailed

evaluation of the impact of ground control on the mining

system, and vice versa.

The challenge to man in the coal mining industry lies

in achieving the increased underground extraction goal at a

minimum cost. The industry's cause would be lost if it

assumed that pillar extraction or higher extraction rates

inevitably are associated with higher costs. The

fundamental problem in pillaring is that unsupported roof

area increases during pillar extraction: therefore, ground

control costs also increase. Nevertheless, pillar

extraction when practical can result in decreased operating

costs, increased utilization of reserves, and an extended

life of the mine. Pillar extraction is highly productive

because supply, haulage, ventilation, and power systems are

already established, and another advantage is the knowledge

gained during panel development in such areas as roof and

ground behavior and hydrologic factors (Thompson, 1984).
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To fully evaluate the potential for pillaring under a

variety of ground conditions, a cost model or computer

simulator available for pillar extraction cost estimation

in room-and-pillar coal mining is needed. The model

(PILCOST) presented in this dissertation has the capability

of estimating pillar mining costs for new mine properties

or the extraction of existing pillars, and is an essential

step in the process of mining method selection and

evaluation. The model may also be used in selecting the

optimum pillar size and degree of surface damage to

minimize cost of extraction.

The research work will provide the necessary and

sufficient knowledge for the mining engineer today to:

--- ensure optimal utilization of the available

resource,

-—— produce coal safely,

--- produce coal at an acceptable cost,

-—- ensure security of supply from the mine he designs,

--— maintain the necessary flexibility of production,

-·— minimize damage to valuable surface.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Information related to retreat mining or pillar

extraction is limited. Several studies have been made by

various investigators during the last four decades. Keenan

(1949) has described the successful extraction of pillars

at the Kenilworth coal mine in Utah. As one of the early

investigations, Keenan's study covers topics such as [mine

conditions, mine layout, pillar extraction (including the

advantages of a 45-degree line), roof support, machinery,

haulage, and ventilation, as well as the problem of

spontaneous combustion of coal near the surface. Gilley and

Thomas (1951) studied the possibility of pillar extraction

with roof bolts and described the pillar recovery practices

at a mine in southern West Virginia. Tables that compare

the results of mining with conventional timbering to mining

with roof bolting were also included in the report. Haley,

Shields, Toenges and Turnbull (1952) have discussed

recovery in coal mining and roof action and control. They

have also presented descriptions of mines and the mining

and pillar extraction methods used by each.

The first pillar extraction with continuous machines

was discussed by Youkins (1952), who described the pillar

extraction method employed with continuous machines at a

5
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Pennsylvania mine. Hess (1955) studied the pillar

extraction in the Pittsburgh seam with continuous miners

and describes the advantages of using the continuous miner

instead of conventional mining in pillar extraction. Jones

(1955) also studied the pillar extraction method, used at

the Lancashire No. 15 mine in Pennsylvania, and has

discussed his investigations which include timbering,

ventilation, safety, production, and continuous miners.

Buckhorn coal mine in Illinois was selected for pillar

extraction studies, and a description of the mine

conditions, pillar recovery method, the roof support, and

roof coating systems has been presented. A productivity

study has been done at the Isabella mine, Pennsylvania,

where open—end pillaring with a continuous miner was the

common recovery method used. The report of the

investigation describes various aspects and methods of

pillaring with continuous miners, such as stepped pillar

line, combination advance and retreat, full retreat, angle

plans, conventional open ending, angle open ending,

splitting plans, pocket and wing plans, and a basic

room—and—pillar plan modified for an extensible-belt.

Valeri (1957) also studied the retreat mining system, used

at Nemacolin, Pennsylvania, and has reported the

investigations in his paper. Mine conditions, roof control,

and ventilation are among the topics covered. The system
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involves the use of conventional units and continuous

miners and an open-end pillaring method. Hoard and Cressman

(1959) and Norris (1960) investigated an increase in

production at Mine No. 41 of the Bethlehem Mines

Corporation in West Virginia due to the use of a

boring-type miner for pillaring, adoption of slabbing as

the pillar-extraction method, a change from a 45-degree to

a flat pillar line, and the adoption of a rope-frame panel

belt to cut delay time to the absolute minimum.

Stahl (1960) discussed various pillar extraction

methods used in Pennsylvania with continuous mining _

machines. Both common practices and safe practices are

discussed in his paper. Laird (1962, 1963) described the

pillar extraction method used at the Federal No. 1 mine in

West Virginia. The paper describes how continuous miners

that are more powerful and rugged boost productivity.

Reeves (1966) studied the continuous mining of pitching

coal seams and has described the mine conditions, mining

method, mining sequence, pillar recovery and ventilation at

the Dutch Creek Mine in Colorado. The pocket-and-wing

pillar extraction method used to mine the High Split seam

in Kentucky has been described by Schroder (1966),who

explains the advantages of the system and stresses major

considerations during extraction. The pocket-and-fender

method of pillar extraction with continuous miners used at
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the Mathies mine in‘ Pennsylvania is described by Bobo

(1966).

Curth (1967) conducted tests at the Nemacolin mine in

Pennsylvania to determine the relative pressure changes in

the coal pillars during extraction and has presented the

conclusions in his paper. A description of the

pocket-and—fender method of pillar extraction of a coal

seam varying in thickness from 10 to 14 feet is given by

Flint and Taylor (1971).

Adler and Gallimore (1972) mentioned the need for a new

mining system. Their article provides a general description

of both the development and retreating phases of

room-and-pillar mining. A cut sequence for wing-and-pocket

pillaring, and a pillaring sequence for mining rooms and a

single row of blocks with a continuous miner are

illustrated. However, because of the disadvantages of the

room—and-pillar system, a retreat mining system combining

the longwall and room-and-pillar methods is described and

recommended.

Stephenson, Gregory, and Riva (1972), Cassidy (1973),

and Davis Associates (1975) compared and evaluated the

safety aspects of the open-end and split-and-fender systems

of pillar extraction. Basic data required to decide what

constitutes an adequate pillaring plan that will optimize

efficiency, recovery, and safety have been established.
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Recommendations have been made to improve existing

pillaring methods and to ensure that proper techniques are

implemented (Kauffman, Hawkins, and Thompson,l981).

Salamon and Oravecz (1976) and Fauconnier and Kresten

(1982) described pillar extraction methods used in South

Africa. Recently, the United States Bureau of Mines has ·

prepared a room-and—pillar retreat mining manual for the

coal industry (Kauffman, Hawkins, and Thompson, 1981).

Several studies investigate coal production costs in

development sections; however, there are very few that

provide pillar extraction or retreat mining production

costs. Green and Palowitch (1977) made an economic

comparison between room-and—pillar mining pillar extraction

and shortwall mining. Over the past 15 years, The United

States Bureau of Mines has investigated underground mining

coal production costs and has published a series of model

mine cost estimates. Each study utilized an engineering

estimate approach to evaluate costs. These studies assist

in identifying coal mining cost components based on

specified operating characteristics (Haskins, 1978).

The following discussion reviews the choice of

underground mining methods, mine planning and retreat

mining, and rock mechanics of total extraction.
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2.1. THE CHOICE OF UNDERGROUND MINING METHODS

Because the more shallow coal resources are being

depleted, companies must develop deeper deposits and

increase percentage extraction to maintain production

levels. Selection of mining method and optimizing

productivity for mines at depth presents special problems.

In room—and-pillar mining, increased pillar size may be

countered by increasing the room width to maintain or

improve the percentage of underground coal extracted.

However, these actions can cause ground control problems

that frequently result in serious interruptions in

production. Mining costs resulting from such ground control

practices increase with the higher extraction ratios for

mines at depth, indicating there is an economic optimum

above which higher coal revenues are more than offset by

the higher mining costs. For design purposes the cost of

losses due to high risk ground control must be weighed

against the cost of minimizing these problems and improving

ground conditions or selecting another method such as

longwall or shortwall.

2.1.1. UNDERGROUND MINING SYSTEMS

There are several underground mining methods, but they
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can be classified into three general groups:

1. Roof supporting methods:

-- room and pillar mining

—— artificial support or stowing methods

2. Caving methods:

-- pillar extraction or retreat mining methods
-— longwall/shortwall methods

-- sublevel caving methods

3. Yielding pillar methods.

One of the methods listed above is chosen to mine coal

reserves by underground methods. The many factors that

influence this choice are listed below.

2.1.2. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF UgG MINING METHODS

1. Geometrical factors

—— thickness of overburden

—— multiple seams

-- seam thickness

2. Geological factors

—- primary geological structure

•— secondary geological structure

—- strata composition above the coalseam--

in-seam partings

-- vertical and lateral quality variations
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-- variations in seam thickness

—- floor conditions

—~ water bearing strata

3. Surface protection
I

4. Technology

5. Market considerations

-- price of coal

—— quality requirements

-- size grading

6. Size of reserve

7. Capital

8. Labor

9. Availability of equipment

The most common underground mining methods used in the

United States are room-and-pillar mining with partial

extraction and total extraction methods, and longwall or

shortwall mining. Because the objective is to develop

deeper deposits and increase percentage extraction to

maintain production levels, the area of interest will be

limited to caving methods only. A choice will be made from

one of the caving methods such as pillar extraction,

longwall, and shortwall mining. A comparison of the methods

has been presented in Table 2.1.
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2.1.3. ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MINING METHODS

In selecting a mining method, economic factors are the

most important. A mine can not exist in a free-enterprise

economic system, operating under the laws of supply and

demand, unless the value of coal produced covers the cost

of mining and other related expenses. The ultimate aim in a

coal mining operation is to maximize profit. A

low—cost-per-ton mining method will be the best choice.

Very few literature studies are available comparing the

cost of mining coal by the three different mining systems:

shortwall, room-and-pillar with retreat mining, and

longwall.

Green and Palowitch (1977) compared the shortwall

method to the room-and-pillar method with total extraction

on a cost basis at the Hendrix No. 22 Mine of the

Beth-Elkhorn Corporation. The study consisted of a

four-year program from 1973 to 1977, which developed and

extracted six panels in a seam 48- to 54- inches thick

which lay under 150 to 800 feet of cover. The main

objectives of the study were to prove the system and

compare costs, productivity, safety, and extraction rate

with existing methods.

Shortwall mining was demonstrated to be a viable

alternative to room-and-pillar mining under the same mining

conditions, working a double shift daily. The profitability
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of the shortwall mining system was found to depend not only

on the increased depreciation cost of the powered roof

supports and the decreased cost of supplies and materials,

but also on such factors as the fixed and variable indirect

costs and the selling price of coal.

The shortwall production averaged 975 tons of raw coal

compared with 905 tons from a room-and—pillar unit under

essentially identical conditions. The estimated direct

operating costs per ton of raw coal were $4.03 and $4.21

for room-and-pillar and shortwall methods, respectively.

Since the rate of recovery of shortwall is higher than that

of room-and-pillar method, Green and Palowitch concluded

that the total cost of shortwall will be lower than

room-and—pillar with pillar extraction. The report

indicates an extraction rate of 82 percent for the

shortwall method and about 85 percent when using pillar

extraction as a second phase after having used room-and-

pillar method as the first phase.

The shortwall method was successfully applied at the

Homer City Mine of Helen Mining Company in a seam 50- to

54- inches thick at a depth of 650 to 820 feet. Although no

cost figures are available, management concluded that the

shortwall method was highly competitive in comparison with

alternative methods used on the same mine under essentially

identical conditions.
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Fauconnier and Kersten (1982) compared the shortwall

method with the bord—and—pillar method using pillar

extraction on a cost basis under South African economic and

mining conditions. The bord-and-pillar data were obtained

over a long period with both development and pillar

extraction practiced simultaneously.

In that study, they found that the capital requirement

. for shortwall equipment for every ton mined was higher by a

factor of 1.44, when compared with similar production by a

bord—and—pillar unit. The ratio of men involved in

shortwall to bord—and—pillar was 1:1.76 for similar

production. The cost-per—ton mined was of the ratio of

1:0.936. Because the labor cost was very cheap in South

Africa, the shortwall method did not seem to be a viable

alternative to the bord—and—pillar method.

An economic comparison of longwall mining with pillar

mining and shortwall mining methods is complicated and is

based on a number of assumptions regarding panel

development, depreciation of capital, geographic expansion,

escalation of different cost components, etc., which might

vary for different applications (Fauconnier and Kersten,

1982). Depth dictates the mining method in most of the

countries of Europe, Asia, and Africa because of low

percentage extraction from room-and-pillar workings. A

m definite extraction break—even line can be drawn between
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longwalling and room-and-pillar mining. The effect of

longwall equipment is also important to the extraction

break-even line. If the reach of longwall equipment is up

to the full seam thickness, the percentage volumetric

extraction will be higher.

Uasuo Tsuruoka and Masamiti Shikasho (1980) developed a

formula to optimize the face length of longwalls and

classified the costs associated with longwall mining in the

following categories:

(i) costs
“

face length (L)

these costs are depreciation and maintenance

costs of face supports and face conveyor,

(ii) costs « 1 / facelength (L)

these costs are depreciation and maintenance

costs of the face cutting machine, gate road

conveyor development costs, and power supply

costs for face equipment,

(iii) fixed cost: cost of longwall face move.

Total cost at a face, f(L) = AL + B/L + C

where, A, B, and C are proportional constants for (i),

(ii) and (iii). This total cost equation is shown by the

solid line in Figure 2.1. The optimum value of face length

L, can be obtained by differentiating the total cost
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equation and equating to 0. _

f°(L) = Q—(AL + B/L + C) = 0

dL

=A-B/L2=o

Therefore, L = /§7X.

The initial capital cost per annual ton of longwall

mining is 167 percent of room-and-pillar mining with pillar

extraction. The direct operating cost (or in—section cost)

of longwall mining is 120 percent of pillar extraction

(Kersten, 1982).

Sathaye and Vyas (1983) compared the productivities of

bord—and—pi11ar section and mechanised pillar extraction

with load—haul—dumpers section. The ratio of daily

productions from a pillar extraction section to that from a

development section was 1.25. The cost of pillar extraction I

per ton of coal was lower than the cost of development for

daily productions greater than 330 tons.

Flint, Buchan, Strachan, and Clarkson (1984) proposed a

technique of partial pillar extraction with controlled

goafing of the superincumbent strata. Geological conditions

in some of the mining areas are such that conventional

pillar extraction cannot be practiced safely or

efficiently. As an alternative to total pillar extraction,
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a system of partial pillar extraction using

mechanized-mining methods with modified goaf-line support

has been evolved. The coal pillars remaining after partial

extraction of the pillar, together with the installation of

a double line of fu1l—co1umn resin roofbolts, ensure

control of the edge of the area that has been mined out.

Where roof conditions preclude the use of conventional

pillar extraction methods, this method holds promise as a

safe, efficient, and economically feasible alternative for

the recovery of coal from pillars and for an increase in

volumetric extraction of the reserves within a mining

panel.

Trueman (1984) compared the productivities and costs of

different mining methods for thin coal seams. The ratio of

pillars developed to pillars extracted during a given time

is the important factor which determines the attractiveness

of pillar extraction process. If the ratio of pillar

extraction to pillar development productivities is less

than one, the in—panel cost per extracted ton of coal is

cheaper for development-only method.

Smith (1985) studied the mechanised pillar extraction

at The Durban Navigation Collieries (Pty) Ltd. and found

that the ratio of pillars developed to pillars extracted

was 1.0 pillar developed for every 2.7 extracted.

Mechanised pillar extraction was replacing the handgot
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methods previously used at the Durnacol Colliery.

Improvements had been achieved in production, productivity,

safety, cost-per—ton, and percentage extraction of

reserves.

2.2. MINE PLANNING AND RETREAT MINING

Room-and-pillar retreat mining has been practiced

successfully in the United States and abroad for years. The

retreat mining techniques vary widely over the United

States. The techniques used in a particular area are

dependent upon specific local conditions, the influence of

experiences of adjacent mines, and local Mine Safety and

Health Administration roof control specialists.

The objective of the pillaring operation is the

complete extraction of the coal seam, having due regard for

profit and safety. There are several factors which affect

the decision to plan for retreat mining. Among these

factors, the following are important (Kauffman, Hawkins,

and Thompson, 1981):

- geology

- environment

— labor

— economics

These factors are considered in detail while making the
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decision to retreat mine.

2.2.1 GEOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

The nature of the coal and the rocks in which it is

imbedded affect the decision to retreat mine. The different

sediments of rock found in a given formation of coal

deposit, the composition of rock sediments above coal, the
I

rock layer under the coal (mine floor), and multiple coal

seams in the same formation must be considered (Kauffman,

and Hawkins, 1981). Some common rock types associated with

coal seams and their properties as they relate to retreat

mining are discussed below.

Rock Strata:

gggl: - A coal seam may consist of different thin layers of

coal which have varying physical properties and hence

create high internal stresses and cause spalling of exposed

surfaces when mining. If the coal contains a high

percentage of ash, it is strong, dense and dull, whereas

bright shiny coal is weak. The luster in between bright and

dull indicates a strength between the two separate

strengths. Different coals have different face cleavages.

The number of fracture planes also differs from coal to

coal. The strength of coal is important in the design of

pillars and also in determining the susceptibility of the

coal to bumps or bursts.
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ghglgz — It forms the immediate roof for most of the coal

deposits. If the thickness of the shale roof is more than

eight feet it will be a good roof (Hawkins, l98l). This is

because a thick layer resists permeation by water.

However, if the shale stratum is thin, particularly if it
A

has fractures, moisture can penetrate. Most shale

deteriorates due to absorption of moisture when exposed to

humid air. The adhesion of the shale stratum to the rest of

the overburden is reduced by water. The shale roof is good

for retreat mining since a clean, tight fall can generally

be attained.

Slate: - It can be strong or weak and may contain

irregularities. Slate has a tendency to separate from other

layers above it, causing hazardous conditions. Generally it

makes a good roof for retreat mining since a clean fall can

normally be attained. Extra support measures, however, are

required during advance mining when a fall is undesirable.

Sandstone: — If the sandstone grains are well cemented, it

makes a good roof during advance mining and a poor roof

during retreat mining. If the grains are poorly cemented

then it makes a good roof during retreat mining and a poor

roof during advance mining. Additional problems can be

encountered when the sandstone contains water. The presence

of water can cause the sandstone to lose its adhesion to

the rest of the overburden, resulting in a hazardous roof
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condition. When water-bearing sandstone overlies gray

shale, the water may weaken the shale below and cause

severe roof instability.

Bone Coal: — This is a mixture of shale and coal usually

found at the top of a coalbed. If bone coal is found

overlying the coal, it is used for the roof. The strength

of the bone coal is dependent on shale content. If shale

overlies the bone coal then it is good for retreat mining.

Limestone: - This is less disturbed by faults than other

formations. Limestone does not often form the immediate

roof above the coal to be mined. It often forms the main

roof and, like sandstone, may be a poor roof for retreat

mining because of its massive nature and the resulting

difficulty in getting clean falls.

Soapstone: - This consists primarily of impure talc and can

be white, gray or greenish. Soapstone is a very weak rock

because in a roof it cannot support its own weight. It can

become a source of many hazards if present as either an

‘immediate or main roof.

Fire Clay: - Fire Clay is formed from a deposit of mud

under the effect of time and pressure. Its color varies

from white to deep gray. It may occur over the coalbed or

form the floor. For most coal seams, it forms the immediate

floor. It can create hazards when present in the roof

because of its poor adhesion to other strata and lack of
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strength.

Overburden Composition:

The overburden affects pillar dimensions, equipment

selection, roof control plan, and the selection of mining

technique. The overburden should be strong enough, given

the proper pillar sizes and temporary support, to allow the

development work to be done safely, yet weak enough to cave

at the proper time during retreat mining. The overburden

composition affects safety since a very weak overburden is

dangerous and could fall prematurely during the pillar

extraction process. A very strong overburden that does not

cave soon after extraction of a pillar, such as massive

sandstone, fails to relieve the pressure upon remaining

pillars. This could cause the remaining pillars to fail,

resulting in a dangerous, unplanned, and massive roof fall,

resulting in the loss of much coal. Overburden composition

also affects the economics of retreat mining in that either

the cost of supporting a very weak immediate roof might be

prohibitive, or the cost of caving a very strong overburden

might be too high. A list of overburden compositions and

roof qualities for various coal fields has been presented

in Table 2.2.

Floor Composition:

Often the floor consists of a fire clay which in the

presence of water might become mud during retreat mining
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TABLE 2.2

Overburden Composition & Percentage Extraction

Location Name Overburden Immediate Thickness Percentage
Composition Roof Extraction

McDowe11 Pochahon. Shale 5* & Slate
29“

80%
County No. 4 Sandstone 30*
W. Va.

Raleigh Beckley Shale & Shale 50” 85%
County Sandstone
W. Va.

Raleigh Beckley Shale 100* & Shale & 100* 87-90%
County Sandstone 50* Slate

2“

W. Va.

Dicken. Upper Sandstone Sandstone 50%
County Banner
Va.

Kanawha No. 2 Shale & Sandstone 50%
County Gas Sandstone 28*
W. Va.

Kanawha Winifrede Shales & Shale 0-14" 65%
County Sandstone Sandstone 75*
W. Va.

Kanawha Winifrede Shale & Shale 0-35" 60%
County Sandstone 75* Sandstone 75*
W. Va. V

Kanawha Coalburg Shale & Shale 6-8* 75%
County Sandstone
W. Va.

Wise Taggart Shale & Shale 3* 75%
County Massive-
Va. Sandstone

Harlan "C" Sandy Shale Sandy- 12* 80%
County Taggart and Shale
Ky. Sandstone

Floyd Elkhorn Sandy Shale Sandy- 80%
County No. 2 and Shale
Ky. Sandstone
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· (continued) -

Cambria Upper Shales & Sandy- 85%
County Kittan- Sandstone Shale
Pa. ning

Indiana Upper Shales & Dark Shale 10* 80%
County Freeport Sandstone
Pa. -

Alabama Thompson Slate, Slate 4.5* 60%
Shales &
Sandstone

Monong- Sewickly Shaley Draw- Shaley— 5.5* 85%
lia slate,Shale, Drawslate
County Thin coal, to
W. Va. Limestones & Sandstone

Sandstones

Mingo Upper Shale 35* & Drawslate 0-3* 85%
County Cedar Sandstone 35* _
W. Va.

Harlan
"D“

Shales & Grey Sandy 75%‘
County Seam Sandstone Shale
Ky.

Harlan
“B"

Shales & Sandy- 90%
County Seam Sandstone Shale to
Ky. Sandstone

Lee NO. 10 Sandy Shale Drawslate 5" 75%
County Seam and Coal lO"
Va. Sandstone Sandstone

& Slate

Pike Pond Shales & Firm Slate 90%
County Creek Sandstone
Ky. Seam

Alabama Gholson Shales & Very Firm 3* 85%
Massive- Shale
Sandstone

Alabama America Shale & Very Weak 8-10* 60%
Sandstone Shale

Greene Sewickly Shale, Very Firm 5* 90%
County Limestone & Slate
Pa. Sandstone
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and thus impede the movement of mining machinery. The fire

clay may also exhibit plastic flow under excessive pillar

stresses, causing the pillars to sink and the floor to

heave. Ideal mining conditions exist in mines with firm

shale floors and sufficient yield in the roof, pillars, and

floor. But if yield is low and overburden pressure is high,

extremely hazardous conditions can result.

Pitching Seams:

The pitch of a seam can be a factor in determining

whether to retreat mine. Steeper grades more than seven

percent increase haulage effort and time and decrease the

amount of material that can be moved. The seam pitch also

affects the pillar shape and weight distribution.

Multiple Seams:

Multiple seams of coal can have a significant influence

on the decision not to retreat mine. If mining of multiple

seams is planned in a Virgin coalfield, the proper order of

mining is from top to bottom with total extraction if

possible. It is also advisable to mine one seam at a time.

Prior mining of seams might make retreat mining undesirable

and perhaps even impossible.

Geological Conditions of Different Coalfields: - The most

important geological conditions affecting the extraction of

coal are the following (Fauconnier and Kersten, 1982):

- depth of Coal,
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- thickness of coal seams - too thin, too thick or

variable,

— parting thickness between coal seams,

— geological structure: primary structure — original-

floor

secondary structure - dykes,

sills, faults,

.- in-seam partings and split seams,

- selected quality horizons,

— floor rolls and roof rolls,

— wash ins and wash outs,

- roof conditions and floor conditions.

The characteristics and qualities of the coal seams

generally vary from one coalfield to another due to

differences in depositional environments in the individual

coalfields. The geological conditions for major Appalachian

coalfields of the United States are discussed below.

Illinois Coal Basin

All the extensive underground mining in the Illinois

Coal Basin has been confined to a few coals occurring in

the Carbondale Formation which is found near the middle of

Pennsylvanian System. The most important coals are the

Herrin (No. 6) Coal (No. ll in western Kentucky and the

Herrin Coal in Indiana) and the Springfield-Harrisburg (No.

5) Coal (No. 9 in western Kentucky and Springfield Coal V
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in Indiana). The most important characteristics of the coal

from these coalfields are persistence of thick, relatively

parting free coals; gentle dips; relatively dry conditions;

low methane liberation; and generally good roof conditions.

The relatively soft floor (poorly consolidated underclay)

is an undesirable characteristic (Hopkins, 1980).

The thickness of the coal presently being mined varies

from 4 feet to 8 feet, with the average being 6 feet. Most

of the present underground mining is in areas where the No.

6 Coal is 300 to 500 feet deep but several large mines are

in the 600 to 800 feet range. Over most of the coal basin,

the coals are overlain immediately and abruptly by up to 5

feet of hard, black, "slaty" shale which is, in turn,

overlain by a limestone unit of similar thickness in the

case of No. 6 Coal and generally less than 2 feet in the

case of the No. 5. These roof rocks contain marine

fossils. At many places in No. 6 Coal, the black shale

pinches out and the limestone constitutes the immediate

roof. The other roof type is silty gray shale up to 60 feet ·

thick. This shale occurs between the coal and black

shale/limestone.

Black ShalegLimestone Areas: - The No. 6 Coal in Illinois

has stratigraphic variation in the immediate roof. Local

depositional conditions resulted in a lenticular occurrence

of the Brereton Limestone as depicted in Figure 2.2. The
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Brereton Limestone has pinched out and the Black Shale has I
thinned. The Lawson Shale, which is weaker and has abundant

slickensides, has much more influence on the roof quality

over the central mine entry (Hopkins, 1980). Normal

conditions, where the limestone and black shale are both

present, are found in the two outside entries, and roof

quality should be good. There are many areas in the coal

seam where Brereton Limestone is the immediate roof and

roof conditions are excellent. At some places, Anvil Rock

Sandstone has cut down through the Brereton Limestone and

lies very close to the coal. Problems arising in these

areas are (i) water leaking down through the boltholes (ii)

a potentially weak roof (iii) fractures generated by

differential compaction in the roof.

Gray Shale Areas: — The gray shale roof type includes

several distinct lithologies (Figure 2.3): (i) lenses of

dark gray, thinly laminated shale; (ii) large areas of

medium gray, poorly laminated shale, silty to nonsilty; and

(iii) areas of sandstone and siltstone, often

p1anar—bedded. Other rock types have also been observed in

mine roofs, but they are less common than those mentioned

above.

Additional problems appear when the sandstone contains

water. Where water-bearing sandstone overlies gray shale,

the water may weaken the shale below and cause severe roof
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instability. Other features hampering mining near the

Walshville channel include split coal, steeply dipping

coal, large rolls, wash outs, and compactional faults

(Damberger, Nelson, 1980).

Southern Nest Virginia and Eastern Kentucky Coalfields

According to Horne, Firm, and Gruccio (1979), the best

quality roof conditions in this region of the Appalachians

occur in hard graywacke sandstones that are more than 10

feet thick and extend horizontally more than 2000 feet.

These sandstones were deposited in active, laterally

migrating channels. Lag deposits composed of shale and coal

pebbles commonly formed near the base of the channels.

These lags can weaken the sandstone and cause roof problems

during advance mining but easy roof conditions during

retreat mining. Unjointed, well cemented, orthoquartzitic

sandstones with similar thickness and areal extent as the

graywacke sandstones, also may provide excellent roof

conditions during advance mining. Unfortunately, they

usually are jointed and fractured, and in this state, the

resulting blocks come loose causing severe roof falls.

In flat bedded sandstone and interbedded sandstones and

shales, the roof quality is dependent on bed thickness. If

the beds are less than 2 feet thick, parting separations

can occur along bedding planes, making bolting necessary.

Where the beds are 2 to 10 feet thick, the roof conditions
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are excellent because bridging strengths are sufficient to

prevent falls. However, where bed thicknesses exceed 10

feet, slickensided surfaces may develop due to differential

compaction, and failure may occur along these surfaces.

Coarsening-upward rock sequences that grade from shale

upward through shales with thin sandstones streaks to

interbedded sandstone and shale, capped by sandstones,

provide few roof support problems. However, separation~at

sandstone shale bedding planes can produce roof falls.

Hence, roof bolting is an essential precaution during

advance mining.

In some places, the coals are overlain by a brittle

nonbedded, carbonaceous black clay stone that is jointed.

Blocks of this rock may suddenly come loose causing

dangerous falls. Another roof problem occurs during advance

mining when fine-grained rocks such as shales, siltstones,

and shales with sandstone streaks are extensively formed

along the bedding plane in a near-cylinderical shape called

burrows. The burrow structures can reduce significantly the

strength of these fine-grained rocks and cause rooffalls.

In areas where less compactible coarse-grained

sandstones are present as discrete bodies in more

compactible fine-grained sediments, slickensided surfaces

form at the contact between the two rocks. Zones of

weakness are developed along these surfaces, and .
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separations may cause severe roof falls. Another place

where severe roof problems may develop is where

channel—bank slump blocks form the roof over the coal

(Horne and Ferm, 1979). Because of the numerous

slickensided surfaces and the size of the blocks, severe

roof problems can be expected. Roof bolting is of little

use under these conditions.

Pocahontas #2 and #3 Coal Seams, in Southern West Virginia

and Southwestern Virginia

The Pocahontas #2 and #3 seams comprise a couplet that

makes up the most widespread coal body in the Pocahontas

Basin. The study by Ferm, Staub, Baganz, Clark (1979)

encompasses the coalfields of this area. The Pocahontas #2

is separated from the overlying Pocahontas #3 by rocks

about 25 feet thick, but in the northern part the two seams

are only 2 feet apart and at some places they merge into a

single seam. A typical cross-section of the seam is shown

in Figure 2.4. In the northwest direction, the seam thins

as it passes into dark shales, and then into red and green

shales. Pocahontas #3 is generally thicker and more widely

distributed than the Pocahontas #2.

The kinds of rock types found above the Pocahontas #3

vary from hard, brittle othoquartzite sandstone and

greywacke sandstones to fine—grained shale and seatearth.

Grey sandstone in thicknesses greater than 15 feet, which
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is within bolting distance of the coal, makes good top

(Melton, 1979). Sandy shale is a rock type which makes

excellent top when found in a rapidly coarsening upward

sequence. However, where sequences of sandy shale exceed 25
I

feet in thickness, they are susceptible to jointing and

_ break easily. Fine grained rocks, shales, and fire clays

are not abundant roof rocks in Pocahontas #3 mines. Rashy

shale is common as thin deposits directly above #3 seam. It

is common to mine the "rash" along with the coal because it

normally spalls and flakes off causing a debris problem.

Sandstone-filled channel scours have been found to have an

adverse effect on the roof. They are linear trough—shaped

features that usually cut into shales above the coal. They

are called "rol1s" or "wants". Some of the worst roof

conditions in the Pocahontas #3 mines were produced by

slickensides.

The Beckley Seam in Southern West Virginia

The thickness of the coal seam varies from 3 to 18 feet

within a distance of 150 feet in some mines. The seam is

split into different benches at some of the mines. Some

partings between the benches of a split coal seam are

continuous, and thickening of the partings is accompanied

by a corresponding thinning of coal. The rock above the

coal seam is mainly graywacke sandstone 40 to 100 feet

thick. At some places in the area graywacke sandstone cuts
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down into the coal and a similar pattern is followed by

orthoquartzite rock (Ferm et al, 1979).

The Sewell Seam near Beckley, West Virginia

This seam lies about 250 feet above the Beckley seam,

and is generally uniform in thickness. Rocks lying beneath

the Sewell are mainly a coarsening upward sequence about 60

feet thick, punctuated by an occasional linear body of

graywacke sandstone (Galloway, 1972; and Jones,l975). The

seam thins and splits into a shale—dominated sequence

towards the northwest direction.

The Allegheny Seam in Western Pennsylvania

The body of the coal seam is about twenty four miles

wide and more than 5 feet thick. The thickness varies to 3

feet at some places within the area. Rocks lying beneath

the seam are limestones or sandstones which lie within

fifteen feet of the bottom of the seam. At the margin of

the deposit, these rocks are replaced by shale and some

thin sandstones.

Rocks overlying the seam are dark plant-bearing shale

directly overlying the coal coarsening upwards into

siltstones and sandstones. In some places sandstones cut

downward through the dark shales and siltstones and into

the coals.
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2.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Retreat mining resulting in increased underground

extraction of coal frequently has an adverse effect on the

environment. These effects may be due to problems in mine

waste disposal, acid mine drainage, subsidence and

underground hydrology. Two factors of primary importance in

retreat mining operations are underground hydrology and

subsidence.

Underground Hydrology

Whenever the overlying strata are disrupted due to roof

collapse or subsidence, the underground hydrology is

affected. Fissures and cracks formed due to caving allow

surface run off water to more easily permeate the

overburden and create po1lution—causing acidic effluents

(Kauffman & Hawkins, 1981). Analysis of the overlying

strata prior to retreat mining can help to avoid

acid-forming situations. Rock fracture zones and faults

have a strong influence on ground water flow patterns, and

often the fractures and faults collect and convey large

quantities of water. Avoiding these areas by leaving

pillars in place may alleviate serious problems.

A complete hydrogeologic site evaluation to determine

aquifer characteristics and waterflow systems is necessary

before making the decision to retreat mine because most

underground mines receive water from overlying aquifers.

Retreat mining causes roof collapse and severely disrupts
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the natural aquifer conditions.

Aggifer Characteristics: -

An aquifer is an underground formation of specific

dimensions which contains ground water that can be

extracted under the infuence of gravity.

There are four basic parameters attached to an aquifer:

Hydraulic Conductivity, Storage Coefficient, Transmissivity

and Drainable Porosity (Rakesh, 1980).

1) Hydraulic Conductivity or Permeability: the amount

of flow per unit of cross-sectional area under the

influence of a unit gradient.

2) Storage Coefficient: the volume of water released or

stored per unit of surface area of the aquifer per unit

change in the water level.

3) Transmissivity: the average permeability times the

thickness of the aquifer.

4) Drainable Porosity: this parameter indicates how

much water is available if a section of the unit

desaturates.

Dewatering of an Aggifer — Theim Formula (Rakesh & Lele,

1980):

Assuming a steady flow, uniform in horizontal and

radial directions, isotropic and with no entrance loss

entering the well, the rate of inflow can be calculated by:
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Q10
where: Q - rate of flow (ml/sec)

K - hydraulic conductivity (Darcy)

m - average saturated thickness of the aquifer (cm)

R — radius of effect (m)

1·- well radius (m)

C - constant (2.3)

- 11- viscosity (centipoise)

D1 - drawdown at nearer observation well (m)

D2 — drawdown at farther observation well (m)

T - transmissivity (metre/secz.

Groundwater associated with sandstones: - Groundwater in

sandstones may be contained either within pores in the

sandstone or in cracks intersecting the sandstone. Below

the table all the pore space is normally occupied by

groundwater. During drainage, 90 to 99 percent of this

water is retained within the sandstone because of retention

forces (Fauconnier and Kersten, 1982). Only 0.5 percent of

rock volume loses water which is drainable. The

permeability of the sandstones is very lowi and hence the

rate at which groundwater can be released from the pores is

negligible. Yields from boreholes collecting water from the

pores in the sandstone are fewer than 0.05 litre per second

(Davis & DeWeist, 1970). Cracks in the sandstones are

several and the probability of hitting such a crack by a
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borehole from the surface would be very low. The

permeability of cracks in the sandstones is much higher

than that of the pores. The geometrical dimensions and

frequency of the cracks are important factors determining

the yield. If the depth of cracked sandstone bed is very

large, the weight of the overlying rocks tend to close the

cracks.

Groundwater associated with shales: - The shales are fine-

grained and impervious to water and act as confining

layers, separating one sandstone from another. The main

source of groundwater is via fissures and joints, which are

interconnected.

Ggoundwater associated with limestones:
i-

The limestones

are fairly dry and intergranular permeability itself is

very low. The main source of the groundwater is via

interconnected fissures and joints.

Mining by the Total Extraction Method in the Proximity of

Water Bodies:

U.S. Bureau of Mines guidelines (Skelly and Loy, 1976)

are applicable to flat seams and seams having an

inclination up to 30°. If these guidelines are to be used

for steeper seams, the rock strata between coal and

waterbodies are tested for strength and cohesiveness.

"Rock, Quality Designation" can be a useful tool (Rakesh,

1980).
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When mining by the total extraction method is to be

conducted under the water body, a safe development plan is

made and adherence to the following guidelines is required:

“Full extraction should not be attempted unless at
least 100 metres of intervening strata exists between the
bed and the surface waters or interlying hazardous strata,
for each metre of the extracted bed thickness, and the
cumulative effect of multiple seam mining does not induce a
tensile strain of more than 10 parts per thousand at the
floor of the water body."

If mining by the total extraction method is to be

conducted under the water body in a shallow deposit coal

seam or in a multiple seam area, adherence to these

guidelines will result in the prevention of mine

inundation:

"Full extraction should not be considered under roof
that is shallower than 700 feet unless the overlying strata
is to be monitored by techniques such as micro—seismic
monitoring. If this technique is used, the overburden can
be as shallow as 350 feet, for coal beds that are 1 metre
or less in thickness. Any single seam of coal beneath or in
the vicinity of any body of surface water may be totally
extracted, provided that for each 1 metre thickness of coal
seam to be extracted, a minimum of 200 feet of solid strata
cover exists between the proposed workings and the bed of
the body of surface water. Where multiple seams exist, all
may be worked by total extraction provided that for each 1
metre of aggregate coal and rock thickness of all seams to
be extracted, a minimum thickness of 200 feet of solid
strata cover exists between the proposed workings in the
uppermost seam and the bed of the body of surface water."

During pillar recovery in any mine when working places

approach within 50 feet of abandoned sealed workings that

may contain dangerous accumulations of water or gas, or

within 200 feet of any workings of an adjacent mine,
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boreholes should be drilled to a distance of at least 20 _

feet in advance of the face of such a working place. Such

boreholes should be drilled sufficiently close to each

other to ensure that the advancing face will not

accidentally hole through into such workings (Coal Mining

Act of Illinois, 1971).

Effect of Retreat Mining On Ground Water Resources:

Increased underground extraction of coal often results

in a collapse of the overlying strata. The effect of an

increase in extraction or room—and—pil1ar retreat mining on

the roofrocks can be explained as a continuous sequence of

events (Causens and Garrett, 1969; and Fauconnier and

Kresten, 1982):

(i) The shale and sandstone immediately above the coal

seam will collapse soon after support has been

removed.

(ii) At this stage, cracks will be generated in all the

overlying rocks and permeability of the rocks will

be increased. Water from the overlying strata will

drain into the room and pillar retreat mining area

and will be contaminated.

(iii) As the retreat mining face will advance, more

cracks will be generated in the roof rocks and the

amount of water flow into the mining area will

increase. _
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(iv) Sometimes circular cracks will appear on surface.

(v) The degree of fracturing of roof rocks decreases

from bottom to top until single cracks show on the

surface.

(vi) The problems created due to influx of water are

the following:

— Interference with mining operations

- Boreholes of farmers in surrounding areas

depleted

- Water becomes useless for farming due to

contamination

— Continuous flow of rain water into abandoned

workings. ‘

Chemical Contamination of Underground Water in Areas of

Retreat Mining:

In most of the coalfield areas, the quality of water

available from boreholes for irrigation is of high

standard. This water does not require any treatment before

being used for agricultural purposes. As retreat mining

advances, the overlying strata fractures and the ground

water present in the overlying rocks flows down through

fractures and is exposed to fragments of shale, sandstone,

limestone, and coal. The sandstone is inactive chemically

and has very little effect on the chemical changes. Shale

consists of a high percentage of clay, which is negatively
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charged and absorbs through the ages the positively charged

elements such as Na, K, Ca, and Mg (Schuttler, 1977). As

the groundwater comes into contact with shale, preferential

ion exchange occurs, causing Ca and Mg in the water to be

absorbed onto the clay particles in exchange for Na and K,

which will go into solution. As the groundwater passes

through the fractured shale layers, other anions such as

chloride, sulphate, carbonate, and bicarbonate also will go

into solution. Hence, the groundwater arriving in mine

workings will have a completely different chemistry from

the original (Fauconnier, 1982).

The pyrite in the coal oxidizes, resulting in an acid

solution, and when acidic water comes into contact with

limestone it becomes neutralized. Mine water will not be

acid if CaCO3 is in excess supply.

Subsidence

When pillars are extracted in the retreat mining

process, the overlying strata caves and fills the void.

Depending upon the area affected this may cause surface

subsidence in varying degrees. Thus, constraints may be

imposed on pillaring by the necessity to protect the

surface and structures. Where there are multiple seams,

upper seams may be affected. When areas are identified

where subsidence is not allowable, such as under roads or

buildings, an unmined area or pyramid—shaped zone of
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protection under the structure is left. This is due to the

inverted-cone effect of the subsidence area. If the surface

area where subsidence is not allowed is very large, retreat

mining might not be practical. Surface subsidence and its

effects on the environment have been discussed in detail

in section 2.3.

Depth of mining, coal seam thickness and lithology of

the overburden are the controlling factors that determine

the surface effects of retreat mining. If the mine is very

deep, the strain produced on the surface due to mining

activities underground will be less; consequently, the

disturbance on the surface will be less. The thicker the

coal seam, the greater the disturbance on the surface.

Subsidence will cause the formation of pans, in areas of

flat surface topography and the pans or depressions, will

prevent surface runoff of rainwater to nearby streams and

rivers. The surface depressions will fill with rainwater

during the rainy season, destroying any vegetation that has

grown.

2.2.3 LABOR CONSIDERATIONS

Labor is one of the most important issues facing the

underground coal mining industry and is one of the primary

considerations to be evaluated when making the decision to

retreat mine (Kauffman and Hawkins, 1981). There has been a
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dramatic redistribution in the age of the work force during

the last decade. Earlier the over-50 age group accounted

for the largest number of workers, while the under-30 age

group made up the smallest number of workers. Now, however,

this distribution trend has proven to be the cause of

problems, such as a loss of mining experience. The older

miners who have retired have not trained the new, younger

work force in the art of retreat mining operations.

In the process of deciding whether or not to pillar,

mine management will have to determine if it has the

desire, ability, and patience to gradually and safely

develop a retreat mining work force. An experienced retreat

mining work force cannot be created quickly or easily; it

requires time and patience.

2.2.4 ECONOMICS

A retreat mining section can give a higher productivity

than an advance. Most of the equipment required for a

retreat mining section must already have been installed

during advancing. Only temporary roof supports are required

to be installed during retreat mining.

The economic incentive for retreat mining is not only a

matter of reduced cost but also of increased recovery.

Retreat mining can give recovery as high as 80 percent. The

mine engineer must assess the economic impact of retreat
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mining using an econometric model, preferably a discounted

cash flow model (DCF), which considers the decreased value

of money over time.

There are several potential advantages that must be

evaluated when considering the possibility of retreat

mining, which are listed as follows (Hawkins, 1981):

l. Decreased operating costs (productivity rates and

supply costs).

2. Increased utilization of reserves (improved

recovery rate of coal).

3. Extended life of the mine. .

The impact of retreat mining upon these parameters --A
operating costs, reserve utilization, and mine life-- can

be evaluated using the DCF model. The parameters can be

estimated by assigning values to the variables and then

each variable may be tested for its sensitivity to changes

in other variables attributable to retreat mining

techniques. Any economic advantages of retreat mining that

are identified will be significant in determining the

overall profitability of a coal mining venture.

2.3 ROCK MECHANICS OF TOTAL EXTRACTION

In the room—and-pillar mining method pillars should

serve two functions: (a) to support the roof before the
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pillars are extracted, and (b) to be capable of being

extracted safely and efficiently. Development room—and—

pillar workings should be designed with a high safety

factor (not less than 2) to provide adequate protection to
e

the pillars to be extracted during retreat mining. Until

„ recently pillars in underground mines were designed by

experience rather than by engineering methods. Mining

engineers learned through years of experience the

approximate size of mine pillars that would render the

workings safe. To avoid collapse, high factors of safety

were often used and therefore unnecessarily large pillars

were left, frequently causing loss of coal. Minimizing

pillar dimensions has been attempted but has caused pillar

failure. These conditions still occur in the United States

and many coal mining countries (Sheorey and Singh, 1970).

The South African Chamber of Mines has made

considerable progress in the design of pillars (Denkhaus,

1962; Salamon and Munro, 1967; Grobbelaar, 1968; and

Bieniawski, 1968). Pillar design presupposes a knowledge

of: l) load applied to the pillars due to overburden

strata, and 2) the strength of the pillar material for the

size at which the pillar is to exist.

Bieniawski (1967, 1968) has found during the in-situ

tests that, for cubic coal specimens, the strength

decreases with the increasing size of the specimen while,
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for a given height of square cross-section specimens, the

strength increases with an increase in specimen width. Both

these processes tend to an asymptotic strength value; that

is, from a certain specimen size onwards there appears to

be no more change in the specimen strength in spite of the

increasing specimen width. These findings of Bieniawski's

in—situ tests have been depicted in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.

2.3.1 ROOF SPAN DETERMINATION

The elastic beam or plate theory (Obert, Duvall, and

Merill, 1960; and Wright, 1973), nonelastic analysis

(Haycocks, Townsend, and Lucas, 1974; and Haycocks, 1976),

and rock mass classifications have been used in designing

roof spans in mines and tunnels for some years (Haycocks,

1979; and Bieniawski,1984).

Rock mass classifications are the empirical design

approaches. There are many different rock classification

systems in existence today and the more common ones are

listed as follows (Bieniawski, 1984):

Name of Originator and

classification gage Applications

Rock loads - Terzaghi, 1946 — for tunnels

Stand-up time - Lauffer, 1958 - for tunnels

RQD - Deere, 1964 — Core logging

Intact rock - Deere & Miller - Communication
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strength 1966

RSR concept - Wickham, et al. - for tunnels

1972

Geomechanics - Bieniawski, 1973 - for tunnels,

. Classification
‘

mines, &

(RMR system) foundations

Q-system — Barton, et al. — for tunne1s,&

1974 large chambers

Strength/block - Franklin, 1975 - for tunnels

size

Basic geotechnical - ISRM, 1981 - for general

classification purpose.

The Geomechanics Classification proposed by Bieniawski

(1980, 1981, 1982) has been used in classifying roof

conditions and determining unsupported roof spans and

stand—up time for a roof condition. The classification is

based on the following parameters:

-— uniaxial compressive strength of rock material

-- rock quality designation RQD
—- spacing of discontinuities
—- condition of discontinuitiesi
-— orientation of discontinuities

-- groundwater conditions

A11 these- parameters are determined and importance
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ratings are assigned to each geomechanic parameter (Table

2.3). Five parameters are grouped into five ranges of

values. Then the ratings for the five parameters are summed

up to obtain the basic rock mass rating (RMR). In the next

step, the effect of the 'strike and dip of discontinuities'

is included by adjusting the basic rock mass rating (Table

2.3, Section B). The value of "discontinuity orientation"

is given by qualitative descriptions such as “favorable" or

"fair." References are made to the bottom section of Table

2.3 to determine whether strike and dip orientations are

favorable. After the adjustment for discontinuity

orientations has been made, the rock mass is classified

according to section C of Table 2.3 which groups the final

(adjusted) rock mass ratings into five rock mass classes.

Each rock mass class is in a group of 20 ratings and gives

a value of roof span and corresponding average stand—up

time (Section D, Table 2.3). Figure 2.7 depicts the

relationship between the stand—up time and the roof span

for various rock mass ratings (Bieniawski, 1981).

Geomechanics Classification facilitates the estimation

of a safe roof span, and when a roof span is determined

using other considerations, it enables the estimation of

stand-up time.

Smith (1984) investigated the mine roof fall

characteristics of 250 falls in 5 different room-and—pillar
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coal mines, located in Pike, Martin, and Floyd counties of

Eastern Kentucky, to determine the relationship of selected

parameters associated with roof failure and the assumed

condition of the mine roof before failure. The relationship

was tested,
U

utilizing multiple linear . regression

techniques, on the selected parameters and mine roof

conditions. The results indicated that roofs supported by

posts or cribs very rarely failed, whereas most of the roof

falls were in the area supported by mechanical-anchor bolts

and at the intersections of mine entries. The span of

entries associated with mine roof falls was an interesting

parameter in that study. There were no roof falls in the

entries which had a roof span of less than or equal to 16

feet. As the roof span of entries increased, the more

number of roof falls in those entries increased. The rate

of increase of the number of mine roof falls was maximum

when the roof span increased beyond 20 feet, and it was

lowest in the 16 to 17 feet range. The results can be used

to determine the optimum roof span of entries (Figure 2.8).

2.3.2 STRENGTH OF COAL PILLARS

The strength of coal pillars in a mine is determined by

many factors, most of which are beyond the control of the

mining engineer. Early approaches at pillar strength

determination are significantly different from more modern
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equations.

Earlier Approaches

Three pillar design formulae considered to be capable

of covering general applications have been selected for

discussion (Holland, 1973).

(i) Holland-Gaddy formula (1956, 1962, 1964): This

formula is most frequently used for coal pillar

design.

3%*
and, K = Sp/D
where, S is strength of pillars in psi,

L is lateral dimension of pillar in inches,

T is thickness in inches,

Sp is strength of a cubical specimen of coal of

dimension D,

K is the coefficient depending upon the coal

quality.

(ii) Morrison-Corlett—Rice formula:

S=KVm

where, S = strength of pillar in psi,

W = least width

T = thickness

K = crushing strength of a 1 inch cube specimen.

(iii) Obert's formula: This is limited to the design of
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rib pillars and hard rock

pillars.

Sp = Cl(0.778 + 0.222 Wp/Hp)

where, Sp = strength of pillar in psi,

C1 = average strength in psi of cubical coal

specimens,

Wp = least width of pillar,

Hp = height of pillar.

In using these formulae, all should be modified by a

factor of safety. The safety factor runs from 1.7 to about

2 in the Holland Gaddy formula, 4 or 5 in the

Morrison-Corlett-Rice formula and 4.5 in Obert's formula.

Limitations of these Formulae: If the height of the

coal pillar is more than the pillar's least dimension, or

the L/T ratio is more than 12, the Holland-Gaddy cannot be

used. In situations where the L/T ratio is less than 1 or

the width—over-height ratio is more than 8, the

Morrison-Corlett-Rice formula should not be used.

Recent Approaches

The most recent work on pillar design has been done by

Bieniawski (1968), Salamon (1967) and Protodyakonov (1964).

(i) Bieniawski tested different sizes of coal samples

in-situ. His in-situ experiments were confined to Witbank
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coal only. He observed that the strength did not Vary for

sizes below about 2.5 inches, which was the least distance

between discontinuities for Witbank coal. There was

Variation in strength between 2.5 inches and 5 feet cube.

When the size is increased beyond 5 feet the strength did

not change. These results are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.

0n the basis of these results, Bieniawski (1968) took the 5

feet cube as the basis of his calculations and arrived at

the following formula:

c=d;0.645 + 0.355 w/h)

where, oc is the compressive strength in psi for 5

feet cube.

w is the width of the pillar in feet.

h is the working height in feet.

For Witbank coal, the equation can be written as

followsz

c = 400 + 220 w/h.

For pillar design Bieniawski's approach must be treated

with caution since his studies were confined to only one

mine (Ali, Raju, and Singh, 1971). Skelly (1977) conducted

an underground pillar strength test in southern West

Virginia and found that constants in the Bieniawski's

equation change to:

c = °c (.78 + 0.22 w/h).

(ii) Salamon (1967) studied 98 cases of stable and 27
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cases of collapsed pillars of different South African Coal

seams and deduced a statistical approach to designing mine

pillars for new mines and checking the stability of old

workings. He derived this approach on a purely statistical

basis taking the difference in coal strength for different

coalfields as a random variation. This is reasonable for

South African coalfields because the strength variation for

different coals does not exceed 12.5 percent (Sheorey,

1970). Salamon arrived at the following formula assuming

that the cause of failure was super incumbent load,

w0.460 = 1320:öTä

This formula can be applied to coal pillars in American

mines willing to accept approximate results because the

compressive strength for American coals varies from 1150

psi to about 7000 psi. It is possible to develop a similar

strength formula for American coals and apply it to all the

coalfields of the United States. Different strength groups

have also been picked up during tests for all U.S. coals

(Bieniawski, 1982) and a formula for each of the groups can

be derived by Salamon's approach.

Salamon's studies on South African coal were carried

out on actual pillars greater than 5 feet. His formula for

pillar design holds for pillars greater than 5 feet. Thus

Bieniawski's conclusion appears doubtful since Salamon's
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formula indicates a strength Variation after 5 feet in

size.

(iii) Protodyakonov (1964) deduced the following

expression for pillar size effect:

°d = °°m

and, m = E-
°m

where, qi is the strength of a cubic rock specimen with

side d.

oo is the strength of a cubic rock specimen with

d = O. _

om is the strength of a cubic rock specimen with

b is the distance between discontinuities.

If the effect of height of working and width of coal

pillars is taken in account, then the modified equation is,

gd = om(a + C,%)

in which a and c are empirical constants and can be

determined in the laboratory for coal under investigation.

PILLAR LGAD

The pillar load is measured as the average

pressure acting on the pillar. Since the weight of the

overburden increases by approximately 1.1 lbs/square inch

for every foot below the surface, the average pillar load
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is considered as:
_1.1HP ‘ TS

md' e =1-
where, 6 - extraction ratio '

H — depth of coal seam

B — width of room or entry

w = width of square pillars

Duvall and Denkhaus (1962) have found the influence of

percentage extraction on pillar loading which is

demonstrated in Figure 2.9.

SAFETY FACTOR

The safety factor is defined as the ratio of strength

to load.

S= S<§—ä‘iZI‘
‘*‘

There is a 50% probability of failure when safety

factor = 1. However, if the safety factor is greater than

one the structure is defined as stable and there is less

than 50% probability of failure. Higher safety factors

result in larger pillar sizes, consequently increasing

haulage or production costs (Haycocks, et al. 1984).

Salamon and Munro (1967) calculated safety factors on

the basis of the data obtained in the course of the survey

and found that collapsed pillar structures were clustered

around safety factor = 1, where the chances of failure and

stability are equal. The stable pillar structures were
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distributed over a wide range, usually larger than unity

and concentrated between safety factors 1.3 and 1.9. The

optimal value of the safety factor lay in the range where

50 percent of the stable cases were most densely

concentrated. The range and its mean could be used as a

guide when new workings are designed or old ones are

re—examined. However, the final decision, with regard to

the selection of safety factors, must take into

consideration local mining experience (Salamon, 1967).

The survey conducted by Bieniawski (1982) for deciding

on safety factors for U.S. room-and-pillar coal mining

provides information for different pillar design formulae.

The safety factors ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 are appropriate

for U.S. coal mining conditions using Bieniawski's Formula.

For the Holland Formula it has been recommended to use a

safety factor of 2.0 as an average, 1.8 as a minimum, and

2.2 as the maximum. The Obert—Duvall formula had a factor

of up to 4 suggested if no size effect is included.

PROBABILISTIC APPROACH OF DESIGNING COAL PILLARS

Computation of underground coal pillar strength

requires the estimation of compressive or crushing strength

of cubical coal specimens. The strength of a cubical coal

specimen can not be predicted with certainty due to

Variations in coal structure and composition. An

alternative to using the average or a single conservative
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value for strength is to recognize, measure and include

variability in the determination of coal pillar strength.

Variation in coal strength for coal seams has been reported

by many investigators.

Davies (1977) collected standard compressive strength

test data from all parts of the British coalfield and found

the mean value and standard deviation to be 30.4 MN/metrez

and 12.4 MN/metrez, respectively. The minimum value was

11.9 MN/metrez and the maximum was 55.0 MN/metrez. The

compressive strengths for identical coal samples and

testing conditions varied from one sample to another.

Illinois coal (Herrin # 6) was tested and the

compressive strength varied from 102 Kg/cmz to 236 Kg/cmz.

The average value and standard deviation were 157 and 39

Kg/cmz, respectively (Chugh, et al. 1981).

As indicated in the examples above, the compressive

strength of cubical coal specimen is a variable. To be

realistic, probability should be incorporated into the

strength determination or coal pillar design procedure to

describe the inherent variability associated with the

compressive strength value of coal. The variation in coal

specimen strength is random variation (Canmet, 1977).

If the probability distribution of a random variable is

identified, it is possible to compute the probability of

occurrence of an event. Figure 2.10 is a hypothetical
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probability density function plot of compressive strengths

of identical cubical coal specimens. The distribution can

be either symmetric or asymmetric. Most of the compressive

strengths values are distributed around the median as

depicted in the example case in Figure 2.11, which is an

asymmetric distribution. The probability of occurrence of

compressive strengths equal to or less than SI will be the

summation of the area under the probability density curve

up to SI value.

The factor of safety,FS, is related to strength and for

a given roof load the probability of occurrence of safety

factors equal to or less than FSI will be same as the

probability of occurrence of compressive strengths equal to

or less than SI. The probabilty of ocurrence of safety

factors greater than FSI will be the summation of the area

under the probability curve on the right side of FSI.

If the lowest value of compressive strength of cubical

coal specimens is selected from the probability density

curve for the determination of safety factor greater than

unity, the coal pillars will be stable with probability

approaching 100%. If the largest value of compressive

strength is used to compute safety factor greater than

unity by a small increment, then failure probably will

occur or pillars will collapse with probability approaching

100%.
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It is possible to compute the probability of coal

pillar's stability condition if the probability

distribution of compressive strength, the roof load and the

desired safety factor are known.

If sufficient coali strength test data are available,

the concepts of probability and Monte Carlo simulation are

used to generate coal strength value. The probability

distributions useful in generating coal strength, shape

characteristics of probability distribution, identification

of the distribution of a random variable, estimation of the

parameters, testing the probability distribution, and

generation of random variables are discussed in Appendix F.

The cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) is

derived after first identifying the probability density

function (p.d.f.) of the coal strength. While the coal

strength test data collected would include only finite

values for strength, the probability density function

(p.d.f.) fit to the data would place no upper or lower

limit on the value of this random variable although the

probability of occurence of extremely large or small values

of the coal strength is quite small.

2.3.3 IMPROVED METHOD OF LAYOUT DESIGN

The pillar design procedure discussed previously

considers only the pillar stability. In addition to this

factor, layouts should be designed to achieve the highest
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possible productivity and percentage coal extraction. The

pillar design formulae imply that stability considerations

keep the working height to a minimum and the pillar width

to a maximum. But high productivity and coal extraction is

achieved when working height is maximum and the pillar

width minimum (mathematical model and computer simulation

results; Haycocks, et al. 1984). The productivity of a

room-and-pillar mining section is measured by the amount of

coal produced during a given time period. The friendly

room-and-pillar mining simulator (FRAPS), which is a

stochastic face mining simulator with probabilistic

options, is used to predict the productivity (Haycocks, et

al. 1984).

All operations involved in coal production, such as

cutting, drilling, blasting, loading, and roof supporting,

and various interruptions or delays due to ground control

problems, equipment repairs, and methane dilution, are

simulated with their inherent variability, and the time

required to carry out the operations, together with the

amount of coal produced, is recorded. All operations are

subdivided into smallest elements and then they are

simulated. The time required to perform each of these

elemental tasks is studied. FRAPS also offers a means of

determining how the number of entries, entry and

breakthrough center distances, etc., contribute to the
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overall efficiency of the production unit in question.

Alternate systems can be simulated and compared to

determine the mining plan with optimum production

potential. These mining dimensions can be evaluated in

conjunction with the rock mechanics work discussed earlier
’

to insure that the pillars of the proposed mining layout

will be stable and safe (Figure 2.12).

2.3.4 DESIGN OF TOTAL EXTRACTION LAYOUTS

This section evaluates procedures for design of panel

dimensions, interpanel pillars, roof control in total

extraction panels, and roof control in pillar extraction

systems.

Design of Panel Dimensions

The layout of total extraction panels is designed to

ensure safe and efficient mining conditions in all

structural regions of the mine. Safe and efficient mining

conditions require avoiding high stress concentrations at

the abutments of total extraction panels, which can be

achieved by designing panel spans in such a way that the

upper roof strata above the extracted panel caves to

surface (Fauconnier, 1982). In cases in which this is

neither possible nor practicable, the panel spans have to

be limited and total extraction panels will have to be

separated by substantial barrier pillars to minimize the
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effects of interaction between panels.

The composition of the upper roof strata is a most

important factor affecting the design of a total extraction

panel. Two different types of roof strata conditions in the

coalfields are as follows (Kresten, 1982):

1. a generally weak and incompetent upper roof

comprising shale and weak sandstone layers, and

2. a roof strata which contains massive beds of

competent sandstone.

Incompetent Roof Strata: — If the roof strata is weak and

incompetent, then high stresses occurring in the vicinity

of abutments frequently are enough to cause failure of the

roof strata. The stress-induced fractures tend to develop

in the direction of the near vertical maximum compressive

stress. Because the lower roof strata in the mined out area

are in tension, gravitational collapse of the intensely

fractured roof strata can take place readily and caving of

the roof is continuous and extends to the surface. The

maximum compressive stresses at the abutments are reached

when the mining span is large enough for caving of the roof

strata to have extended to the surface. The critical mining

span, L, at which the maximum compressive stresses at the

abutments are reached, is given by (Fauconnier & Kersten,

1982):

_ L = 2HCotB
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where, H is depth of mining below surface

B is average of dip angle of face induced

fractures

Competent Roof Strata: - Salamon (1972) developed a model
‘

to calculate the maximum span that can be supported by a

massive bed of competent sandstone. According to Salamon,

the maximum stress in a uniformly loaded, infinitely long

rectangular plate is proportional to the intensity of the

load, the square of the span, S, and the inverse of the

square of thickness of plate, t.

2
Umax = D D <%>

where, D is depth below surface of the sandstone bed,

k is coefficient.

Design of Inter-Panel Pillars

The inter—panel pillars are also called barrier pillars

and, in the case of total extraction systems, serve three

functions:

l. to protect the mine against flooding from large

bodies of water and act as ventilation barrier

2. to isolate individual extraction panels

3. to protect entry pillars from being subjected to

the high stress area that usually surrounds mined

out areas.

Two opposing criteria are considered in the design of
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inter-panel pillars:

l. the inter-panel pillar should be as narrow as

possible to minimize loss of coal.

2. the inter—panels pillar should be as wide necessary

to protect the development entries and panel

operations from the effects of high abutment

stresses.

Strength of Inter-Panel or Barrier Pillars

The design of inter-panel pillars has been done in the

past on the basis of judgement and experience of the mining

engineers concerned or by one of the three formulae

discussed below.

(i) Ashley or Mine Inspector's formula:

W = 20 + 4T + 0.1D

where, W = width of pillar in feet

T = thickness of pillar in feet
V

D = thickness of the overburden in feet

(ii) Holland's formula:
1og2 W2

D * 15T, OI', D:5«

where, T = thickness of pillar in feet,

D = width of barrier pillars in feet,

W2 = the estimated convergence on the high-stress

side of the pillar in millimeters

(iii) The third formula is based on the ratio of pillar
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area to pillar circumference.

Weff = ä?
where, A = pillar area

C = pillar circumference

Weff = pillar width '

The average pillar stress, pm, can be estimated using

the classical tributary area theory

Pmwhere,Y is the weight of rock per unit volume,

H is the depth of seam below surface,

e is the extraction ratio.

Starfield (1968) studied the pillar loads variation

characteristics in room—and-pillar mining development

panels. The pillars which are closest to the barriers carry

the least load while the pillars near the center of the

panel carry the greatest load. The average pressure on a

pillar near the center of the panel versus the panel widths

relationship is depicted in Figure 2.13. Curve I shows the

pressures when barrier pillars are effectively of infinite

width while curve II shows the pressure reached when a

large number of panels have been mined. In both cases,

pillar load reduces in the proximity of barriers.
i

2.3.5 ROOF CONTROL IN PILLAR EXTRACTION SYSTEMS

The roof support system used in pillar extraction
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methods must be designed to protect men and equipment

against the effects of local rooffalls as well as periodic

roof strata failures. Control of the immediate roof in

total extraction panels is far more complex than room—and—

pillar partial extraction mining and depends on the

following factors (Fauconnier, 1982):

- strength properties of the immediate and upper roof,

- strength properties of the coal seam, and working

height,

- depth of mining below surface,

- panel geometry,

- rate at which the working face is advanced,

- sequence of pillar extraction,
4

— sequence of cuts in a pillar.

The strength properties and degree of lamination of the

immediate roof determine the minimum span that can be left

unsupported. A weak and highly laminated roof tends to cave

at the working face. Strong massive sandstone beds in the

immediate roof can make it impossible to employ pillar

extraction methods because it does not cave regularly.

The sequence of pillar extraction is also important.

The diagonal extraction line produces steeply dipping

fractures which tend to intersect the rooms or entries

parallel to the overall pillar extraction line. According

to Fauconnier and Kresten, the orientation of the

T
T
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stress-induced fractures is somewhat more complex close to

the barrier pillars:

- the strike direction of the fractures that, in the

center of the panel, is parallel to the pillar

extraction line, rotates towards the direction of the

barrier pillars, .

- the angle of dip of these fractures tends to flatten

in the vicinity of the barrier pillars.

The sequence of cuts during the extraction of a pillar

is important for controlling the local roof strata. As it

requires a knowledge of the local stiffness of the mining

layout and post failure behavior of the pillar, it is most

difficult to assess.

A roof support with high initial stiffness can provide

safe working conditions in the vicinity of the pillar edge.

Timber supports are best for this purpose. The use of

wedges with timber supports increases the total yield range

of timber even further.

It is simple to install timber supports and they offer

relatively high resistance with small compression. Timber

posts and cribs are easily available in every coalfield and

their performance, suitability and costs are familiar to

most people in mining industry. Most of the timber posts

are a section of the trunk of a tree with diameters from 4

inches upward (a six inch post is most common). The
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length-to-diameter ratio should be less than or equal to 15

for wood posts (Faulkner and Yu, 1985). The strength of

timber post for a certain species of wood is a function of

several variables such that (Suddarth and Woeste, 1977):

p = fm, i. g, r)

where:

p = strength of post,

m = moisture content in the post,

i = imperfections such as knots,

g = specific gravity,

r = length to diameter ratio.

Faulkner (1985) performed several tests and tried to

find this relation through regression. According to

Faulkner and Yu (1985), the species of wood has a great

effect on the ultimate strength of a post. The hardwoods

such as oak, poplar, hickory, maple and locust exhibit much

higher compressive strengths than softwoods such as pine

and spruce. Dry wood of low moisture content is much

stronger than "green" wood, which has high moisture

content.

The load-bearing and yield characterstics of posts can

be improved by using wedges between the post and the mine

roof which not only tighten post installation but allow
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additional yield as they are compressed perpendicular to

the grain of the wood. Caps and headers also improve the

yieldability of a post in a similar way.

There are several kinds of timber props in pillar

extraction panels. Hepplewhite, Kirkby, and tri—set props

are most common (Faulkner and Yu, 1985). The Hepplewhite

prop is produced by tapering the lower end of a timber

post. This prop exhibits improved compression and yield

characteristics in conjunction with a headboard. The Kirkby

prop consists of a light steel tube with reinforcing bands

on the ends. Various combinations of wooden plugs can be

inserted into the tube to get the desired yield

performance. The "tri-set" consists of three timber posts

working together. It is slightly less strong than three

times the strength of a single post, deforms about the same

amount before failure, and is more stable as deformation

continues.

Cribbing is the use of flat timbers laid at right

angles on top of each other to support heavy roof loads in

pillar extraction panels. Cribs exhibit good load -

deformation characterstics. Wood cribs handle roof support

demands that cannot be met by wooden props. Cribs can be

square, rectangular or triangular in shape. They can be

open or solid depending on the way the timbers are arranged

and cut. Hollow centers of cribs may be filled with waste
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rock to further strengthen them. The yieldability of the

wood crib is advantageous since the load on a crib is

perpendicular to the grain of the wood. A crib yields in a

stable manner as the load increases.

Roof bolts are also used in the splits to support roof. -

They can be installed rapidly and do not interfere with the

movement of machinery. The best designed support systems

for a total extraction panel are those that employ bolts or

timbers installed at specific intervals with an increased

density at roadway intersections. A roof fall survey by

Smith (1984) indicates that areas supported by posts and

cribs have the least number of rooffalls and the result is

depicted in Figure 2.14.

The Bureau of Mines has developed a mobile roof support

system for retreat mining panels which would be placed and

retrieved remotely without danger to the operator

(Thompson, 1984). It was designed, built, and field tested

in a Utah coal mine (Figure 2.15). The mobile roof support

was remotely operated, battery powered, and rubber—tired.

The machine carries four jacks, two on the body of the

machine, and two at the end of hinged arms. The jacks

extend to form columns between the floor and roof, each

with 30 tons of potential support. The jacks are

hydraulically locked, and the load is distributed to three

points on each jack, without loading the machine chasis

1
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FIGURE 2.l5:Ground control plan with
mobile remote roof support éemotely
operated).
(After Thompson, 1984)
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(Thompson, 1984). This system provides added safety for

coal miners by eliminating the need to work in a hazardous

area setting timber posts and cribs, and increases

productivity because of fewer manual support setting

operations.

Results of the field test were encouraging and the

concept was accepted by mine management, the miners and

several industry personnel who witnessed the field trials.

2.3.6 EFFECTS OF RETREAT MINING ON GROUND SURFACE

Retreat mining or total extraction disturbs the natural

equilibrium of rock mass in the vicinity of the

extractions, changing 'the distribution of loads in the

medium and causing horizontal and vertical displacements.

These displacements propagate from the mine opening,

through the overlying strata to the surface, and result in

surface subsidence (Karmis, Haycocks and Triplett, 1984).

Depending on the extent of the workings, their depth below

surface, and the physical properties of the rock mass,

displacements on the ground surface can be manifested in

two principal modes of ground settlement, sinkhole, and

trough subsidence. Sinkholes are characterized by a sudden

and sometimes violent collapse of the surface and usually

occur above shallow mines with incompetent overburden. The

surface expression of trough subsidence is the formation of
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a three—dimensiona1 subsidence basin (Karmis, Haycocks,

Webb, and Triplett, 1981).

Surface subsidence is an important environmental

problem of retreat mining. Damages due to subsidence range

from land settlement to severe structural damage in rural

as well as urban area (Karmis, Goodman, and Hasenfus,

1984). The federal government estimates that each year
I

underground coal mining causes $25 million to $35 —million

in subsidence_ damage to residences, schools and

commercial/industrial buildings in the United States, and

$3 million to $4 million in damage to roads, utilities and

services (Bruhn, McCann, Speck, and Gray, 1982). Much of

the damage occurs in Pennsylvania, where the concentration

of houses and other structures above active mine areas is

greater than anywhere else in the United States. With

similar damage occurring above operating mines in West

Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Virginia and other coal producing

states, subsidence effects on structures is a topic worthy

of attention (Bruhn, et al. 1982).

The serious problems resulting from surface subsidence

are due to differential movements at various points of a

structure. The tilt, the curvature, the horizontal strain,

and horizontal distortion are the important components of

differential movement.

The tilt at a point is the slope of the subsidence
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I
curve. Tilt of the surface may make the tall buildings

unstable. Curvature is the difference in tilt between two

neighboring points. This causes the formation of a concave

or convex area in the vicinity of a point.

Horizontal displacement along a trough subsidence is

proportional to the slope of the subsidence profile. The

horizontal strain at a point is defined by two normal

strain components and the shear strain or horizontal

distortion. Uniform horizontal displacement seldom causes

direct damage to the surface structures. Strains cause

distortion, cracking and failure of buildings, pipelines,

highways, etc..

Classification of the Mode of Subsidence:

The ratio of the average convergence, Sm, to the depth,

H, is the most significant factor (Sm/H) in the prediction

of the effects of mining on the surface (Galvin, Stujn and

Wagner, 1981; and Fauconnier & Kersten, 1982). Depending on

the value of this ratio (Sm/H), mining will affect the

ground surface differently if the lateral extent of mining
I

is large enough to allow the full development of

subsidence. Salamon (1974) has grouped the surface

subsidences into three classes based on the ratio (Sm/H):

1. Discontinuous subsidence: (Sm/H > 0.1).

This type of subsidence is the least predictable and

potentially the most hazardous subsidence situation
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and should be avoided in the presence of structures

requiring protection.

2. Subsidence with surface cracks: (0.1>Sm/H> 0.01)

As the ratio value decreases, the subsidence of the

surface outside the mined out area becomes more and

more clear. Cracks can be seen in zones of

horizontal tension. Most structures exposed to

subsidence in this group will be damaged.

3. Smooth subsidence: (Sm/H < 0.0001)

The displacement components are continuous functions

of the coordinates.

Prevention of Damage to Surface Structures

Underground controlled mining involves techniques that

do not produce surface subsidence exceeding the allowable

values; it is therefore effective in reducing surface

damage. The various methods of protecting surface

structures fall into one of the following categories:

1. use of solid supporting pillars,

·2. use of some form of pillar mining,

3. packing or stowing,

4. protection by phasing of extraction.

2.4 PILLAR EXTRACTION

There are two practical mining situations in which
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pillar extraction is required: first, when the mine is

either new or new enough to permit a choice of extraction

method; second, when it is expedient to extract pillars

that have been cut without regard for subsequent recovery.

The same principles and techniques of planning for pillar

extraction can be applicable to both situations (Galvin,

Stujn and Wagner, 1981; and Kresten 1982).

Several factors can affect planning for pillar

extraction and are listed below:

1. The necessity to protect surface objects may

constrain planning.

2. The relation between production resulting from

development and production resulting from

pillaring can affect the economics of coal. There

may be important differences in cost or quality of

coal produced in the two operations.

3. The interval of time between development and

pillaring is very important and should be as

short as possible.

4. Rock Mechanics and strata control which are major

factors in the design of the system.

5. The alternative methods available for extracting

pillars are integral with planning.

6. Other features, which, though present in any mining

operations, tend to be hazardous in pillar
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extraction, such as gas emissions from the caved

area, water inrushes, and bumps.

2.4.1 PANEL DESIGN
l

Mines are typically subdivided into panels which are

separated by barrier pillars in order to localize and

confine planned or unplanned events such as caving,

flooding, explosions, and fires. The design of panel

dimensions has been discussed in section 2.3.4. The factors

influencing the dimensions of panels are (Mason, 1951;

Deshmukh and Deshmukh, 1966: and Stefenko, 1975):

1. Rock Mechanics and Strata Control

2. Security

3. Barrier Pillars

4. Geological Limits

5. Production

6. Ventilation

2.4.2 PILLAR DESIGN

1. Pillar dimensions: - This has been discussed in

sections 2.3.1 thru 2.3.3.

2. Mining system: - There are several methods of

reducing pillars formed during development. The

pillars are designed based on the mining system to

be used for retreating.
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3. Machinery: - The working dimensions of the mining

equipment must be considered when pillar dimensions

are determined.

4. Width of roadways: - Productivity in development

mining favors a wide room, as opposed to pillaring,

in which a narrow room improves roof control.

5. Face length: - The panel or section width is a

function of the number of roadways and hence the

number of pillars required for maximum productivity

of a unit.

6. Sequence of pillar extraction: - To avoid

protrusions into the goaf, pillars should be
‘ removed in an orderly manner so that the pillar

line is always as straight as possible.

7. Shape of pillars: — The shape of the pillars should

be suited to the method of mining and may be square

or rectangular.

2.4.3 STRATA CONTROL AND SELECTION OF ROOF SUPPORTS:

The abutment high stress zone is unavoidable in total

extraction methods and must be carefully controlled. The

pillars are designed taking into account this increased

stress beyond the normal pillar load caused by mining.

High stresses may be expected in (Holland, 1954; Galvin,

Stujn, and Wagner, 1981; and Fauconnier, 1982):

(
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1. areas close to the extraction line

2. pillar areas close to wide passageways

3. pillars that are larger than surrounding pillars

4. protrusions on active pillar lines

5. mining seams in which the coal and adjacent strata

have very different physical properties.

The position of the peak abutment stress varies from

location to location and the zone may extend across a large

area. To maintain safe working conditions in the vicinity

of the pillar edge, a roof support with high initial

stiffness is required. Timber poles are best in this

regard.

The most commonly used types of support in total

extraction panels are single props such as timber,

hydraulic props, roof bolts, and fenders of coal, or a

combination of these. Whatever combination chosen must

fulfill certain conditions (Galvin,· Stujn, and Wagner,

1981; Naismith and Pakalnis, 1982; and Fauconnier, 1982).

1. The method must provide adequate support to the

workings during development and allow for the

abutment stresses during subsequent pillar

extraction.
I

2. An effective breaker line must be provided to limit

the extent of caving, and must be constructed at

the goaf edge to protect the working area and to
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induce a break in the roof.
i

3. The speed of erection must match the face advance.

4. The support should not hinder machinery.

5. The purpose of the support is limited to supporting

only the immediate roof for as long as is required.

6. Removal must be easy and rapid.

Initial installation cost plays an important role in

support selection. Secondary costs such as clean-up of fall

material, and lost production due to disabled men and

equipment, are often not considered. Proper selection of

support type and optimum support capacity can minimize the

initial installation and secondary costs while achieving

the maximum safety factor. Roofbolts, timbers, and steel

rails are commonly used during the development phase of

mining and in combination with other roof supports while

retreat mining. A greater use of rock bolting in narrower

openings, with a minimum of development work, and the

application of powered supports to total extraction is the

logical approach to reduction of support costs in coal

mines (Stefenko, 1975; and Australian Institute, 1976).

Hydraulic mechanized supports are becoming more popular

for pillaring operations. However, it has been observed

that the hydraulically actuated supports used near a

pillaring face require repair before they have reached

their rated service life. Hydraulic props get out of order
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most frequently because the pressure in the hydraulic

cylinders at the moment of caving of roof may reach four

times the design pressure. Within one shift there are 100

to 150 peaks above the nominal pressure, and this has an

adverse effect on the reliability of the hydraulic props

and the sections as a whole (Brenner and Lynboshchinsky,

1975).

The distribution of the durations of sudden rooffalls,

measured in retreat mining faces, is an exponential

distribution [Sadykov and Setkov, 1978] and can be written

in the form:
1=(u) = 1 — e°^t ·

1 = 1/E (1)

and
E tLh1

i=1 1

where n = number of measured rooffall durations, ti.

To represent the maximum duration of sudden rooffalls,

let us take the probability (Ftmax) = 0.95. Then fram

Equation (1) we get 0.95 = l-e'Ätmax, and tmax = -l0güL5)/A

Sadykov's report reveals that, like the durations of

sudden rooffalls near a retreat mining face, the time

between sudden rooffalls is exponentially distributed. The

expected value of the time between sudden rooffalls, Tm,

can be determined. Knowing the values of Tm we can

provisionally calculate the number of sudden rooffalls
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which must be withstood by a mechanized support during its

service life in any particular condition. Obviously,

250*:5*24“l‘—T
where N1 is the number of sudden roof falls, 250 is the

number of working days per year for the retreat mining

system, ts is the service life of the system in years, 24

is the number of hours in a day, and Tm is the time between

roof falls in hours.

These indices are used during the decision—making

process of support type and capacity design. Consideration

of the indices, like maximum duration of sudden rooffalls,

expected value of the time between sudden rooffalls, and

the number of sudden rooffalls which must be withstood by a

support system, results in reduction of support costs in

coal mines.

The total support cost of each of several alternate

ground control systems is accounted for in an effort to

determine the most cost-effective roof support for a given

mining operation. The total roof support cost model

developed by Partrick [1978] is very general and is

expressed in terms of gross profit per ton, Pj and the

revenue and total costs associated with the j—th support

system,

P = R-c-B — A - M —-äELXi—
3 3 3 3 TjNj
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where: R is the revenue per ton of coal,

G is the general operating cost per ton of coal,

Bj is the support cost per ton of coal,

Aj is the personnel injury cost per ton of coal,

Mj is the equipment damage cost per ton of coal,

Ftj is the total lost production costs,

Tj is the number of tons of coal per shift worked,

Vj is the total volume of rooffalls occurring in the

time period analyzed,

Nj is the number of shifts worked.

This model contains every valid element of cost that

acts to reduce the per ton profitability of a mining

operation, and permits the comparison of alternative roof

support systems.

The equation used in the model can be solved

deterministically or by using digital simulation

techniques. The deterministic solution requires the

determination of the subscripted variables from time

studies and other sources of historical data such as

company cost records. The digital simulation model

calculates the various parameters such as equipment damage,

the number and extent of injuries, and other rooffall

related events based on statistical distributions. These

statistical distributions are based on historical data for
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the support system concerned. The statistical distribution

introduces an added degree of realism into the model that

is not present in the mean value models.
' The profits per ton of coal for room-and—pillar mining

operations with and without pillaring operation are

evaluated using the total roof support cost model. If

retreat mining becomes economically infeasible, then the

optimum pillar dimensions can be determined for most

profitable percentage extraction by comparing different

alternative roof support systems. Hence, the total roof

support cost model is an important tool for the economic

feasibility analysis of retreat mining.

2.4.4 METHODS OF PILLAR EXTRACTION:

Pillar extraction or retreat mining techniques vary

widely over the United States. The widely-used processes

are split—and-fender, pocket-and—wing, outside lifts, and

open ending. There are more techniques of pillar extraction

which are commonly used overseas. A brief discussion of all

processes is presented here.

2.4.4.1 Split-and—Fender

This method is used for extracting relatively small

pillars but a large pillar can be extracted using multiple

splits. A sequence of cuts is mined through the pillar

parallel to the pillar's long side, and a split is formed
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with the creation of two fenders of coal. The roof within

the split is supported by bolts, posts and timbers or a

combination of these and the fenders are extracted from the

split or adjacent entry with additional support provided by

posts. More than one pillar is extracted at the same time

and a typical sequence of cuts is shown in Figure 2.16. The

numbers represent the cut sequence of the two pillars for

continuous mining equipment.

2.4.4.2 Split-and-Fender Modifications

As split-and-fender is the most common pillar

extraction method in the United States, it is also the most

widely modified (Kauffman and Hawkins, 1981). Six of the

variations are very common and will be discussed here.

Multiple Splits: If the pillar width is more than 45

feet, one split is not sufficient to extract the remaining

fenders. For larger pillars, many mines use two to three

splits. Figure 2.17 shows a typical cut sequence for

extracting pillars using two splits. The pocket-and—wing

extraction process may be preferable to the use of a

multiple-split-and-fender process for extracting large

pillars.

Christmas Treeing: Two fenders are extracted from the

same split or entry. There are two ways to do this. The

first method is depicted in Figure 2.18, and involves the

y extraction of a single pillar. Cuts are made to the left
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and then to the right. The second method, depicted in

Figure 2.19, extracts two pillars from the same entry.

Christmas treeing methods are not used under normal

situations because of the large unsupported roof span over

the continuous miner.

. Indicator Stump: The final cuts in the split are

angled outward in such a fashion that a wedge—shaped stump

is left in the center of the end of the split. The stump is

used as an indicator of roof activity while the inby

fenders are being extracted. The cut sequence is shown in

Figure 2.20.

Fender Breakthrough: - When fenders are less than 8

feet thick, this technique is used to extract pillars. The

miner breaks through the inby fender into the gob as the

split is being advanced. These breaks aid in ventilation

and the thickness of the fender can be indicated. A cut

sequence is shown in Figure 2.21.

Fender Notching: - In this method, a notch is cut to

the left of the split as the fender to the right is

extracted. The positioning of the notch cuts coincides with

the lifts that will be removed from the outby fender when

that fender is recovered from the entry or split. The cut

sequence is shown in Figure 2.22. Because the notch cuts

are taken from under supported area, no hazardous exposure

is created.

Conventional Split-and-Fender: -· When hard coal or coal
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layered with rock is mined, other methods of pillar

extraction are not efficient. The conventional

split-and-fender technique increases the recovery rate

because it confines the coal between the fenders during

heavy blasting. An extraction sequence is depicted in

Figure 2.23. ‘

2.4.4.3 Pocket-and—Wing

This method is used to extract large pillars and allows

two working places within the same pillar. Pockets are

formed on the gob sides of the pillar, and lifts are mined

between pockets. A fender of coal is left between the

pocket and the gob. The wing is extracted after the

completion of pockets. More pockets are driven and wings

extracted until the pillar is reduced to a final stump.

This stump is recovered from the intersection. The sequence

of cuts is depicted in Figure 2.24.

2.4.4.4 Nonseggential Pocket—and—Wing

This is a Variation of the pocket—and—wing method. It

is made possible by the use of continuous miners with a

bolting function or the use of boring type continuous

miners. It is used in the areas of high gas and weak roof,

1 since air can be directed to a single face throughout the

extraction period. A cut sequence is shown in Figure 2.25.

2.4.4.5 Outside Lifts

This method is very suitable for small pillars. The
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pillar is dimensioned in such a way that lifts can be taken

from one side of the pillar without going beyond the

supported roof. Lifts are taken beginning near the gob and

moving toward solid coal. The sequence of cuts is shown in

Figure 2.26.

2.4.4.6 Outside-Lift Variation

A combination of outside lifts and Christmas treeing,

the outside-lift variation can be used to extract pillars

up to 30 to 35 feet wide and at a low overburden pressure.

This process does not require roof bolting. A sequence of

cuts is depicted in Figure 2.27.

2.4.4.7 Open Ending

In the open—end method a lift is mined off one side of
‘

a block adjacent to a previously mined and caved area, or

gob. The width of each lift is determined by physical

conditions and the type of equipment used. The individual

cuts of coal in a lift are mined out completely to the gob,

creating an open side or end. The roof over the cut is

supported. This process is widely used in conventional

mining sections. Cuts can be taken from as many as six

pillars simultaneously. The pillar line is generally at a

45 degree angle. The sequence of cuts for one pillar only

is shown in Figure 2.28.

2.4.4.8 LQNGWALL CAVING ON KNIFE EDGES

i

This method of pillar extraction has been practiced
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abroad successfully and consists of cutting a row of

pillars by longwall cutting and flight loading machines.

Two machines are used simultaneously. Both machines start

working in opposite directions from the central pillar of

the panel and undercut the pillars in both directions

(Mrig, 1970). While cutting, wooden wedges are inserted in

the cuts for supports. After cuts are made in all the

pillars of a row, the pillars are blasted one by one. Then

both machines start moving towards each other, loading the

blasted coal. The coal cutting machines are fitted with

chain and flights to load the coal into the conveyor

installed along the face. The conveyor takes this coal to

the end of the panel (row) and discharges to the chain

conveyor installed in the end entry. When the loading is

going on, one gang of timber men work with each machine to

erect a row of supports behind the machine, leaving a

clearance of 5 feet between the face and the support. After

loading the blasted coal from the whole face, both the

machines are again brought to the cutting position and the

conveyors dismantled and re—erected along the face, leaving

a clearance of 4 feet for the machines to move. The

machines again move in opposite directions,under—cuttingthe

pillars, and the process is repeated. The conveyor is

dismantled after every cut and re-erected along the face.

When the pillar rib width becomes 13 feet, the whole

1
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conveyor is dismantled and erected in the next gallery. The

machines are also shifted and the gate chain conveyor is

also cut-off to that extent. The timber supports set in the

extracted area are then withdrawn one by one and as many

props as lpossible are also withdrawn. The 13 feet pillar

ribs help in bringing the roof down in the gob, working as

knife edges and preventing the overriding of gob into the

working area. The layout of the pillar extraction section

is shown in Figure 2.29. The main supports used in the area

are rows of props and rows of cribs alternatively set along

the line joining two ends of the panel.

In the first row, after the withdrawal of the supports,

the roof may be blasted down if it does not come down

easily. Experience shows that from the third row onwards,

the roof comes down itself, as the supports are withdrawn

even for strong roof (Mrig, 1970).

2.4.4.9 MODIFIED LONGWALL METHOD

This method of pillar extraction is similar to the

previously described method 'Longwall Caving on Knife

Edges' but the 4 foot wide pillar ribs are also extracted

from the next gallery. The existing galleries during mining

by the longwall method are crossed by leaving 4 foot wide

pillar ribs and shifting the conveyor to the new position

in the gallery in front of the steel props. Supports behind

{

the ribs will be withdrawn and shifted to the new gallery.
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The roof behind the rib is brought down by induced caving

if necessary before starting extraction of the rib. While

extracting the rib, one row of supports should be erected

with breaker props. After the rib has been extracted the

last line of support adjacent to the gob side will be

withdrawn and the roof made to cave (Skowron and Burszczyk,

1976).

2.4.4.10 PILLAR SPLITTING

Partial extraction is achieved using the pillar

splitting method of pillar extraction. Each pillar is split

into four stooks by driving one gallery along the length of

the panel and one gallery along the width of the panel. The

width of the split gallery is the same as the width of the

main gallery. The galleries and splits are supported by

steel channels or strong timber supports.

In the past, the splitting of pillars as a final

operation was practiced in some mines without many

technical considerations. As a result, after several years,

there have been cases of sudden surface collapses. Hence,

the need exists to scientifically study and determine the

extent to which the pillars can be reduced without

affecting the surface while giving the maximum percentage

of recovery (Ali, 1971).



3.EST;MATING PILLAR EXTRACTION COST

In the formulation of the model, mining cost components

are classified either as capital or' operating costs.

Pillar extraction does not require any additional capital

investment to operate the mine since supply, haulage,

ventilation, and power systems were established during the

development phase of mining. Operating costs are the major

costs during pillaring.

Operating or pillar extraction costs may be classified

as direct, indirect, fixed, and subsidence compensation

costs.

Direct costs are those costs which tend to be

proportional or partially proportional to production, such

as the cost of operating supplies, utilities, direct

operating labor, operating supervision, maintanaßca

supervision, payroll overhead, and union welfare (Humphreys

and Katell, 1981). Direct costs include both variable costs

and semivariable costs. Variable costs are those which tend

to be a direct function of mine production or output, while

semivariable costs are direct costs which are only

partially dependent upon production or output. Semivariable

costs, which include direct labor, supervision,

maintenance, general expense, and overhead costs, increase

122
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with production rate but not in direct proportion. When the

mine is not operating, a portion of the semivariable costs

continues to be incurred. At zero production, semivariable

costs generally total about 20 to 40 percent of the total

semivariable cost at full production (Katell, 1981).

Indirect costs include plant overhead (administration,

laboratory, shops and repair facilities) (Humphreys and

Katell, 1981). ·

Fixed costs which are independent of mine production

and are incurred whether or not the production rates

change, include property taxes, insurance, and

depreciation.

Subsidence compensation costs are the full compensation

in money for subsidence damages or control costs.

Production cost estimates can be performed on a daily,

unit-of-production, or annual basis. Humphreys and Katell

(1981) recommended an annual computation for the

following reasons:

--- It "damps out" seasonal Variations.

-—— It considers equipment operating time.

--- It is readily adapted to less-than-full capacity

operation.

--- It readily includes the effect of periodic large

costs (scheduled maintenance, vacation shutdowns,

etc.). 4
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-—- It is directly usable in profitability analysis.
-—- It is readily convertible to the other bases, daily

cost and unit-of-production, yielding mean annual

figures rather than a potentially high or low

figure for an arbitrarily selected time of year.

3.1 DIRECT COSTS

Operating Supplies (rockbolts and timbers, mining

machine parts, lubrication and hydraulic oil, rock dust,

ventilation, bits, cables, etc.), Utility, Royalty, Payroll

Overhead, Union Welfare, Reclamation Fund, and Licenses

costs for use in this study are described below.

3.1.1 Labor, Supervision, and Maintenance Costs

Labor costs are the wages and salaries paid to labor

for the operation and maintenance of equipment and mine

facilities. It is a dominant factor in an operating cost

estimate and depends on the number of individuals required

for production, the wage rate required to secure

appropriate labor, and hours worked. To properly estimate

this cost, a 'manning table' must be established in as

detailed a manner as possible. Katell (1978) suggested that

this table should indicate the following:
-—— The particular skill or craft required in each

i

operation
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--- Labor rates for the various types of operations

--— Supervision required for each process step

-—— Overhead personnel required

These factors should be included in the manning table _

for maximum estimate accuracy. A typical manning table for

an underground coal mine production section as estimated by ·

Katell (1974, 1975, 1978) is shown in Appendix G. Once the

manning table is developed (at a minimum including all

direct production labor), labor costs can readily be

estimated from company records of wages and salaries by

position, union wage scales, salary surveys of various

crafts and professions, or other published sources. Because

labor costs are prone to rapid inflation, often at rates

sharply different from general inflation rates, care must

be taken to obtain current figures and to properly project

future wage rates (Haskins, 1978; Humphreys and Katell,

1981)

Top management salaries are considered supervision

costs and should be established through a manning table as

discussed above.

Maintenance costs are a semivariable category ,

generally distributed about 60% to labor and 40% to

materials. Maintenance generally increases with the age of

equipment. Maintenance labor costs, like supervision costs,

should be delineated in the labor manning table (Humphreys
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and Katell, 1981).

3.1.2 Operating Supplies Cost
During the pillar extraction process, supplies are

required to fuel and lubricate equipment and machinery,

support roofs,replace defective or worn out parts, etc.

Operating supplies also include explosives and other

materials that may be required under certain mining

conditions. Rockbolts and timbers are important operating

supplies during the pillar extraction process.

3.1.3 Power Cost

Mining operations require significant amounts of

electric power to operate mining equipment and facilities.

Power costs decrease as demand decreases in the market.
Electric power charges are usually based upon two factors:

(a) demand factor —- the maximum power [kw] per month, (b)
A

energy [kw-hr], (Humphreys and Katell, 1981; Kolstad,

1974).

3.1.4 Water Cost

water is used in underground mining operations for dust

control, bit cooling, etc. The requirement for water is

determined including a reasonable allowance for sanitary

l
water, etc., and water cost is estimated. The water cost
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decreases as demand for water decreases.

3.1.5 Royalty Cost

The royalty cost is the expense of obtaining sufficient

coal reserve leases for an appropriate length of time to

enable production (Haskins, 1978).

Steele (1964, 1967) defined the royalty:

"A royalty is not a rent,though often is called.
For, except when mines, quarries etc. are
practically inexhaustible, the excess of their
income over their direct outgoings has to be
regarded, in part at least, as the price got by
the sale of stored-up goods -— stored up by
nature, indeed, but now treated as private
property,......"

Royalties may be variable, semivariable, or fixed

depending upon the conditions of the royalty agreement.

Payments in proportion to production or fixed payments per

annum are treated as direct operating costs (Humphreys and

Katell, 1981).

The royalty payment made to the owner of mineral rights

complies with a long-term contractual agreement authorizing

the coal company to extract the coal, usually until the

exhaustion of the coal subject to the contract. The coal

mining company that can acquire its coal under a 1ong—term

contract and is only required to make payments on the

resource that has been mined obviously has more funds for

i

investing in machinery, equipment, and other capital
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requirements than the company that must purchase total

reserve requirements before mine development (Haskins,

1978; Leisenring, 1973).

3.1.6 Payroll Overhead Cost
A

~

The payroll overhead cost is an expense, exclusive of

wages and salaries, that must be paid by the coal company.

This cost, associated with employee "fringe benefits,"

includes workers' compensation, pensions, group insurance,

paid vacations and holidays, social security, unemployment

taxes and benefits, and profit sharing programs. The

extent of these costs varies from industry to industry and

company records are the best measure of their magnitude.

Coal companies in the United States estimate payroll

overheads at 40% of direct labor plus supervision plus

maintenance labor costs. For other countries this factor is

adjusted to suit local conditions (Humphreys and Katell,

1981).

3.1.7 Union Welfare Cost

This cost is also called the union welfare

contribution. Haskins (1978) discussed the union welfare

cost as a monthly royalty payment on each ton of coal

produced for use or sale by mine operators. Employees may

receive a wide range of additional benefits and services,
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described as "fringe benefits," which are not considered

part of wages and salaries (Heneman, 1965; and Haskins,

1978). This is true of employees who work for coal

companies signatory to the National Bituminous Coal Wage

· Agreement. Through the collective bargaining efforts of the

United Mine Workers of America, Welfare and Retirement Fund

fringe benefits such as pensions, widow and supervisor

benefits, hospital andi medical care benefits are

established (Haskins, 1978; and Subcommittee on Labor,

1970).

3.2 INDIRECT COST

According to Haskins (1978), and Katell (1978),

indirect cost is an expense item added to cover those costs

arising from the use of labor and supplies that are not

individually itemized under other variable costs. The most

common way of computing indirect costs is to take a

percentage of labor, supervision, and operating supplies.

The percentage figure for computing indirect costs in

pillar extraction systems is 15.

3.3 FIXED COSTS

Fixed costs are costs that do not vary with the level

of output (Haskins, 1978). These costs are incurred whether

or not production rates change. Pillar extraction or
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retreat mining fixed cost components include taxes and

insurance, and depreciation.

3.3.1 Taxes and Insurance

Insurance is an expense for the risk of loss due to

unknown hazards. Insurance covers such items as damage or

destruction of mine facilities and personal or corporate

liability. Insurance and mine property taxes must be

included in the production cost estimate. In coal mining

areas these costs total 2 percent of mine costs per year

(Haskins, 1978).

3.3.2 Depreciation Cost

According to Whitney (1979), depreciation is the

periodic write-off of the cost of items of property and

certain other long-lived tangible assets. It denotes a

periodic cost allocation against revenue of tangible assets

such as buildings, machinery and equipment. Depreciation is

also the process by which the capitalized cost of a fixed

asset is recovered over its estimated useful life.

The purpose of depreciation is to allow credit against

operating costs, and hence taxes, for the non- recoverable

capital expense of an investment.

There are four depreciation methods applicable to any

kind of depreciable asset, which are listed below:
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(i) Straight-Line Depreciation

(ii) Declining Balance Depreciation

(iii) Unit—of—Production Depreciation

(iv) Sum-of-the-Years-Digits Depreciation.
4

Straight-Line Depreciation: This is an often-used

method of computing depreciation. To calculate

straight—line depreciation, annual depreciation is

simply made equal to the depreciable portion of the

initial capital investment divided by the IRS—approved

depreciable life of the project. Mathematically:

Dsl = C/L

where
A

Dsl = annual straight—line depreciation

C = depreciable portion of the capital

investment

L = IRS - approved life, in years.

Declining Balance Depreciation: This method provides

for annual depreciation charges which cannot exceed

150% of the applicable straight-line method (Whitney,

1979). The depreciation allowance for year n in the

life of the asset is calculated as follows: First

subract the accumulated depreciation to date from the

cost basis of the asset; multiply this difference by

1.5, and divide the result by the life in years of the
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asset. Mathematically:

n-1
Dn =

(CBwhere.
Dn = depreciation in year n

CB = cost basis of the asset

n—l

ä=0 Di = accumulated depreciation to date

L = life of asset in years

However, since the item can not be depreciated below

its salvage value, the difference between CB and the

accumulated depreciation to date plus salvage value is

compated with Dn.

If Dn > (CB -§l)Di · Salvage Value)

then
n-1

Dn = (CB Salvage Value).

Thus, we do not depreciate the item below its expected

salvage value.

Unit-of-Production Depreciation: The annual deduction

under this method is determined by dividing the

unrecovered basis (less salvage value) of the asset by

the number of units the asset is expected to produce

during its remaining useful life, and multiplying the

result by the number of units produced during the tax
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year (Whitney and Whitney, 1979). Mathematically:

n-1
Dn = (CB - gw Di - SV) (Pn/Pr)

where

Dn = depreciation for year n

CB = cost basis of the asset

n-1

§=0 Di = accumulated depreciation to date

SV = salvage value

Pn = production during tax year

Pr = production remaining at the begining of

year.

There are many other acceptable depreciation methods,

of which the double-declining balance and

sum-of-years-digits methods, accelerated depreciation,

are the most commonly used (Humphreys and Katell,

1981).

Sum—of-the-Years-Digits Depreciation: In this method,

a changing fraction is applied to the original cost of

the asset (less salvage value). The denominator of this

fraction always remains the same and is the sum of the

numbers representing all the years in the life of the

asset. The numerator is the number of years remaining

in the useful life of the mine property (Whitney and
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Whitney, 1979). Mathematically:

Dv = C <2<¤—y+l>/¤(¤+l)>
where

Dy = depreciation in year y

C = depreciable portion of investment

n = asset life, in years.

3.4 DEPLET;ON ALLOWANCE

The depletion allowance is a charge against income for

the usage of non—renewable natural resources. There are two .

methods of computing depletion allowance. They are cost

depletion and percentage‘ depletion. The method which

results in the greater depletion allowance for any taxable

year is selected for calculating depletion allowance.

3.4.1 Cost Depletionz

Cost depletion is based upon the cost of mineral

property, the number of units of mineral sold during the

year, and the number of units of mineral remaining in the

deposit at the end of the year (Whitney and Whitney, 1979).

1 Mathematically:

CDn = (CB - Di) (Un/(Un+Ur))

where
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CDn = cost depletion allowance in year n

CB = cost basis of the property

§;; Di = accumulated depletion taken in preceeding

years (both cost and percentage)

Un = units of mineral sold during the year n

Ur = units of mineral remaining at year end.

3.4.2 gercentage Depletion:

This is an allowance expressed as a percentage of the

gross income from the mine and varies in amount with the

type of mineral. It is limited to 50 percent of the taxable

income from the mine before the depletion allowance is

deducted. Mathematically:

PDn = (MPDA) ( GIMn - RPn)

If PDn > (0.5)(TIBD)

then PDn = (0.5)(TIBD)
A

where

PDn = allowable percentage depletion for the

mineral sold during year

MPDA = mineral's percentage depletion allowance

GIMn = gross income from mineral sales in year n
U

RPn = royalty payments

TIBD = taxable income before depletion.
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3.5 SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST

Subsidence compensation or mining damage cost is one of

the important factors governing the selection of a mining

method. If the coal seam lies under a densely populated

urban area, total extraction of coal becomes economically

infeasible. Coal pillars would have to be left or the open‘

area underground would have to be backfilled to prevent

surface subsidence, resulting in higher subsidence contol

cost.

According to federal government estimates (Bruhn, et

al. 1982), underground coal mining causes $25-35 million in

subsidence damage to residences, schools and

commercial/industrial buildings and $3-4 million in damage

to roads, utilities and services in the United States each

year. By the end of the 20th century these types of

subsidence damage may total more than $1 billion

(Comptroller General, 1979). Based on the 1981 dollar,

repair costs --the costs to repair major functional and

structural damage -- range from a few hundred dollars to

· more than $100,000, the median being $6,000 to $10,000, per

home (Figure 3.1). The repair cost is generally less than

20 percent of the replacement value of the home, and is

commonly about 10 percent (Figure 3.2). Surface subsidence

may result in excessive structural damage particularly in

highly developed urban areas and may reduce land values.
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Subsidence losses and control costs are absorbed by the

mineral industry as a production cost. These costs are

dependent on many factors such as local geologic

conditions, land surface utilization, and mining

procedures, all of which vary from one area to another

(Cochran, 1971).

According to Kratzsch (1983), complete compensation for

subsidence damage means restoration to the earlier,

economically usable state (natural restoration) or -

especially with irreparable permanent damage and with

prejudice to asset values because of the expectation of

future subsidence - full compensation in money. Subsidence

compensation also extends to appurtenances, that is, those

things and those rights which serve the economic aim of the

main item (service mains, wells, losses of rent, etc.) or

are associated with it as movable objects (seed—corn,

railway rolling stock, farm tractors, etc.).

There are five different practical mining situations in

which surface subsidence may occur and these situations are

listed below:

-—- mining under a barren area

--- mining under the buildings

—-- mining under agricultural land
i

——- mining under an area which has communicationsinstallations
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—-- mining under areas which have a mixed combination

of all the situations listed above.

Pillar extraction or retreat mining under a barren area

does not require any subsidence compensation cost. Barren

areas can be left without using damage control measures;

" therefore, there will be no control cost involved in these

areas.

Retreat mining under an urban area or buildings causes

tilt in buildings through uneven subsidence. When a house

becomes tilted its value is reduced due to following

reasons (Kratzsch, 1983):

-—— difficulties in use

——- unusual appearance

——— loosened framework

--- impaired resale possibilities

--- diminished rentability

—-— curtailed returns.

German engineers (Kratzsch, 1983) formulated in 1946

the relationship between tilt and reduction in value. The

reduction in value increases progressively as a percentage

of the building value, up to a reduction of seventy five

percent at a tilt of 50 mm/metre length of the building

(Leyendecker, 1946). An extra 25% is added for loosening of

structural bonds and there is a linear reduction in value

of 1% for each 2 mm/metre of tilt (Vennhofen, 1983).
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A new basis which is called the agreed basis and is the

result of an agreement between the mining company and the

association of property owners is commonly used to compute

reduction in value of building ( Kratzsch, 1983). According

to the agreed basis, a rate of 2% for each 2mm/metre tilt

for tilts of over 20mm/metre is used. The agreed basis

reduction in value also includes structural loosening and

other losses in value.

The value of a building in the event of mining

subsidence damage is determined by considering the normal

construction cost of an equivalent replacement building at

100% of the 1913 price basis (Kratzsch, 1983). An inflation

supplement based on the official building price index and

an age depreciation allowance corresponding to the time the

building has stood are used to adjust the 1913 reference

price value for the building to give the time—related value

on the day of damage. Mathematically (Kratzsch, 1983):

Value of Building = (Construction cost 1913 X Building—cost

Index /100) - (Age—depreciation Allowance)

The Building-cost index is used as a multiplier to

adjust the construction cost for the year 1913 to the

present-day price level (new-building value).

The drop in value of old houses is assessed using 1%
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deduction per year.

Another prevalent problem caused by mine subsidence is

damage to farm land. Subsidence causes an influx of ground

water into mine workings, which results in a depletion of

farmers' boreholes in the surrounding areas. Ground water

becomes ·useless for farming because of this underground

contamination. In addition, the farm land can be displaced

horizontally, along with neighboring pieces of land, by a

metre or more because of underground mining. Reduction in

the size of farm land in the compression zone overlying the

extraction area can mean a reduction in assets (Kratzsch,

1983).

The farm land may be classified according to its use as

cropland, with the highest value; grazing land, with a

lesser value; -and forest and unused land, with the least

value (Cochran,l971). Compensation for vegetation damaged

by mining-induced changes in the ground-water level is

calculated taking into account normal yields and the

percentage loss in produce. Damage to growth and

differences in yield are estimated by field inspection or

by weighing the produce and comparing with normal yields.

1 Mining is usually not conducted in

industrial-commercial property areas or areas having

communications installations. The cost of measures taken by

the mining company directly and solely for the security of
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a communications installation must be estimated. Coal left

in the ground for the purpose of controlling surface damage

to communications installations is a subsidence cost and

the in-ground value of coal is estimated.
b

Backfilling of mine voids as a phase of active mining

to control surface subsidence is a common procedure in some

foreign countries with limited coal resources. The cost of

backfilling or stowing is estimated to compute subsidence

damage control cost.

Special materials and methods of construction, such as

rigid foundations or flexible structures, are used in some

mining areas as a means of controlling future subsidence

damage. The costs of these surface constructions is

estimated to compute control cost (Cochran, 1971).



4. DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL

To more fully develop the potential of room and pillar

mining a pillar extraction cost model and computer program

was developed to facilitate cost and production

optimization. The model provides cost estimates based on

the site specific, geologic, and mining environmental

factors.

The main computer program was named PILCOST and written

in FORTRAN-77. Since the computer program was developed to

run on microcomputers, it was divided into different

subroutines due to the memory limitation of the compiler

(64 K-Byte). The program is simple to run using any

FORTRAN—77 compiler developed for microcomputers. It is

user—friendly, and input data to the program can be

prepared easily based on field observations and case

studies. The algorithms used in the program were based on

pillar design and operating cost equations.

The model does not consider pillar extraction requiring

any additional capital investment since supply, haulage,

ventilation and power systems were established during the

development of mine. It was developed to analyze two mining

situations: 1) a virgin property of sufficient extent to

permit pillar extraction, and 2) pillars left previously

144
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without regard to pillar extraction. In the first

situation, the model can compute the safe optimum pillar

dimension for mine development in conjunction with

pillaring costs. In the second situation, the model will

compute —the cost of pillaring using the existing pillar

dimensions.

The relationship between pillar dimensions and

pillaring methods was specified in the model. The extended

life of the mine due to pillaring was based on the ratio of

pillars extracted to pillars developed during a given time,

and has been considered in the model. An initial situation

of a coal seam five feet thick was chosen as a basis for

model development.

Sixteen basic assumptions were made while developing

the cost model:

- All the coal pillars in a panel are of uniform size

and shape.
-

- All the barrier pillars are of uniform size and

shape.

- The number of coal pillars in a panel is the same for

each panel; consequently, all panels have equal width

and length.
U

- The overburden load is constant over a coal pillar.

- An element of ground at a depth is subjected to

vertical load only.
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- The load is uniformly distributed over the cross-

sectional area of the pillar.

- The roof strength has no effect on the pillar

strength.

- The floor has no effect on the strength of pillar.
— Timber props and rockbolts are the main roof supports

used in a pillar extraction panel.

- The ratio of pillars extracted to pillars developed

is constant for each panel during the pillaring

period. _

- The number of roofbolts and timber posts required in

splits is fixed for split widths greater than 16 feet

and less than or equal to 20 feet (this is due to

federal law restriction which permits a maximum

distance of 4 feet between two roofbolts).

- Coal reserve is based on 1,800 tons of coal per acre-

foot (weight of one foot cube of coal times number of

square feet in one acre).

- An average value of seam thickness is used to compute

total coal reserve.

- The cost data available from coal mines and USBM_

i reports will be applicable to similar mines of the

same capacity.

- The average value of cost adjustment factors are used

(specific cases may be different from the average).
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- There is no subsidence compensation involved in a

pillaring operation under a barren area.

Some special problems were also encountered in the

development of the model. Because very few pillaring

operations cost data were available, there was a problem of

estimating the cost data for any mine size or capacity.

With limited cost data it was observed that the cost of

mining was not linearly dependent on the size or annual

production capacity of the mine. The unknown cost of a mine

of any desired size was related to the known cost of a mine

of specific size by using the cost capacity factor and

interpolation method.

Several coal pillar design formulae are available and
I

all of them have been applied extensively in different coal

regions. There was a problem of choosing the most suitable

formula to incorporate into the model, and in order to

solve this problem all the formulae were included in the

model and the choice was left to the user. 1

The amount of subsidence compensation for structural

damages varies from rural to urban areas and there was a

problem of considering the average value in the model.

Finally, it was accounted for as an input variable in the

program.

The pillar extraction cost program will provide an

engineer or student a tool to predict the total pillar
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extraction cost, optimize pillar dimensions to minimize the

cost of pillaring, select the degree of surface damage, and

provide management information on the relative

attractiveness of a pillar extraction project when compared _

to other alternative methods of total extraction such as

longwall and shortwall mining techniques. ·

Before the size of the coal pillar is computed, the

maximum safe roof span of entries or room width is

determined. As outlined previously there are many

theoretical methods available to determine entry roof span.

In addition to ground control considerations, roof span can

be selected so as to achieve the highest possible

productivity and percentage extraction. In practice, roof

spans generally range from 16* to 22* with 18* to 20* being

the most common. Actual dimensions are usually based on

equipment requirements and experience, rather than

computation.

4.1 SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION MODEL

The model is designed to compute safe pillar dimensions

for a given geologic and mining environment. The variables

used in pillar design are as follows:

--- Depth of coal seam below surface

--— Coal seam thickness (or working height in case of
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thick coal seam )

--- Room width

—-— Coal strength

—-- Safety factor

The conventional deterministic design approach, which

gives no indication of failure probability of the coal

pillars, is not adequate from a reliability standpoint.

Hence, another design methodology that does consider the

probabilistic nature of the design has been used.

Probabilistic design methodology determines both the pillar

stress and pillar strength distributions and expresses the

pillar stability reliability as a function of the stress

and strength distributions. Failure probability and

reliability of the coal pillars depend only on the

interference of the stress and the strength distributions;

thus, only this information is needed to compute the

failure probability and reliability. The interference is

illustrated in Figure 4.1 where the shaded portion is the

interference-area, indicative of probability of failure.

If the probability density function for the pillar

stress (s) be denoted by fS(.), and that for pillar

strength ( c) by f;(.), as shown in Figure 4.1, then the

probability of pillar strength being greater than pillar

stress or the probability that the coal pillars will be
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stable and safe, will be (Kapur, 1977)

P(C > S) = P(c—s > 0)

= {:fS(s){é £C(;)d;}ds

or, °° C
—

P(; > S)=As

previously outlined, the variation in coal strength

is random variation (Canmet, 1977). In the absence of a

large amount of coal strength test data, the average value

of coal strength can be used to design coal pillars. A

deterministic equation is used to compute coal pillar

stress,

S S gi
1-e

where,

H = Depth of overburden in feet,

e = extraction ratio.

The derivation of the stress equation is based on the

assumptions that the weight of the overburden increases by

1.1 lb/inchz for every foot below surface and that the

total weight is carried by the pillars in equal

proportions.

The equation for the probability of pillar strength

being greater than pillar stress reduces to

PC; > S)
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for a constant value of pillar stress, s. Hence only coal

pillar strength variation and probability distribution has

been accounted for in the model. If enough coal strength

test data are available, the concepts of probability and

Monte Carlo simulation are used to generate coal strength

value.

The probability distribution of a random variable may

be defined empirically or through one of many well known

probability distributions. Empirical distributions are

usually simple to deal with in generating coal strength

value using simulation modeling, but may present

difficulties from a computational point of view. In many

cases we may fail in an attempt to describe the behavior of

a random variable through a well-known distribution and

thus be forced to use an empirically derived probability

distribution. However, where the behavior of the random

variable can be adequately characterized by a known

probability distribution, it will usually be convenient and

useful to do so.

coal strength test data can be plotted in the form of a

histogram and its shape can be compared with theoretical

probability distributions to select the one that looks most

similar to experimental shape. The parameters of the
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distribution are estimated using the observed data, and the

distribution is tested using Chi-square method. Then the

relevant random number generator that has been outlined

previously is selected to generate the coal strength.

A computer program has been developed to generate

compressive strength of coal. The flowchart of the program

is depicted in Figure 4.2 and Appendix A. The user has the

option either to choose one of the probability

distributions to generate coal strength by supplying a

single digit code, or to use the average value of

compressive strength. The following probability ·

distributions (Canmet, 1977) are incorporated into the

computer program:

ggg; Probability Distribution

1 - Exponential

2 — Uniform

3 — Normal

4 - Empirical

A list of input variables is shown in Table 4.1. If the

empirical distribution is selected to generate compressive

, strength, the values of cumulative probabilities and
i

corresponding strengths are input. The input data set

requires the value of the parameters of a particular

distribution. The parameters of the distribution are
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QOMPRESSIVE STRENGTH GENERATOR

GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS
BETWEEN O AND 1

SELECT PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

COMPUTE COMPRESSIVE STRENGHTH
4

USING GENERATOR EQUATION

OUTPUT
COMPRESSIVE

STRENGTH

Figure 4. 2
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calculated by using the sample data of coal strength.

TABLE 4.1: INPUT DATA

<VARIABLE> I DEFINITION

<CODE> Code to select a probability distribution.

<SEED> Any five digit number to generate random

numbers.

<LAMDA> Parameter of exponential distribution: Inverse

of average compressive strength.

<MINCOM> Parameter of uniform distribution: Minimum

value of coal strength obtained from sample

data.

<MAXC¤M> Parameter of uniform distribution: Maximum

value of coal strength obtained from sample

data.

<MUCOM> Parameter of normal distribution: Average value

of coal strength obtained from sample data.

<SIGCOM> Parameter of normal distribution: Standard

deviation value of coal strength.

<LCOM(N)> Compressive strength values for empirical

1 distribution.

<LPROB(N)> Cumulative probabilities of compressive

strengths LCOM(N) for empirical distribution..

<NA> Number of input data for empirical distribution.
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The program reads the input data and goes through the

decision statement to select probability distribution. Then

it generates the random numbers using the seed value and

substitutes the generated random numbers into a generator
u

equation to compute compressive strengths of coal.

The output of the computer program is printed and used

to prepare the input data base for the main computer

program or pillar extraction cost simulator (PILCOST),

which will be discussed later.

The probability of occurrence of compressive strengths

equal to or less than a given value, S, can be computed by

summing the area under the probability density curve up to
O

S value. If the cumulative distribution function curve of

compressive strength is plotted, then it is possible to

read the probability of occurrence directly from the curve.

Once the coal strength values are generated, these are

used to compute coal pillar strengths by selecting a pillar

strength formula.

The general form of coal pillar strength equation is

incorporated into the model.

Strength = C + K.W .h

where C, K,«1, and B are the coefficients of equation.

This generalization is valid for the following formulae
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depending upon the selected coefficients of pillar

strength:

l) Holland-Gaddy Formula

2) Morrison-Corlett-Rice Formula

3) Obert's Formula

4) Bieniawski's Formula

5) Skelly's Formula

6) Salamon's Formula

Pillar Load:

Pillar load depends on density of overburden rocks._

Since the weight of the overburden increases by l.l

lb/square inch for every foot below the surface, the pillar

load equation as used in Safe Pillar Dimension Model is,

2Room Width
Load = 1-1 * 11¢P¤h * (1 + Pillar Width) '

The safety factor is defined as the ratio of strength

to load.

Safety Factor = Strength/Load

Pillar Width considered here is edge to edge for square

shaped coal pillars.

Safe pillar width (edge to edge) for a given geologic
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and mining environment can be determined if the values of

other variables used in the equations mentioned above are

known. Iteration method is used to compute the minimum

value of pillar width for a desired safety factor.

4.2 SELECTION OF PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD

Once the minimum safe pillar dimension is determined,

the development percentage extraction can be computed

using the equation

Pillar Width + Room Width

The selection of the particular pillar extraction

method is based on the safe pillar dimension. Details of

pillar extraction methods have been discussed in the second

chapter. Outside Lift (Single cut, and Double cuts),

Modified Split & Fender, Christmas Treeing, Split and

Fender, and Pocket and Fender methods are the common

methods used in this model development. Different pillar
i widths and corresponding pillar extraction methods have

been classified into different groups and presented in

Table 4.la.
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TABLE 4.1a: PILLAR EXTRACTION METHODS

Group { Pillar Width Range Pillar Extraction Method

1 1* - 13** Outside Lift (Single Cut)

2 >13' — 22* Outside Lift (Double Cuts)

3 >22* - 31* Modified Split & Fender

4 >31* - <34* Christmas Treeing Method

5 34* - 55* Split and Fender

6 >55* · Pocket and Fender

* Not permitted in U.S.A.

The analysis of each class of pillar widths and

corresponding pillar extraction methods will be presented

in the foregoing lists.

Group 1.

Pillar Width Range = 1* to 13*

Pillar Extraction Method = Outside Lift (Single-

Cut) (Figure 4.3)

Pillar Extraction = 97% (Pillar Width <= 8*)

= 96% (8*<Pillar Width<=l0*)

= 95% (Pillar Width = 11*)

= 94% (Pillar Width > 11*)

Total number of timber props or posts required to

extract one pillar = 28 (This includes the breaker

posts, and turn or finger posts)

Total number of timber-head-boards required to



i
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extract one coal pillar = 28

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract one

coal pillar = O.

Group 2.

Pillar Width Range = >13' to 22'

Pillar Extraction Method = Outside Lift (Double

— Cuts)

Pillar Extraction = 93% (Pillar Width <= 18')

= 92% (Pillar Width > 18')

Total number of timber props or posts required to

extract one pillar = 38 (This includes the breaker

posts, and turn or finger posts)

Total number of timber—head-boards required to

extract one coal pillar = 38

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract one

pillar = O.

Group 3.

Pillar Width Range = >22' to 3l'

1 Pillar Extraction Method = Modified Split & Fender

' (Figure 4.4)

If Pillar Width <= 24' then,

Pillar Extraction = 91%

Total number of timber props required to
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_ extract one coal pillar = 48

Total number of timber-head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 48

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar =8

If Pillar Width >24' and <= 27' then,

Pillar Extraction =90%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 49

Total number of timber—head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 49

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 10

If Pillar Width >27' and <=30' then,

Pillar Extraction = 89.5%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 50

Total number of timber-head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 50

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 12

If Pillar Width =3l' then,

Pillar Extraction = 89%

Total number of timber props required to
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extract one coal pillar = 51

Total number of timber-head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 51

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 14
U

Group 4.

Pillar Width Range = >3l' to <34'

Pillar Extraction Method = Outside-Lift Christmas

—Treeing.

Pillar_Extraction = 86%
‘

Total number of timber props required to extract

one coal pillar = 46 (This includes the breaker

props, and turn or finger props)

Total number of timber—head—boards required to

extract one coal pillar = 46

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract one

coal pillar = 0.

Group 5.

Pillar Width Range = 34' to 55'

Pillar Extraction Method = Split and Fender

Pillar Extraction = 90%

If Pillar Width =34' then,

Total number of timber props required to
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extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of timber-head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract
' one coal pillar = 40

If Pillar Width >34'and <=38' then,

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of timber-head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 45

If Pillar Width >38 and <=43' then,

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of timber-head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 112

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 50

If Pillar Width >43' and <=46' then,

Total number of timber props required to

iextract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of timber-head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract
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one coal pillar = 50

If Pillar Width >46'and <=50' then,

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of timber—head-boards required

· to extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 55

If Pillar Width >50' and <=54' then,

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of timber-head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 60

If Pillar Width = 55' then,

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of timber—head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 126

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 65.

Group 6.

Pillar Width Range = >55'
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Pillar Extraction Method = Pocket and Wing

If Pillar Width >55' and <=60' then,

Pillar Extraction = 84%

Total number of timber props required to
·

extract one coal pillar = 186

Total number of timber—head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 186

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 135

If Pillar Width >60' and <=65' then,

Pillar Extraction = 82%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 200

Total number of timber—head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 200

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 155

If Pillar Width >65' and <=73' then,

Pillar Extraction = 81%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 217

1 Total number of timber—head-boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 217

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 190
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If Pillar Width >73' and <=78' then,

Pillar Extraction = 80%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 233

Total number of timber—head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 233

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 205

If Pillar Width >78' and <=85' then,

Pillar Extraction = 79%

Total number of timber props required to

extract one coal pillar = 314

Total number of timber—head—boards required

to extract one coal pillar = 314

Total number of Roofbolts required to extract

one coal pillar = 230

The methodology of selecting the pillar extraction

method is incorporated into the pillar extraction cost

model.

4.3 COMPUTATION OF PARAMETERS RELATED TO PILLAR EXTRACTION

Coal reserve is based on 1,800 tons of coal per acre

-foot (weight of one—foot cube of coal times number of

square feet in one acre is equal to 1800 tons) and a base
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model case of a five—foot thick coal seam is considered for

developing the pillar extraction cost model. The surface

area required to provide coal resources necessary to

sustain a given period of development operation can be

computed using the values of development percentage

extraction and seam thickness.

Amount of Coal per acre = 1800*5 tons

(for a 5* thick seam) = 9000 tons

Total amount of coal reserve = l800*Height(in feet)

per acre (Virgin Property)

Tons mined per acre from Development sections = 1800*

Development Extraction Ratio*Height

Total Acreage Required = Yearly production*Mining

for Development Life/Tons mined per acre

from development sections.

The extra amount of coal mined during pillar extraction

or retreat mining is determined using the value of retreat

mining percentage extraction.
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Extra coal mined during = 1800*Total acreage required

retreat mining for development * Height*

(Pillar Extraction Ratio —

Develop. Extraction Ratio)

Total coal mined by extracting one Coal Pillar =

(Retreat Mining Extraction Ratio - Development Extraction
Ratio) * Widthz * Height * 86 / 2000) / (1 - Development
Extraction Ratio).

Total Nuber of Coal Pillars to be Extracted =

Extra coal mined during Retreat Mining / Coal mined by

extracting one coal pillar.

Extended Life of Mine in Years
='

Extra coal mined during Retreat Mining / (Ratio of Pillar

Extraction to Development Productivities * Yearly

Development Production).

Extended Life of Mine in Months =

12 * Extended Life of Mine in Years.

Total Life of Mine in Years =

Development Life in Years + Extended Life in Years.
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4.4 COST MODEL

The extended life of the mine is evaluated by the model

as discussed in a previous section of this chapter and is
i

used to compute operating costs, and the depreciation cost

for pillar extraction based on net-present-value or

discount—cash—flow method. As most of the cost data

available from USBM reports and other sources are based on

costs for mid-1977, the operating costs and other future

investments are discounted to the base case of mid-1977.

The cost model developed will compute various

operating, depreciation, and subsidence compensation costs

for the base case of a 5-foot thick coal seam. The costs

will be adjusted and updated for any seam thickness using

the sensitivity adjustment factors to the base case of

mid—l977. The assessment of retreat mining production costs

has been discussed in detail in the third chapter.

The yearly cost data are different for different yearly

production rates and mine sizes. The cost of retreat mining

production can be obtained from the following: l). previous
i

project production costs, 2). published production cost

data, and 3). scale-up of data for similar mines of other

capacities. Previous project production costs may be

available in the files of the firm interested in building

or constructing the mine. Care, however, must be taken in
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using such data to consider the time that the data was

originally obtained. Cost adjustment factors are available

to bring such data up to date.

The use of cost adjustment factors has several

limitations, and caution is advised in using them. Cost

adjustment factors are based on average values; specific
‘

cases may be different from the average.

Costs of similar retreat mining operations are on file

or available in the literature but may differ in size from

the one under study or analysis. With limited cost data a

cost capacity factor can be applied to determine the

approximate cost of the new retreat mining operation. The

unknown cost Cx of a retreat mining operation of size Ex

can be related to a known cost Ck of a retreat mining

operation of size Ek as follows:

where n = the cost capacity factor. The cost capacity

factor has an average value of 0.65 for most mines and

equipment used in mines but can vary over a wide range. The

factor can be obtained from published data where a

compilation has been made for a number of cost estimates

for mines varying in size.

Because the cost data are available for particular
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production rates or mine sizes, such as 1 million tons, a

half- million tons, and 150,000 tons per year, and not for

every possible production figure, the unknown cost of a

required production rate or mine size can be related to

those of the known costs of sizes or production rates.

Several yearly production rates and corresponding cost

data have been considered, and the closest cost data can be

used to compute unknown cost. Three cost groups will be

formed in the cost model in order to compute unknown cost.

Each group has a varying size range and if the unknown cost

of a given size falls within the size range of a group, the

known cost figures of that group will be used for cost

adjustment. The grouping of sizes or production rates is

shown here:

Production Rates Range Known Cost Data Used for Adjust.

>750,000 tons/year 1 Million tons/year

250,000—750,000 tons/year 500,000 tons/year

<= 250,000 tons/year 150,000 tons/year

Various cost equations have been developed based on the

underground cost data (mid-1977) supplied by Katell (1978,

1975, 1974) in USBM reports, and Haskins (1978) in his

research paper.

If unit cost parameters (cost per ton of pillar
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extraction) for various costs are known, the accuracy of

the cost estimation process can be maximized by using the

unit cost parameters while computing various costs. The

total coal production during retreat mining period is

multiplied by a unit cost parameter to compute a particular

cost.

Formulation of Direct and Depreciation Costs Eggations:

The general equations have been formulated to compute

direct and depreciation costs. The values of numerous cost

coefficients, ahi (i=l,2,3), and base productions, Ai

(i=l,2,3), are presented in Table 4.lb.

Direct Labor and Supervision Cost = Production Labor

and Supervision Cost + Maintenance Labor

and Supervision Cost

Direct Labor & Supervision Cost = (ali + azi)

* Extended Life of Mine in Years * Yearly

Development Production / Ai

Rockbolt & Timber Cost = ($5.42 * No. of Timber Props

required to extract one pillar * No. of Coal

Pillars to be mined during pillar extraction)

+ (§57.98*3*30(i.e. monthly roof bolting
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labor cost)* Extended Life of Mine in Months) + 

($2 * No. of Rockbolts required to extract one 

coal pillar * No. of Coal Pillars to be mined 

during pillar extraction) + ($10.04*3*30(i.e. 

monthly bolting equipment depreciation) * 

Extended Life of Mine in Months). 

Mining machine Parts Cost = a 3i * Extended Life 

of Mine in Years * Ratio of Pillar Extraction to 

Development Productivities * Yearly Development 

Production I Ai 

Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil Cost = a 4i * Extended 

Life of Mine in Years * Ratio of Pillar 

Extraction to Development Productivities * 
Yearly Development Production / Ai 

Rock Dust Cost = 

Years * Ratio 
* Extended Life of Mine 

of Pillar Extraction 

in 

to 

Development Productivities * Yearly Development 

Production I Ai 

Ventilation Supplies Cost = a 6i * Extended Life 

of Mine in Years * Ratio of Pillar Extraction to 

Development Productivities * Yearly Development 
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A Production / Ai

Bits Cost = ayi * Extended Life of Mine in Years

* Ratio of Pillarq Extraction to Development

Productivities * Yearly Development Production /

Ai

Cables Cost = a8i * Extended Life of Mine in Years

* Ratio of Pillar Extraction to Development

Productivities * Yearly Development Production

/ A1

Miscellaneous Cost = agi * Extended Life of Mine

in Years * Ratio of Pillar Extraction to

Development Productivities * Yearly Development

Production / Ai

Power Cost = aioi * Extended Life of Mine in Years

* Ratio of Pillar Extraction to Development

Productivities * Yearly Development Production

/ A1

Water Cost = aili * Extended Life of Mine in Years *
Ratio of Pillar Extraction to Development
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Productivities * Yearly Development Production /

Ai

Royalty Cost = aizi * Extended Life of Mine in
° Years * Ratio of Pillar Extraction to

Development Productivities * Yearly Development

Production / Ai

Payroll overhead Cost = 0.4¤ * Direct Labor and

Supervision Cost

Union Welfare Cost = aigi * Extended Life of Mine

in Years * Yearly Development Production / Ai

Reclamation Fund Cost = ai4i * Extended Life of Mine

in Years * Yearly Development Production / Ai

Licenses Cost = ai5i * Extended Life of Mine in Years

* Yearly Development Production / Ai

Depreciation Cost = alöi * Extended Life of Mine inYears
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TABLE 4.1b: COST COEFFICIENTS

>750,000 >250,000 tc <=250,000

Coefficients tcns 750,000 tons tons

ali $3,357,600 $1,971,700 $789,800

azi $563,900 $406,200 $155,500

agi $770,300 $385,200 $115,500

a4i $305,900 $153,000 $45,900 _

a5i $165,000 $82,500 $24,800

aöi $237,700 $118,900 $35,700

ayi $150,100 $75,100 $22,500

a8i $73,100 $36,600 $11,000

agi $182,900 $91,500 $27,400

aloi $506,500 $281,600 $119,900

alli $3,000 $1,400 $400

alzi $200,000 .$100,000 $30,000

algi $1,443,400 $759,600 $255,800

al4i $150,000 $75,000 $22,500

alsi $100,000 $50,000 $15,000

alöi $1,256,000 $838,100 $296,260

Ai 1 mi1.tcns 500,000 tons 150,000 tons

Formulation of Indirect Cost, and Taxes and Insurance

Eggations:
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Indirect Cost = 15% of of labor, supervision,&

supplies

or,

Indirect Cost = 0.15 * (Direct Labor & Supervision

Cost + Rockbolt & Timber Cost + Mining Machine

Parts Cost + Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil Cost +

Rock Dust Cost + Ventilation Supplies Cost +

. Bits Cost + Cables Cost + Miscellaneous Cost).

Total Cost = Direct Labor & Supervision Cost +

Rockbolt & Timber Cost + Mining Machine Parts

Cost + Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil Cost + Rock

Dust Cost + Ventilation Supplies Cost + Bits

Cost + Cables Cost + Miscellaneous Cost + Power

Cost + Water Cost + Royalty Cost + Payroll

overhead Cost + Union Welfare Cost + Reclamation

Fund Cost + Licenses Cost + Indirect Cost.

Taxes and Insurance = 2% of Total Cost

or,

Taxes and Insurance = 0.02 * Total Cost

Fixed Cost = Taxes and Insurance + Depreciation Cost

4 Extra Operating Cost due to Thinning of Coal Seam
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(To transform from USBM cost model of 6' thick coal

seam to a cost model of given seam thickness; i.e.

for transforming to a base model 5' thick seam, an

extra $175,000 is added to USBM model of 6' seam).

= $175,000 * Extended Life of Mine in Years

* (6 - Height of Coal Seam).

Formulation of Subsidence Compensation Cost Eguation:

1) If surface area is a barren area, then

Subsidence Compensation = 0

2) If surface area is an agricultural land, then

Subsidence Compensation = Reduction in value of

land

3) If surface area has buildings, then

Value of Building to be replaced on the target

date of mining subsidence = Value of Building =

= Construction cost of building in 1913 *
(Building price index based on age /100)

* (1 — Age of Building/100).

Subsidence compensation is computed by choosing one

of the two methods listed below,

a) Vennhofen's Method:

Compensation = (Tilt/2) * (Value of Building /

100)
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b) Agreed Basis:

If Tilt <= 20, then

Compensation = (Tilt/2)*Value of Building/100

If Tilt > 20, then

Compensation = (l0+(Tilt—20))*Value of

Building/100

4) If surface area has communication installations,

then there are two methods to protect surface

installations,

a) Backfilling Method:

Compensation = Cost per ton of backfilling

material * Total backfilling

material required.

b) Leaving Coal Pillars Underground:

Compensation = Cost per ton of coal * Total

tons of coal left underground

to protect surface

communication installations.

5) If surface area has mixed features such as

agricultural land, buildings, communication

installations, etc., then compensation for each of

the features on the surface due to mining

subsidence is computed separately and added to

compute total subsidence compensation cost.
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Compensation for agricultural land = Reduction in

value of agricultural property,

Value of Building = Construction cost in 1913 *

(Building Price Index/100) * (1 -

Age of Building /100)

One of these methods is selected to compute value

of building,

a) Vennhofen's Method:

Compensation for Building = (Tilt/2)*Value of

Building/100

b) Agreed Basis:

If Tilt <= 20, then

Compensation for Building = (Tilt/2)*Value of

Building/100

If Tilt > 20, then
U

Compensation for Building = (10+(Ti1t-20))*

Value of Building/100

One of these techniques is used to protect surface

communication installations,

a) Backfilling Method:

Cost of Backfilling material required = Cost

per ton of backfilling material* Total
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backfilling material required to protect

surface installation

b) Leaving Coal Pillars Underground:

Dollar Value of Coal Left Underground = Cost

per ton of coal left underground* Total tons

of coal left underground to protect surface

installations

Subsidence Compensation = Compensation for

agricultural land + Compensation for

building + Cost of backfilling material

required or Dollar value' of coal left

underground to protect surface communication

installations.

Formulation of Inflation Allowance Eguation:

Final Total Cost = Direct Cost + Indirect Cost + Fixed

Cost + Extra operating cost due to thinning of
1

coal seam + Subsidence Compensation Cost

or, Final Total Cost = Total Cost + Fixed Cost + Extra

operating cost due to thinning of coal seam +

Subsidence Compensation Cost
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Inflation Allowance = Final Total Cost *

((1+. 055) (Updatiflg Y€a.I"l977) ,1)

Overall Cost of Pillar Extraction = Final Total Cost +
U

— InflationAllowanceCost

of Pillar Extraction per ton of Coal =

Overall Cost/Extra coal mined during depillaring

4.5 DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

A computer program has been developed to compute the

total pillar extraction cost and to select optimum pillar

sizes to minimize the pillar extraction cost using the cost

equations developed in the previous section 4.4.

The program is named PILCOST and is written in

FORTRAN-77. It runs on the IBM—PC and PCXT microcomputers.

PILCOST requires 30,000 bytes of memory. A brief flowchart

of the program is shown in Figure 4.5 and a detailed one in

Appendix A. A listing of the program is presented in

Appendix B.

The program reads input data and goes through different

statements, executes, and prints the computation of various
A

variables. If the user is not interested in built-in cost

parameters, the program has the option to receive the unit
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FLOWCHART OF PILLAR EXTRACTION COST SIMULATOR (PILCOST)

INPUT
Level l
Level 2

INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES

COMPUTATION OF COAL PILLAR DIMENSION

DETERMINATION OF PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD

COMPUTATION OF ROOF SUPPORTS REQUIREMENT

COMPUTATION OF PARAMETERS RELATED TO
PILLAR EXTRACTION

COMPUTATION OF OPERATING COST

COMPUTATION OF SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST

COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED
TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

COMPUTATION OF
COST / TON OF COAL INCREMENT

SAFETY FACTORU

i

VALUE BY 0.1

NO

OUTPUT
COST / ACRE
COST / TON

OPTIMUM PILLAR
DIMENSION

Figure Z6. 5
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i
cost parameters supplied by the user and can compute the

production cost based on the user's data. The program

checks the code for type of cost parameters and if user's

input cost parameters are to be utilized to compute

production cost the program calls the subroutine USER.

Different costs are computed and the control comes back to

the main program. Then the program calls the subroutine

SUBSID where the subsidence compensation cost is computed

and printed. The control comes back to the main program and

the rest of the statements of the main program are executed

and printed.

There are four main sections of the PILCOST program:

1. Computation of Safe Pillar Dimension

2. Selection of Pillar Extraction Method

3. Computation of Parameters Related to Pillar

Extraction

4. Computation of Various Costs.

The first section of the PILCOST program computes the

safe pillar dimension for a given geologic and mining

environment, and a desired safety factor. After reading the

input data, the program initializes the values of pillar

extraction cost and an array number. It then goes through a

loop, which computes the safety factor of the pillars in

the development panel for an initial value of pillar width.

Then it compares the computed safety factor to a desired
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safety factor value. If the computed value of safety factor

is less than the desired safety factor, the pillar width

value is incremented by one foot and the program repeats

the computation of safety factor procedure. In this way, it

continues iterating, and finally computes the minimum value

of pillar width for which the computed safety factor value

is greater than or equal to the desired safety factor.

Once the program accomplishes the determination of safe

pillar dimension, it computes the value of development

percentage extraction and prints the result.

The second section of the PILCOST program selects the

particular pillar extraction method based on safe pillar

dimension. Then the program computes the quantity of roof

support supplies required to extract coal pillars using the

selected pillar extraction method. It calculates the total

number of timber posts, wedges, and rockbolts required to

extract one coal pillar, and the maximum retreat mining

percentage extraction (overall extraction), and prints the

results.

The third section of the PILCOST program computes the

total amount of coal reserve per acre (virgin property),

tons mined per acre from development panels, and the total

surface area required to provide coal resources necessary

to sustain a given period of development operation. Once

this is accomplished by the program, it computes the extra
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coal mined during pillar extraction, the total coal mined

by extracting one pillar, the total number of coal pillars

to be mined during pillar extraction operation, the

extended life of mine in years, the extended life of mine

in months, and the total life of mine in years. Then the

program checks the code value for the type of cost data and

based on the value of code the control goes to either

subroutine USER or next section to use built-in cost

parameters.

The last section of the PILCOST program searches for

the closest cost data (if built-in cost data available from

USBM reports and coal mines are used), which it uses to

determine cost adjustment factors. The program computes

estimated Direct, Indirect, and Fixed costs, and the extra

operating costs from thinning the coal seam. If the cost

parameters supplied by the user are to be used the program

calls the subroutine USER and computes the various costs.

The control then goes to subroutine SUBSID where the

subsidence compensation cost is calculated and printed,

comes back to the main PILCOST program, and calculates the

final total cost.

The program computes inflation allowance, the overall

cost of pillar extraction, and the cost of pillar

extraction per acre. Also computed is cost of pillar

extraction per ton of coal, which is stored as an array.
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Then the program compares the current cost of pillar

extraction with the preceding cost array. If the current

cost value is less than the preceding cost array value,

then the program increments the desired safety factor value

by 0.1 (thus increasing pillar width) and the control goes

back to the beginning of the loop for computing safe pillar

dimension.

It computes a new safe pillar dimension and goes

through the rest of the sections of the program and

computes a new value of pillar extraction cost. Again it

compares the new cost value with the preceding cost array

value and repeats the process discussed above. In this way

it searches for the minimum pillar extraction cost and

corresponding pillar dimension which is the optimum pillar

dimension to be selected to design coal pillars for

extraction. A sample output is shown in Appendix C.

4.5.1 Subroutine USER

This subroutine computes the pillar extraction cost
i

based on the unit cost parameters supplied by the user.

Input data are read from a data file and the various

operating costs are computed and printed.

4.5.2 Subroutine SUBSID

Subroutine SUBSID reads input data and searches for the

type of surface land above the coal pillars. If coal

pillars lie under a barren area then it computes the

subsidence compensation as zero. otherwise, it computes
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different damages and compensations, and prints the result.

If coal pillars are to be extracted under a surface land

having agricultural farms, buildings, communication

installations, or a combination of these, the user is

supposed to provide detailed information about the damages

and compensations through input data to the program in

order to compute the accurate subsidence compensation cost.

4.5.3 Data Input Procedure

Because equations are used to compute the parameters

related to pillar extraction and the various costs used in

this study, program input requirements have been kept to a

minimum. Three data files are required, one for the PILCOST

main program and the other two for subroutines USER and

SUBSID. Data files can be created or modified by running

the DATA, USEDATA, and SUBSIDAT programs. There are two

levels of inputs: Level 1 inputs, which are essential, and

level 2 inputs, which are not essential if coal pillars lie

u under a barren area, and are needed only if the surface

land above the coal pillars has agricultural farms,

buildings, communication installations, or a combination of

these. The DATA and USEDATA programs contain level l

inputs, whereas the SUBSIDAT program contains level 2

inputs. The formats are given so that the user can enter

his data easily in the data files. A list of inputs is

shown in Table 4.2 (a & b) and Table 4.3.
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TABLE 4.2a: INPUT DATA LEVEL 1

<VARIABLE> DEFINITION

<DEPTH> Depth of coal seam below surface,

<HEIGHT> Height of coal pillar or workable height,

<BORD> Room or entry width in the panel,

<SAFE> Desired safety factor,

<RATIO> Ratio of pillar extraction to development

productivities,

<YRPROD> Yearly development production in tons,

<MNLIFE> Development life time in years,

<UPYEAR> Year for updating total production cost from

base year mid-1977,

<C> Coefficient in pillar strength equation:

c 4 K.W¤.hB ,

<q> Power index for width in strength equation,

<B> Power index for height in strength equation,

<TZ> code to choose type of unit cost parameters,

<K(I)> Coefficient in pillar strength eggation.
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TABLE 4.2b: INPUT DATA LEVEL 1

<VARIABLE> DEFINITION

<DLCOS1> Direct labor cost / ton of coal production,

<MPCOS1> Machine parts cost / ton of coal production,

<LHCOSl> Lubrication & hudraulic oil cost / ton of

coal production,

<RDCOS1> Rock dust cost / ton of coal production,

<VSCOS1> Ventilation supplies cost / ton of coal,

<BTCOS1> Bits cost / ton of coal production,

<CBCOS1> Cables cost / ton of coal production,

<MSCOS1> Miscellaneous cost / ton of coal productionj

<PWCOS1> Power cost / ton of coal production,

<WTCOSl> Water cost / ton of coal production,

<RLCOS1> Royalty cost / ton of coal production,

<UWCOS1> Union Welfare cost / ton of coal production,

<RFCOSl> Reclamation fund cost / ton of coal,

<LICOS1> Licenses cost / ton of coal production,

<DPCOSl> Depreciation cost / ton of coal production,

<YRPROD> Annual development production in tons,

<RATIO> Ratio of retreat to development mining

production rates.
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TABLE 4.3: INPUT DATA LEVEL 2

<VARIABLE> DEFINITION

<TLAREA> Code for type of surface land. If code = 1,

then rest of level 2 inputs are not —

required.

<RIVAGP> Reduction in value of agricultural property,

<CONCOS> Construction cost of building in 1913,

<BPI> Building price index based on age of

building

_ <AGEBG> Age of building,

<TILTCD> Tilt code to choose one of the methods of
computing loss in the value of a building

due to subsidence,

1 - Vennhofen's method,

2 - Agreed basis,

<TILT> Tilt value in mm/Metre,

<CIC¤DE> Code to choose backfilling method or leaving

coal pillars underground to protect surface

installations,

<CPTCUG> Cost per ton of coal left underground,

<TTCOAL> Total tons of coal left underground to

protect surface communication installations,

<CPTBFL> Cost per ton of backfilling material,<TTBFIL> Total backfilling material reggired.
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The formats of input variables are mentioned in the

User's Manual shown in Appendix D.

4.5.4 Program Gutput

The output of the program is shown in Appendix C, and

includes the following results:

1. Safe pillar dimension (edge to edge),

2. Development percentage extraction,

3. The pillar extraction method used for the computed ‘

pillar size,

4. Retreat mining percentage extraction (maximum),

5. Total timber posts required to extract one pillar,

6. Total timber headboards required to extract pillar,

7. Total # of rockbolts required to extract one pillar,

8. Total amount of coal reserve per acre,

9. Tons mined per acre from retreat mining,

10. Total acreage required for development mining,I
11. Extra coal mined during pillar extraction,

12. Total coal mined by extracting one pillar,

13. Total number of pillars to be extracted,

14. Extended life of mine in years,

15. Total life of mine in years (including pillaring),
4

16. Estimated total production cost:

-- Direct cost:

Production and maintenance:

%

Labour and supervision
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A
Operating supplies:

Rockbolts and timbers

Mining machine parts

Lubrication and hydraulic oil

Rock dust

· Ventilation supplies

Bits

Cables

Miscellaneous

I Power

Water

Royalty

Payroll overhead

Union welfare

Reclamation fund

Licenses

I
-— Indirect cost
—— Fixed cost:

Taxes and insurance, and Depreciation

—- Extra operating cost due to thinning of seam

-- Subsidence compensation cost

-— Inflation allowance

-- Overall cost of pillar extraction,
i

17. Cost of pillar extraction per acre,

l

18. Cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal.



5. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

A major objective of this research was to develop a

pillar extraction cost model that exhibits the same

problems and behaviour characteristics as the system being

studied. Validation of the model means to develop an

acceptable level of confidence that inferences drawn from

the performance of the model are correct and applicable to

the real world system (Shannon, 1975; and Stallard, 1981).

If output data from the real system is available, it can be

compared with the output data from the pillar extraction

cost model, and the agreement between the behaviour of the

model and that of the real system can be tested.

The first step usually taken in validating any model is

a search for errors in the program's logic (Stallard, 1981;

and Schmidt, 1970). This can be done by comparing output

from the model with hand-calculated values.

Estimating reasonable costs in valuation of a coal

property can be quite difficult. The information one has to

work with is usually incomplete, so assumptions must be

made regarding many things in the pillar extraction cost
”

model. Consequently, the accuracy of the results of any

evaluation is dictated by the degree of accuracy of the

cost data used in the analysis. USBM Cost Reports and

196
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Crowther (1985) claim an accuracy of within 25 percent of

expected actual costs for a mining operation. Because this

falls within the 10-30 percent accuracy range acceptable

for cost. estimates, the USBM Cost Report is a reasonable

source of cost data for this evaluation (Gentry, 1980; and

Olson, 1984).

If the output data from the pillar extraction cost

model differs from the actual output data from the real

system and the difference falls within the 10-30 percent

accuracy range, then the pillar extraction cost model is

acceptable for preliminary cost estimates (Gentry, 1980; &

Crowther,1985).

The pillar extraction cost model can be used as either

a deterministic or stochastic model. If all the values in

the pillar extraction cost model are assigned fixed values

and the operation of the system is governed by exact

relationships, the model becomes a deterministic model. It

can be easily changed and updated to make it stochastic

when sufficient field data for at least one of the

variables becomes available. The variable becomes random in

the model and the model stochastic. The program's logic

check is made simple by using the constant values for

random variates. All the calculations in the simulator are

verified. Logic checks are also performed on the various

process generators as well as the random number generators.
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CASE STUDIES

In order to validate the pillar extraction cost model,

several mining cases have been studied, including coal

mines that existed in the past, and mines that are

currently active.

Case study 1 will deal with a previously existing coal

mine for which pillar extraction cost data are still

available. Case study 2 will discuss the validation of the

model using cost data available from an existing coal mine.

5.1 Case Study 1:

Room-and-pillar mining cost data were collected from

Beth-Elkhorn's No. 22 mine in Letcher County, near Deane,

Kentucky, by Green and Palowitch (1976), and were

presented in a USBM report. These data have been used to

validate the pillar extraction cost model.

The coal mine used a standard room-and-pillar system

with pillar extraction in its B unit. The unit consisted of

a 10-man production crew working two production shifts per

day. The third shift was a maintenance shift. The following

production equipment was used near the face:
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Continuous miner — 1

Roof bolting machine - 1

Shuttle cars - 2
‘

Battery operated scoop tractor - 1

Section belt ratio feeder - 1

The thickness of the coal seam varied within a 48" to

54" range. The depth of cover varied from 150* to 800*.

Panel dimension:
V

Entry width = 20* = Crosscut width

Width of pillar = 30* (edge to edge)

Length of pillar = 55* (edge to edge) ·

Roofbolts were used throughout the section to support

the roof. A spacing of 41/2—feet was used between two

roofbolts across the entries, and 4-feet spacing was used

between the roofbolts along the direction of advance. The

average daily production from the development section was

905 tons, which was the same for the pillar extraction

section.

At the completion of the eight-entry development, the

pillars were extracted on retreat using the outside lift

Christmas—treeing method. The same equipment and personnel

used for development were used for pillar extraction. The

installed track, trolley wire, conveyor, high-voltage

cable, and waterlines were recovered during pillar

extraction. Actual room-and-pillar recovery or overall
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retreat mining percentage extraction averaged about 85

percent.

The 10-man production crews mining coal on both the

development and pillar extraction phases of the

room-and-pillar mining system represented only the

personnel working at the face. The same is true of the

4-man maintenance crew.

Production crew cost = $578.5/shift,

= $1.28/ton,

Maintenance crew cost = $228.8/shift,

= 0.25/ton,

Annual depreciation = $121,770,

(for face equipments) = $0.64/ton, (based on 1976

prices)

Material cost = $1.69/ton,

Utility cost = $0.14/ton

Fixed Indirect cost per year (Insurance, Property

taxes, Transportation & cleaning cost, Mine & payroll

overhead costs, etc.) = $4,000,000/section/year,

As it was an experimental mine, the mine had only one

production section.

Variable Indirect cost (Royalties, Excise taxes, Union

welfare, etc.) = $2.34/ton of raw coal

Annual coal production = 905*220 tons,

= 199,100 tons,
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Total annual cost = (1.28+.25+.64+1.69+.14)*199,100 +

2.34*199,100 + 4,000,000 -

Transportation & cleaning cost.

Fixed Indirect costs of $4 million also include the

cost of transportation and cleaning coal (including

waste disposal). ‘

Total investment for a 200,000 ton per year coal feed

capacity cleaning·plant = $ll,200,000*( 200,000 )0·96

1,000,000

= $2,229,920 _

Depreciation per year for 10 years life of plant

= $222,992

Cleaning cost and transportation

= $6.60 per ton * 199,100

= $1,353,880

Transportation & cleaning cost

= $222,992 + $1,353,880

= $1,576,872/year

Total cost of pillar extraction

°
= $1,262,294 + $4,000,000 - $1,576,872

i

= $3,685,422

Cost of pillar extraction/ton of coal

= $3,685,422/199,100

= $18.51/ton,

The pillars were -designed in 1976 and were of
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rectangular shape (30'X55' edge to edge). As the pillar

extraction cost simulator computes the safe pillar

dimension of square—shaped pillars by selecting one of the

pillar design equations, an equivalent square—shaped area

of the pillar was computed for a given mine section (30*55

= 1650 square feet). The size of the equivalent

square-shaped pillar was computed using the cross-sectional

area of the pillar (- 40' edge to edge). Several values of

coefficients of pillar design equation were tried as input

data and the computer program was run each time. By trial

and error, the safe pillar dimension was computed to be 40

feet (edge to edge). The cost output data relevant to this

pillar size were analyzed.
i

The other input data for the computer program are shown

below:

Level 1 Input:

Yearly Development Mining Production = 199,100 tons,

Development Mining Life = 10 years,

Year for updating the production cost = mid-1976,

Height of coal seam = 4.5',

Room width = 20',

Ratio of pillar extraction to development

productivities = 1,

Level 2 Input:

Code for type of surface land = 1 (barren area),
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Reduction in value of agricultural property = 0,

Construction cost of damaged building in 1913 = 0,

Building price index based on age of building = 0,

Age of building = 0,
·

Tilt code = O,

Tilt value in mm/Metre = 0, ·

Code to choose backfilling method = 0,

Cost per ton of coal left underground = 0,

Total tons of coal left underground to protect

surface communication installations = 0,

Cost per ton of backfilling material required = 0,

Total backfilling material required to protect

communication installations = 0,

Output:

The computer output is shown below:

Safe pillar dimension is 40 feet,

Development percentage extraction = 55.56,

The pillar extraction method used for this pillar size

will be "Split and Fender",

Retreat mining percentage extraction (maximum) = 90.0,

Total timber posts required to extract one pillar
’

= 112,

Total timber headboards reqd. to extract one pillar

= 112,

Total # of rockbolts required to extract one pillar
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= 50,

Total amount of coal reserve per acre = 8100 tons,

Tons mined per acre from development = 4500.0,

Total acreage required for development = 442.44,

Extra coal mined during retreat mining = 1234420 tons

Total coal mined by extracting one pillar = 239.9 tons,

Total number of pillars to be extracted = 5145,

Extended life of mine in years = 6.2,

Extended life of mine in months = 74.4,

Total life of mine in years (including pillar

extraction) = 16.20,

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production & Maintenance:

Labor & Supervision S 5860859

Operating Supplies:

Rockbolts and Timbers S 4093182

Mining Machine Parts $ 716099

Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil $ 284579

Rock Dust S 153759

Ventilation S 221339

Bits S 139499

Cables S 68199

Miscellaneous S 169879

Power S 743379
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Water $ 2479

Royalty $ 185999

Payroll Overhead (40% of Payroll) $ 2344343

Union Welfare $ 1585959

Reclamation Fund $ 139499

Licenses $ 92999

INDIRECT COST:

15; of Labor, Supervision, & Supplies $ 1756109

TOTAL $18558160

FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mine Cost) $ 371163

Depreciation $ 1836811

GRAND TOTAL (Fixed, Direct, & Indirect) $20766134

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM

(Deviation from base model of 6' thick seam) $ 1627499

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 0

FINAL TOTAL $22393633

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $-1187301

OVERALL COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION $21206332

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER ACRE = $ 48,791,

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL = $ 17.00,
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The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal as

obtained from the computer model was $17.00. In actual

pillar extraction operation, it was $18.51 per ton. There

are several factors that might have caused this difference.

The most important are the geologic factors or Variation in —

geologic condition of the actual mine from the the computer

model. As the Various cost components data Vary from area

to area up to a certain limit, the overall cost of pillar

extraction also varies from mine to mine or from section to

section in the same mine.

Difference in result = $18.51 - $17.00

= $1.51/ton

Therefore, Variation in result = 8.16%

This is within the 20-30% limit claimed by Gentry

(1980) and 15-25% limit claimed by Crowther (1985).

5.2 Case Study 2:

Pillar extraction cost data were collected from a

currently active mine in southwestern Virginia. The coal

mine used standard room-and—pillar system with pillar

extraction over the entire mine property. Depth of the coal

seam below the surface was 450'. The thickness of the coal

seam or working height was 67". Entry width was l9' and
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width and length of pillar were 62'X62' (centre to centre).

Development, pillaring, and subsidence compensation

related data are listed as follows:
i

Development

Annual production from development sections ——

387,684 tons,

Mining life —- 16 years.

Pillaring

Ratio of pillar extraction to development

productivities -— 5,

Year of pillar extraction —— 1985,

Pillar extraction method —- Split block and wing,

leaving four stumps,

Percentage extraction in pillaring sections —— 60%

of a pillar,

Overall percentage extraction of the coal property

after pillaring -- 80.76%,

Total coal mined during pillaring -- 3,449,268 tons,

Cost of pillar extraction /ton of coal -— $10.25

(without subsidence compensation).

Subsidence Compensation Related Data
u

Type of surface land —- Mountainous with some

residential.

If surface area has buildings then age and cost of

building during construction period —- 12 houses,
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average age of 20 years,

Average cost of construction -- $22,000.

Tilt value in mm/Metre -- Unknown,

Method used to protect surface installation --

Leaving large coal pillars underground,

‘
Cost/ton of coal left underground to protect surface

installation -— $2.50,

Total tons of coal left underground to protect

surface installation -— 3,876,840 tons,

Total subsidence compensation or damage protection

cost —- $9,692,100

Subsidence compensation or damage protection cost

per ton of pillar extraction -— $2.80.

Cost of pillar extraction /ton of coal = $10.25 + $2.80

= $13.05.

(This includes subsidence compensation cost also)

The pillars were designed in the past and were of

square shape with an edge length of 43*. The safety factor

corresponding to the 43-feet pillar size (edge to edge) was

computed and the result was 2.3 for Salamon*s equation. The

computer program was used to compute pillar extraction cost

data and the input data for computer program are shown

below:

Level 1 Input:

Depth of coal seam below surface = 450*,
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Seam thickness (or working height) = 5.6',

Room or entry width = 19',

Desired safety factor = 2.3,

C (coeff. in pillar strength formulaz C + K.Wa.Äg) = 0,
A

¤ (power index of width in the formula) = 0.46,

B (power index of height in the formula) = -0.66,

K (coefficient in pillar strength formula) = 1320,

Annual production from development sections = 387,684

tons,

Mining life (development only) = 16 years,

Ratio of pillar extraction to development

productivities = 5,

Year of pillar extraction = 1985.

Level 2 Input:

Code for type of surface land = 5,

Reduction in value of agricultural property = 0,

Construction cost of damaged building in 1913 = 0,

Building price index based on age of building = 0,

Age of building = 20 years,

Tilt code = 0,

Tilt value in mm/Metre = 0,

Code to choose backfilling method or leaving coal

pillars = 2,

Cost /ton of coal left underground (1977 $) = $1.629,

Total tons of coal left underground to protect surface
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installation = 3,876,840 tons,

Cost /ton of backfilling material required = 0,

Total backfilling material required to protect surface

installation = 0.

Output:
U

The computer output is shown below: .

Safe pillar dimension is 43 feet,

Development percentage extraction = 51.9,

The pillar extraction method used for this pillar size

will be "Split-and-Fender",

Retreat mining percentage extraction (max.) = 90.0,

Total timber posts required to extract one coal pillar

= 112,

Total timber headboards required to extract one coal

pillar = 112,

Total number of rockbolts required to extract one coal

pillar = 50,

Total amount of coal reserve per acre = 10079 tons,

Tons mined per acre from development = 5231.43 tons,

Total acreage required for development = 1185.71,

Extra coal mined during retreat mining = 4553800 tons

Total coal mined by extracting one pillar = 352.7 tons,

Total number of pillars to be extracted = 12912,

Extended life of mine in years = 2.349 years,

Extended life of mine in months = 28.19 months,
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Total life of mine in years (including pillar

extraction) = 18.349 years.

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production & Maintenance:

Labor & Supervision $ 4331392

Operating Supplies:

Rockbolts and Timbers S 9301879

Mining Machine Parts $ 3508247

Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil $ 1393462

Rock Dust $ 751376

Ventilation $ 1082893

Bits $ 683980

Cables $ 333338

Miscellaneous $ 833345

Power $ 2564700

Water $ 12750

Royalty $ 910759

Payroll Overhead (40% of Payroll) $ 1732556

Union Welfare $ 1383626

Reclamation Fund $ 136613

Licenses $ 91075

INDIRECT COST:

15% of Labor, Supervision, & Supplies $ 3332986

TOTA1 $32384977
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FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mine Cost) $ 647699

Depreciation $ 1968892

GRAND TOTAL (Fixed, Direct, & Indirect) $35001568

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM

(Deviation from base model of 6* thick seam) $ 164446

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 6315372

FINAL TOTAL $41481386

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $22179537

OVERALL COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION $63660923

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER ACRE = $53,690, .

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL = $13.97,

This estimated cost of pillar extraction per ton of

coal is relevant to an annual inflation rate of 5.5%. In

actual pillar extraction operation, it was $13.05 per ton

of pillar extraction including subsidence compensation

cost.

Difference in result = $13.97 - $13.05

= $0.92/ton

Therefore, Variation in result = 7.05%

This is within the 20-30% limit claimed by Gentry

(1980) and the 15-25% limit claimed by Crowther (1985) for
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the validity_of any mining cost model.

Pillar extraction costs have been estimated for various

annual inflation rates and presented as follows:

Inflation Rate Estimated Costgton % Variation

2.0% $10.67 18.21%

2.5% $11.09 14.95%

3.0% $11.54 11.57%

3.5% $12.00 8.08%

4.0% $12.46 4.47%

4.5% $12.95 0.73%

5.0% $13.46 3.12%

5.5% $13.97 7.05%

The Variations resulting from various annual inflation

rates are within the acceptable limits. ‘



6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analysis is the process by which input data

elements in the pillar extraction cost model are varied to

determine their impact on the overall cost of pillar

extraction, and the cost of pillar extraction per ton of

coal. Sensitivity analysis identifies the key criteria

p affecting the cost model, such as depth, thickness of coal

seam, safety factor, ratio of retreat to development mining

production rates, yearly development production, and

development mining life. The effects on the cost of

extracting coal pillars in a room-and-pillar mining system

created by changing these variables are displayed in

graphical form in Appendix E. Several graphs displayed

cover most of the possible geologic and mining conditions

encountered in the coalfields.

In the case of development operation, the cost of coal

extraction per ton of coal increases with the increasing

depth of mining. Several factors, such as the cost of shaft

sinking, the cost of ground control at greater depths, and

the cost of controlling coal bumps and bursts, increase the

cost. The cost of lost coal underground (based on mine

property cost) also increases with increasing depth. This

cost is accounted for while computing the cost of

214
·
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development. Figure 6.1 depicts the cost of development

versus the depth, and Figure 6.2 depicts the dollar value

of lost coal underground versus depth.

Productivity on a retreat mining section can be

significantly higher than on an identical advance section.

The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal decreases as

depth increases up to a certain value, remains nearly the

same as depth increases further, then increases with

increasing depth. Since the number of breaker and turn

posts and roofbolts required in the splits and entries to

extract one coal pillar is almost the same for shallow to

medium depths, the cost of pillar extraction is higher for

shallow depths. Figures 6.3 to 6.5 depict the cost of

pillar extraction per ton of coal versus depth for various

mine sizes, such as l million tons per year, 500,000 tons

per year, and 150,000 tons per year.

The cost of pillar extraction per acre of mine property

increases with increasing depth of mining. This

characteristic is depicted in Figure 6.6.

The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal decreases

with the increasing ratio of retreat to development mining

productivities. This is shown in Figure 6.7 for ratio

values such as 1.00, 1.50, and 2.00.

As the desired safety factor used for basic pillar size

design increases, the cost of pillar extraction per ton of
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coal decreases by a small amount ($0.5 to $1.0) for shallow

depths, remains the same for further increases in depth up

to a certain limit, then increases with increasing depth.

Figure 6.8 depicts this relationship.

The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal decreases

with the increasing -size of the development mining

operation or the capacity of the mine. Figure 6.9 depicts

this relationship for mine sizes such as 1 million tons per

year, 500,000 tons per year, and 150,000 tons per year.

This result indicates that pillar extraction can become

economically feasible by increasing the size of the

development mining operation. In some cases, the pillar

extraction cost may be a little higher than the market

price of mined coal and will discourage investment. But if

the size of the development mining operation is increased

it may be possible to extract the coal pillars

economically.

As the coal seam thickness decreases, the cost of

pillar extraction per ton of coal increases, as shown in

Figure 6.10. It is more profitable to mine thicker seams

and get higher productivity than to mine thinner seams.

The area of influence due to subsidence, per ton of

coal pillar extraction, decreases with the increasing depth

of mining. This is depicted in Figure 6.11. The strain

value on the surface due to subsidence also decreases with
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the increasing depth of the mining operation. The

subsidence compensation is computed based on a strain value

in conjunction with the area of influence. Hence the

subsidence compensation per ton of pillar extraction will

decrease with increasing depth.

As the depth of the coal mine increases, it is more

likely to encounter coal bump or burst problems. The cost

of controlling coal bumps varies with the intensity of

bumps and the nature of overburden, roof, floor, and coal.

Some coal mines have bump-prone conditions at depths as low

as 700 feet, while some mines are bump-free to a depth of

1,500 feet.

Many techniques are available to control coal bumps or

bursts. Mine layouts are modified to prevent bumps. 4

Sometimes short holes are drilled into a face, loaded with

a predetermined amount of explosive, and shot

simultaneously to prevent bumps. In some cases, the roof

strata is fractured and the relative stiffness of the

loading system increases, thus promoting gradual yielding

of the coal rather than dangerous failure. The injection of

water under pressure into bump—prone pillars has been

practiced on a routine basis for some time in many mines to

control coal bumps. These processes of controlling coal

bumps require extra investment to mine coal pillars. The

cost varies from $0.5 to $5.0 per ton of coal extraction
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depending on the method of coal bump control and the

intensity and nature of the coal bump. The cost figure as

obtained from the simulator does not account for coal bump

control costs. If the pillar extraction cost is to be

computed for coal mines at greater depths, the bump or

burst control cost is added to the cost obtained from the

simulator output to compute the overall cost of pillar

extraction.

If the cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal

becomes more than the market price of raw coal, other

methods of underground coal extraction such as longwall and

shortwall mining techniques, as well as newer, more novel

systems are studied and compared to test the economic

feasibility of a particular method.



7. CONCLUSICNS
I

1. A pillar extraction cost model for room-and-pillar

_ coal mining in the United States has been

developed.

2. The increase in percentage extraction of coal

reserve results in an extension of the life of the

mine.

3. The pillar extraction cost model can be used to

determine the economic viability of an old,

existing, or new mining property or venture. It

indicates whether the pillar extraction is

economically viable after careful consideration of

all engineering, environmental, geologic and other

variables pertaining to the pillar extraction

project.

4. The model (PILCOST) selects the optimum pillar

dimension to minimize the cost of pillar

extraction.

5. In the development operation, the cost per ton of

coal extraction increases with the increasing depth

of mining below the surface.

6. The cost of pillar extraction per acre of mine
I

property increases with the increasing depth of

230
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_ mining.

7. The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal

decreases with increasing depth up to a specific

value, remains nearly lconstant for further

increases in depth, then increases as depth of

mining increases. This characterstic is independent

of mine size.

8. Where applicable, coal bumps or bursts control cost

must be considered and added to the cost figure

obtained from the pillar extraction cost model for

coal mines operating at greater depths. This will

improve the accuracy of cost computation.

9. The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal

decreases with the increasing ratio of pillar

extraction to development production rates.

10. The desired safety factor used for basic pillar

size design has a significant effect on the cost of

pillar extraction per ton of coal.

11. The cost of pillar extraction per ton of coal

decreases with the increasing size of the

development mining operation or capacity of the

mine.

12. As the coal seam thickness decreases, the cost of

pillar extraction per ton of coal increases.

13. The area of influence due to subsidence per ton of
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coal decreases with increasing depth. The strain

value on the surface also decreases due to the

increasing depth of mining. If subsidence is based

on the area of influence in conjunction with strain

value, the compensation per ton of pillar

extraction will decrease with the increasing depth.

14. The cost model can be used to determine limiting

depth beyond which it is not profitable to mine

coal pillars.

15. The cost model provides management information on

the relative attractiveness of a pillar extraction

project when compared to other alternative methods

of underground coal extraction such as longwall and

shortwall mining techniques, as well as newer

systems.

16. The model can be continually updated in the future

to make it as accurate as possible.

Recommendations for Future Research:

1. New cost data should be considered in the future,

based on the mine worker's wage contract, annual

inflation, the cost of new mine equipment, and the

cost of virgin coal property per acre, etc.

2. USBM has recently developed a new mobile roof
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support system for retreat mining sections. This

research is still in experimental stage .

Cost-benefit analysis should be considered to check

the economic viability of this new system and the

cost model and the computer program should be

modified accordingly.
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GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS
BETWEEN 0 AND 1 .

IS
PROBABILITY YES
DISRIBUTION

XPONENTIAL COMPUTE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH USING

EXPONENTIAL GENERATOR

IS
DISTRIBUTION

UNIFORM
COMPUTE COMPRESSIVE

STRENGTH USING
GENERATOR

IS
DISTRIBUTION

NORMAL

COMPUTE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH USING

GENERATOR

COMPUTB COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH USING

EMPIRCAL DISTRIBUTION

OUTPUT
COMPRESSIVE

STRENGTH

Detail Flowchart of Compressive Strength Generator.

Figure A.1
l
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FLQWQHAI EQB PILLAR EK1ßgC§ION COST SIMULATOR:

INPUT: l
DEPTH, YRPROD, MLIFE,

UPYEAR, HEIGHT, BORD, SAFE,
C, ALPHA, BETA, K, RATIO

asks user to input data

IEOMPUTE SAFE COAL PILLAR DIMENSION:-...... - - _ .._... -•
COSPT(1)

-
99.0

DO 10 WIDTH ¤ 1, 100

STRENG ¤ C+K*(WIDTH**ALPHA)*(HEIGHT**BETA)

LOAD ¤ 1.1*DEPTH*((1+BORD/WIDTH)**2)

SAFETY
-

STRENG/LOADNO
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OUTFUT:
WIDTH

Z Compute Primary Mining S Extraction {
¤--...,...... -......--4

PREXTR-1—( (WIDTH/( 'dIDTH•BORD) )H·2)

P'R1I!•lOO·l·PREXTR

OUTPUT:
PRE!

Select Pillar Extraction Method based on Pillar dimension

Yss

“
NO

OUTPUT:
_ Pillar ktraction Method
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vss

SEXTRAM97

_ S
WIDTH YES

$10 and
8

l

SEXTRA-.96

Ü

sum-.95

YES

SHTRA-.9hTIHBER•2O
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BOLT·O

NO

UUTPUT:
Pillar Extraction Method

SEITRA-.93

:5
SEXTRA- .92

TIMBü·38BOLT•O
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NO °

OUTPUT:
Pillnr Extraction Method

NO

SEXTR.A¤„9l

TIHBER·h8

BOI/1*-8

‘ NO
SEl(TRA•.90

'1'IHBSR-h9
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am-m

YES

serm- .895

TIMB:’El•$O

BOL'!-12

sexm·.89

TL‘(BE'.R•Sl

BOL'!-lb

NO



~



2 5 5

DUTPUT:
Ptllar Extraction Method

SEXTRA•.E6

TIMBE?¤b6

BOLT•O

NO

OUTPUT:
Pillar Extraction Method

SEXTRA••9O

NO

TIMBER·l12
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I

oovr-no

IS
arrow g 381* YES

E
'!'IMBE.‘l·ll2

BOLT•h5

TIMBER•1l2

sooo-So

NO

OUTPUT:
Pillu- Extraction Method
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Yes

TL‘{B*:I·”£·l26

BOLT•SO

NO

'I’IMBz·IR·l26

6011-55

@
„.

l
wo

11M66a·126
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BOLT•6O

TLMBER-126

BOLT-65

0UT?UT:
Pillar Extraction Method

SEX’I'RA••9O

SECPEZR-Sü‘l'RA•lOO

OUTPUTx
_ SECPHI

TIMBER
BOLTRESERV-1800*H£IGHT
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PRACRE-1E

TTA(R3-IRPROMMNLIFE/PR.ACRE

SEPROD-l800*TTACRE*( saxrsu -PR:ZXTR)*HEIGHT

PILTON•( SEXTRA -PR.‘-ZXTR )¤·(WIDTH·»WIDTH•HEIGhT~66/
2000)/(1-vasxm >

NUMPIL-( ssraom/?1L1‘0N )
·

. 5

1-:xL11·‘E·s1:r>ao¤/(R.4'r1o¤!1zPs¢oD )

MONTHS•l2¤·E>(LIFE

TTLIFE-MNLIFE•EXLIFE
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OUTPUT:
RESEV
PRICRE -
TTACRE
SEPROE
PILTON
NUHPIL
EXLIFE
MONTHS
TTLIFE

V
‘

" '**‘*"'
‘ ‘

‘******_
‘\

• Calculate Various Operating Costs, Depreciation, Depletion— ;

'
Allowance, and Subsidence Compensation Cost .

L.--- ----..--------.1

IS V -• RPROD 2 750000
MS

NO

RATO•'!E?.PFl0D/1,000,000

DLCOST·392l500*EXLlFE*RATO

RTCOST•(S.i42~TD13ER•NUMPIL) ·( S7 .98•90•MONTHS)•
(2*5OL‘!‘¤NUMPIL)•(lO•0b*90·¤·äON’I’HS)¥°'7^ST•770300¤EXLIFE*RATIO·¤P.A’I‘O
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LHOOST-30S900·¤·E‘.XLIFE•+FtATIO¤·RATO

RDCOST•l65000*EXLIFE*R;aTIO*RATO

VSCOST-2 37700¤EXLIFE¤RATIO*!LATO

BTCOST-150100••SXLIFE•RATIO¤RATO

CBCX)S'1‘·73lOO¤·EJ(LIFE·¤·!?.ATIO•R;\TO

· MSCDST•l829CX')·¤·:IXLIFE*RATIO*RATO

PWCOS'l‘•S06SOO*EXLI.FE*RATIO*RATO

WTCOST·3000•EXLIFE~R.ATIO•RATO

RLCOST-2000OO•EXLIFE¤RATIO•RATOPOCDS'1‘•O •hO¤DLCOS‘!‘
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UWCOST-=1J4h3hOO*EXLIFE*FlAT0

”
RFCDST-lSO0OO¤EXLlFE¤R.AT9

LICOST- lOOOOO¤EXLIF£*R.ATO

DPCOST·2386000•EXLIFE

IS .• umen} zsoooo. YES
NO

RA'I'0•!RPROD/SOOOOO

DLCOST•2377900*E.KLIFE¢RATO
S

RTOOST- ( S .h2+•TIMB£R•NUMPIL)•( 57 .98++904-yqgmmg)•( 2¤·BOLT*NUMPIL)

— _ HPOOST·38S200•EXI1FE•RATiO*RATO
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LHCOST-lS3000*E‘.1lLIFE•5.ATIO*RATO

RDCOST-82SOO*EXLIFE*RATIO~P.ATO

I VSCOST•l15900·¤SXLI FE¤RA’1'IO¤·RATO

B1‘COST•7SlO0·¤•EXLIFE*RATIO•RATO
A

CBtI)ST·36600•EXLIFE*RATIO*R.AT0

¥SCOS'l‘·9lSOO·¤EXLIFE*RATIO¤RATO

PNCOST•28 l500¤ EXLLFE*ElATIO¤·?.ATC

v„'TCOST•ll40O•EXLIFE*R.ATIO*RATORLCOST-

1000OO•üLIF‘E•RATI·3~RATOPOCOST-O J40•DLCOS‘1'
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UWCOST-lhl13bOO•E.XLlFE¤RATO

RZ-‘COST·lI5O0OO•iXLlFE~?ATO

LI COST- lOOOOO•€XLI!·‘F•R.ATO

;)?GOST·2386000•E1(LIFE

RATO-YHPROD/150000

DLCOST•9l1$300*EXLIFE¤RATIO*RAT‘0

Ea·rc:>s·r-(S.n2~*rL¤•mm·mmP1L)•(S7 •98*90•vMON'I’I-IS)
5 •(2*BOLT*NUHPIL)•(10•0h·¤90*MONTHS)

HPCOST-ll$SOO*E3(LIFE•RATIO~RAT‘O'LHCOST•h$900•*EXI.IFE¤RATIO*ä.ATO
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R.DOOST•2h800¤·D(LIFE+RATIO*RATO

VS®ST·3S700•EXLIFE*RATIO+P..ATO

e

BTCOST-22SOO•EXLIFE*RATIO•RATO

CBOOST-llOOO•E.XLIFE•RATIO•RATO

HSCOST-27h0O•EXI.IFE*RATIO¢RATO

Pd(X)ST-ll9900*K!LIFE¤RATIO-¤RATO

W'!’COST•hOO•E'.XLIFE•RATIO*R.ATO

RLCOST·30000•EXLIFE¢RATIO•RATO

POOOS‘!‘•0 „h0~DLCOST

UWCO5T•2556§5ZIE2.IFE~RATO
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RFCOST-22SOO·¤I-IJ{LIFE¤·R.ATO

LIC3ST·1SOO0¤EXLIFE*RATO

DPCOST•S27SOO•EXI.IFE

CUTPUT:
Estimated Production Cost

Direct Cost
Production and Maintenance
DLCDST
Operating Supplies:
RTCOST, HPSOST, LHOOST,
RDCOST, VSCOST, BTCOST,
CBCOST, HS<X>ST, FJOOST,
WTCOST, RLCOST, POOOS'1',
UWCOST, RFCOST, LICOST

LD<X)S‘1‘-O „ 1S•(
DLOOST•RTCOST•MPCOST•LHCOST•RDCOST

•VSCOST•BTCOST•CBCCx$T~HSCOST)

‘1‘TCOST•DLwS'1‘•RTCOS‘I‘•HPü)S'l.‘•LHCOST•RDCOS‘!‘•VSOOST
+B‘1‘COS'1‘•CBCOSTMSCOST+PWCOST+NTCX>ST•RLCOST

•POOOST+UWCOST•R.FCOST•LICOST•IDCOSTFITC•0.02«·TTCOS‘i'
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GTCDST-T‘1‘COST•FITC+DPCOST

DEPAl.L•2500»T’1‘A CRE*( SEXTRA-PREXTR)

CALL SUBSID

OUTPUT:
SCOCO5 ,

¤oo0sr·17$ooo¤¤xL1r¤¤(6-amxcrrr)

F‘1‘COST•SCOCX)S•GTCOST+DEPA LL•EOOOS'!‘
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OUTPUT:
INDIRECT COST:

.IDCOST
TOTAL: TTCOST

FIXED COST: FITC, DPCOST
‘

GRAND TOTAL: GTCOST
DEPLETION ALLOWANCE:

DEPALL, EOCOST
FINAL TOTAL: FTCOST

INALLW=FTCOST*(((l+.O55)**(UPYEAR-1977))-l)

OVCOST
-

FTCOST + INALLW

COSPAC ¤ OVCOST/TTACRE g

COSPT(NIND) = OVCOST/SEPROD

OUTPUT:
INFLATION ALLOWANCE: INALLW

Overall Cost of Secondary Mining:
OVCOST

Cost of Secondary Mining/Acre:
COSPAC

Cost of Pillar Extraction / Ton of Coal:
COSPT(NIND)
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IS
cos1>·1·(¤1u¤) < _ NO

COSPT (NIND) -1
· D DEPTH < 150

I
YES

NIND
-

NIND +1

SAFE = SAFE + 0.1
STOP

Detail Flowchart of Pillar Extractiou Cost Simulator (PILCOST)

Figure A.2
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FLOJCPÄHT FCR SJBSIDENCE COWENSATION COST SUBHCXJTINE

Coupute Subeidence Conpenaation Cost

HEAD:

TLAREA, RIVAGP, (DNCOS,
_ BPI, AGEN, TILTCD,

TILT, CICODE, CPTCUG,
TTCOAL, CPTBFL, TTBFIL

Fron the field

. rss

NO
SCOOOS•O

OUTPUT:
SCOG)5

No
SCOCOS•RIVAGP

RETURN

CIJTPUT:
SCO<I>S
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°“

VALBDG-CX)N<X>S•(BPI/l0O)•(l-AGE!}/100)

NO

IS
VALBDG< O? YES

ü

VALBDG•O

NO
S¤)CX>S•( *1*1::1*/2 )«vu.a¤c/100’” @

CIITPUT:

Is S(X)wS
Yß cxocmn-12

"°

NOSCOCOS•CPI'BFL*‘I"I'BFIL ‘ @

SOOCO$•CP!C!X3•TTQ)AL

WTPUT:
soocus

’*
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SCOCOS•·(10•(‘1'ILT-20))¤VALBDG/100

0U'!‘PU'1'z
SCDCOS

@ = ä
VALBDG-CONOOS¤(BPI/100)¤(1-AGIBB/100)

NO

IS
vALB1>o< 01 ·»
® *5

NOus awo-(HL:/2)·vALa¤c/1oo
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BLDG•(TILT/2)• COALVL•CP’1'BFL¢
VALBDG/100 r·1·¤¤·1L

®ALVL•C?TGJG•T‘!'COAL

BLDG·(l0•(TILT·20))•
VALBDG/100 SOOCOS•RIVAGP+

a1.¤o•c¤u.v1.

<1|TPUTx
scocos

Detail Flowchart of SUBROUTINE SUBCOM.FOR.

Figure A.3
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C
C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA USING THE
C SAMPLE DATA COLLECTED FROM THE EXPERIMENTS IN THE LAB? THE
C USER HAS TO SUPPLY THE PRDBABILITY DISTRIBUTIDN CODE AFTER
C TESTING THE TYPE OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIDN. THE OUTPUT OF
C THE PROGRAM GENERATES THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA (30
C DIFFERENT VALUES). THIS DUTPUT DATA IS USED AS INPUT TO MAIN
C PROGRAM (PILCOST) TO COMPUTE PILLAR EXTRACTION COST VALUE.
C

REAL KRAND,KRANDI,LAMDA,SIGCOM,LPROB(100),PI,LCOM(100)
INTEGER SEED,STRENG,K,NA,NB,M|NCOM,MAXCOM,MUCOM,CODE
OPEN (4,FILE¤'COMDATA’)

C
O READ COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND CUMULATIVE PRDBABILITY DATA
C FOR EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIDN.
C

N•O
1 N-N+1

READ(4,2)LCOM(N),LPROB(N)
IF(LCOM(N))I,3,1

3 NA·N—1
2 FORMAT(FIO.1,F10.3)

C
C READ THE CODE TO SELECT PRDBABILITY DISTRIBUTIDN:-
C 1 - EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIDN
C 2 - UNIFORM DISTRIBUTIDN
C 3 — NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
C 4 - EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIDN
C SEED - ANY FOUR DIGIT NUMBER TO GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS.
C IF UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION IS SELECTED ••>M|NCOM - MINIMUM VALUE.
C MAXCOM - MAXIMUM VALUE OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH.

”
C IF NORMAL DISTRIBUTIDN IS SELECTED --> MUCOM - AVERAGE VALUE.
C SIGCOM - STANDARD DEVIATION OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH.
C IF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIDN IS SELECTED -->LAMDA—PARAMETER.
C STRENG - COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF COAL SAMPLE.
C
C

REAO(4,4)CODE,SEED,MINCOM,MAXCOM,MUCOM
4 FDRMAT(5I5)

READ(4,6)LAMDA,S|GCOM
6 FORMAT(2F7.3) ”

CLOSE(4)
PI•3. HIS
NB¤I

5 K•7*SEED/16384
SEED-7*SEED-16384*K
KRAND·SEED/16384.0
GO TO (10,1I,12,I3),CODE
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C
C GENERATOR FOR EXPONENTIAL OISTRIBUTION.
C

10 STRENG¤—ALOG(KRANO)/LAMOA
GO TO 20

C GENERATOR FOR UNIFORM OISTRIBUTION.
C

11 STRENG-M|NCOM+(MAXCOM·M|NCOM)*KRANOGO TO 20 ·
C
C GENERATOR FOR NORMAL OISTRIBUTION.
C

12 K•7*SEED/16384 ,
SEEO·7*SEEO—16384*K
KRANO1¤$EEO/16384.0
STRENG¤MUCOM+SIGCOM*(SORT(—2*ALOG(KRAND)))*COS(2*P|*KRAN01)
GO TO 2O

C
C GENERATOR FOR EMPIRICAL OISTRIBUTION.
C

13 OO 30 N¤1,NA
|F(LPROB(N)-KRANO)30,14,14

14 STRENG•LCOM(N)
GO TO 20

30 CONTINUE
20 NB-NB+1

NR|TE(*,21)STRENG
21 FORMAT(5X,'THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS =',|6)

IF(NB.LT.31)GO TO 5
STOP
END
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LISTING OF THE PILLAR EXTRACTION COST SIMULATOR (PILCOST)
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO COMPUTE ROOM AND PILLAR MINING
C SECONDARY EXTRACTION COST. THE TOTAL ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST
C FOR PILLAR EXTRACTION CAN BE COMPUTED.
C THE FIRST SECTION OF THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE SAFE PILLAR
C DIMENSION FOR GIVEN GEOLOGICAL AND MINING CONDITION. THE SEVERAL
C VARIABLES USED IN PILLAR DESIGN EOUATION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
C ——-——DEPTH OF COAL SEAM BELOW SURFACE '
C --—-—COAL SEAM THICKNESS (OR WORKING HEIGHT IN CASE OF THICK —
C COAL SEAM )
C ----—ROOM WIDTH
C —----COAL STRENGTH
C —----SAFETY FACTOR
C THE GENERAL FORM OF PILLAR DESIGN EOUATION IS USED AND THE
C USER HAS TO INPUT THE VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF PILLAR STRENGTH
C FORMULA. THE GENERAL EOUATION OF PILLAR STRENGTH FORMULA CAN
C COVER THE FOLLOWING FORMULAS OF PILLAR STRENGTH:
C I). HOLLAND—GADDY FORMULA
C 2). MORRISON-CORLETT-RICE FORMULA
C 3). OBERT'S FORMULA
C 4). BIENIAWSKI‘S FORMULA
C 5). SALAMON'S FORMULA
C GENERAL FORM OF THE EOUATION IS PRESENTED BY :
C Alpha Beta ‘
C STRENGTH ¤ C + K.W .h
C
C 1. HOLLAND-GADDY FORMULA:
C STRENGTH

- K.SORT(L)/T In psl,
C K ¤ Sp.SORT(D)
C Sp ¤ STRENGTH OF CUBICAL SPECIMEN OF COAL OF DIMENSION D
C L

·
WIDTH 0F PILLAR In lnches,

C T
·

THICKNESS DF PILLAR In lnches,
C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C HOLLAND-GADDY FORMULA WILL BE:
C C

-
O

C Alpha
- 0.5

C Beta - -1
C K

·
K.

C 2. MORRISON-CORLETT-RICE FORMULA:I
C STRENGTH

-
K.SORT(W/T) In psl.

C W
-

Least Wldth of plllar,
C T

- Thlckness of plllar,
C K

-
Crushlng Strength of

1“
cube coal sample,

C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C MORRISON-CORLETT-RICE FORMULA WILL BE:
C C

-
O

C Alpha
·

0.5
C Beta

- -0.5
C K

- K
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C
C 3. 0BERT’S FORMULA:
C STRENGTH

-
C (0.778 + 0.222Wp/Hp) In psl.

C 1
C C

-
Average Strength of cublcal coal speclmens,

C 1
C Wp • Least Wldth of plllar, ·
C Hp

·
Helght of plllar,

C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C OBERT’S FORMULA WILL BE: —
C C

·
0.778C

C 1
C Alpha

-
1

C Beta
-

-1
C K

- 0.222C
1 C 1

C
C 4. BIENIAW$KI'S FORMULA:
C STRENGTH

-
Slgma (0.645 + 0.355W/h) In psl.

C C
C Slgma

-
Compresslve Strength In psl for 5 feet cube coal,

C C
C W

-
Wldth of plllar In feet,

C h
-

Worklng Helght of plllar ln feet,
C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C BIENIAWSK|’S FORMULA WILL BE:
C C

-
0.645 Slgma

C C
C Alpha

-
1

C Beta
-

-1
C K

·
0.355 Slgma

C C
C 5. SKELLY'S FORMULA: THIS IS SIMILAR TO BIENIAWSKI'S FORMULA.
C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C SKELLY'S FORMULA WILL BE:
C C

·
0.78 Slgma

C C
C Alpha -

1
C Beta

-
-1

C K
-

0.22 Slgma
C C
C 6. SALAMON'S FORMULA:
C .46 .66
C STRENGTH

·
1320 W / h

C W - Wldth of plllar,
C h

-
Helght of plllar,

C THE VALUE OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF GENERAL EOUATION FOR
C SALAMON'S FORMULA WILL BE:
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C C
-

0
C Alpha

-
0.46

C Beta
-

-0.66
C K -132D
C
C THE USER HAS TD INPUT THE FDLLDWING VARIABLES T0 CDMPUTE THE
C SAFE PILLAR DINENSIDN:
C —---DEPTH DF CDAL SEAN BELDW SURFACE
C —---SEAN THICKNESS (DR WDRKING HEIGHT IN CASE DF THICK
C —COAL SEAM)
C -—--RDDN WIDTH
C ----SAFETY FACTDR (DESIRED SAFETY FACTDR)
C ----C
C ----Alpha
C -—--Beta
C ----K
C THE DTHER VARIABLES USED IN THE PRDGRAM STAND FDR THE FDLLDWING:
C STRENG

-
Strength of coal plllar,

C LDAD
-

Load on coal plllar,
C SAFETY

-
Computed safety factor,

C SAFE
-

Deslred safety factor,
C WIDTH

-
Wldth of coal plllar (edge to edge),

C HEIGHT
-

Helght of coal plllar,
C DEPTH

-
Depth of coal seam below surface,

C BDRD
-

Room wldth ln the panel,
C C

-
Coefflclent or constant In plllar strength equn.

C ALPHA
-

Power Index for wldth of plllar,
C BETA

-
Power Index for helght of the plllar,

C PREXTR
-

Prlmary mlnlng extractlon ratlo,
C PREX

-
Prlmary nlnlng percentage extractlon,

C SEXTRA
-

Secondary mlnlng extractlon ratlo,
C TIMBER • Total no. of tlmber props or headboagds requlred
C tc extract one plllar ln retreat mlnlng panel,
C BDLT

-
Total no. of roofbolts requlred to extract one

C plllar In retreat mlnlng panel,
C SECPER

-
Secondary mlnlng percentage extractlon (Naxlmum)

C PRACRE
-

Tons nlned per acre from prlmary mlnlng,
C NNLIFE

-
Prlmary mlnlng Ilfe tlme In years,

C YRPRDD
-

Yearly prlmary mlnlng productlon In tons,
C TTACRE

-
Total acreage requlred for prlmary mlnlng and

C then followed by secondary mlnlng,
C SEPRDD

-
Extra coal mlned durlng secondary mlnlng In tons

C PILTDN
-

Coal mlned from one plllar durlng secondary mln.
C NUNPIL

-
e Df Coal Plllars to be mlned durlng secondary

C mlnlng of coal,
C RATID

-
Ratlo of secondary to prlmary mlnlng productlvl-

C tles,
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C RATO
-

Ratlo of actual yearly productlon to base model
C productlon,
C EXLIFE

-
Extra Ilfe of the mlne uslng secondary mlnlng

C method In years,
C MONTHS

-
Extra Ilfe of mlne ln months,

C TTLIFE
-

Total Ilfe of the mlne uslng secondary mlnlng
C (lncludlng prlmary mlnlng Ilfe) ln years,
C DLCOST

·
Olrect labor cost In dollars,

C RTCOST
·

Rockbolt and tlmber cost In dollars,
C MPCOST

-
Machlne parts cost ln dollars,

C LHCOST
·

Lubrlcatlon and hydraullc oll cost In dollars,
C RDCOST

-
Rock dust cost ln dollars,

C VSCOST
-

Ventllatlon supplles cost In dollars,
C BTCOST

-
Blts cost ln dollars,

C CBCOST
-

Cables cost ln dollars,
C MSCOST • Mlscellaneous cost ln dollars,
C PMCOST

-
Power Cost In dollars,

C WTCOST
-

Mater cost In dollars,
C RLCOST

-
Royalty cost In dollars,

C POCOST
-

Payroll overhead cost ln dollars,
C UMCOST

-
Unlon welfare cost ln dollars,

C RFCOST
·

Reclamatlon fund cost In dollars,
C LICOST

-
Llcences cost In dollars,

C DPCOST
-

Depreclatlon cost In dollars,
C IDCOST

-
Indlrect cost In dollars,

C TTCOST
-

Total cost (except depreclatlon cost) In dollars,
C FITC

-
Flxed Insurance & Taxes Cost In dollars,

C GTCOST
·

Grand total cost In dollars,
C DEPALL

-
Depletlon a||0wanc6 In dollars,

C EOCOST
-

Extra operatlng cost due to thlnnlng of seam by
C I2 Inches (from base of

72“
to 60' USBM report)

C ECINVT
-

Extra capltal Investment due to thlnnlng of seam
C by 12' from base case (USBM report)
C FTCOST

-
Flnal total cost (sum of grand total, depletlon

C allowance, extra ope. cost, extra cap. Invest.)
C INALLM • Inflatlon Allowance (updatlng the total cost to
C current year from base year mld-1977 at 5.5% rate,
C UPYEAR • Year for updatlng the total productlon cost from
C base year mld-1977,
C OVCOST

-
Overall cost of secondary mlnlng,

C COSPAC
-

Cost of secondary mlnlng per acre,
C COSPT

·
Cost of plllar extractlon per ton of coal.

C
C

DIMENSION COSPT(50)
REAL STRENG,LOAD,HElGHT,BORD,C,ALPHA,BETA,PREXTR,PREX,SEXTRA,

1SECPER,PRACRE,TTACRE,PILTON,RATIO,RATO,EXLIFE,MONTHS,TTLIFE,
2SAFETY,SAFE,K(50),SAFEl
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INTEGER WIDTH,DEPTH,TIMBER,BOLT,MNLIFE,YRPROD,SEPROD,NUMPIL,
1DLCOST,RTCOST,MPCOST,LHCOST,RDCOST,V$COST,BTCOST,CBCOST,MSCOST,
2PWCOST,WTCOST,RLCOST,POCOST,UWCOST,RFCOST,LICOST,DPCOST,IDCOST,
3TTCOST,FITC,GTCOST,EOCOST,FTCOST,|NALLW,UPYEAR,TZCODE,
4RESERV,0VCO$T,COSPAC,SCOCOS,NIND

C
COMMON /0NEP/ SCOCOS .
COMMON /TWOP/ EXL|FE,TINBER,NUMPIL,NONTHS,BOLT, _

1GTCOST,EOC0$T
C

OPEN (4,F|LE·'PILDATA')
READ(4,600)DEPTH,YRPROD,NNLIFE,UPYEAR,TZCODE

600 FORNAT(5|7)
READ(4,601)HEIGHT,BORD,SAFE,C,ALPHA,BETA,RATI0

601 FORNAT(7F10.2)
I·O

602 I-I+1
READ(4,604)K(I)
|F(K(|))602,603,602

603 N•I—1
604 FORNAT(F7.1)

COSPT(1)-99.0
NIND·2
SAFE1·SAFE
DO 200 |¤1,N
SAFE·SAFE1
WRITE(*,606)

606 FORMAT(3X,'NEW OUTPUT CORRESPONDING TO NEXT STRENGTH DATA')
133 DO 10 W|DTH·1,10O

STRENG-C+K(|)*(WIDTH**ALPHA)*(HEIGHT**BETA)
LOAD¤1.1'DEPTH*((1+BORD/WIDTH)**2)
SAFETY·STRENG/LOAD
IF(SAFETY.GE.SAFE) GO TO 11

10 CONTINUE
11 WRITE(*,12) WIDTH
12 FORMAT(3X,’SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS ',I3,’ FEET')

C
C
C THE SAFE PILLAR WIDTH IS USED TO CONPUTE PRIMARY NINING
C PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION.
C
C

PREXTR•1—((WIDTH/(WIDTH+BORD))**2)
PREX¤100*PREXTR
WRITE(*,9)PREX

9 FORMAT(3X,'PRIMARY NINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION
-

’,F5.2)
C
C
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C THIS FOREGOING SECTION OF THE PROGRAM SELECTS THE PARTICULAR
C PILLAR EXTRACTION NETHOD BASED ON THE SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION.
C THE RANGE OF SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS SHOWN HERE FOR THE
C SELECTION OF PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD.
C PILLAR WIDTH RANGE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD
C I' -

13’
Outslde Llft (Single cut)

C 14’ - 22' Outslde Llft (Double cuts)
· C 23' - 31' Modlfled Spllt & Fender

C 32' - <34' Chrlstmas treelhg method
C 34' - 55’ Spllt and Fehde?
C >55' Pocket and Fender
C
C

IF(WIDTH.LE.13) G0 T0 13
IF(WIDTH.LE.22) GO TO 14
IF(WIDTH.LE.31) GO TO 15
IF(WlDTH.LT.34) GO T0 16 ‘

IF(WIDTH.LE.43) GO T0 17
IF(WIDTH.LE.55) GO TO 18
IF(WIDTH.GT.55) GO TO 19

13 WRITE(*,8)
8 FORNAT(3X,'THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR’,1’

SIZE WILL BE 'OUTSIDE LIFT WITH SINGLE CUT'.')
IF(WIDTH.LE.8) SEXTRA¤.97
IF((WIDTH.LE.10).AND.(WIDTH.GT.8)) SEXTRA-.96
IF(W|DTH.ED.11) SEXTRA·.95
IF(WIDTH.GT.11) SEXTRA¤.94
TIMBER·28
BOLT•O

C
C .
C TIMBER INCLUDES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BREAKER POSTS AND TURN OR
C FINGER PROPS REDUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR IN SECONDARY MINING
C SECTION. THE SAME NUMBER OF HEAD BOARDS ARE ALSO REOUIRED T0
C EXTRACT ONE PILLAR WHICH ARE USED ABOVE THE TIMBER PROPS.
C
C

GO TO 30
14 WRITE(*,7)

7 FORMAT(3X,'THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR',
1' SIZE WILL BE 'OUTSIDE LIFT WITH DOUBLE CUTS“.')

IF(WIDTH.LE.18) SEXTRA•.93
IF(WIDTH.GT.18) SEXTRA¤.92
T|MBER•38
BOLT•O
G0 TO 30

15 WRITE(*,6)
6 FORMAT(3X,’THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR',
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1' SIZE WILL BE 'MDDIFIED SPLIT AND FENDER METH00'.’)
IF(WIDTH;LE.24) G0 T0 21
|F(WIDTH.LE.27) G0 T0 22
IF(WIDTH.LE.30) G0 T0 23
IF(WIDTH.E0.31) G0 T0 24

21 SEXTRA-.91
TIMBER·48
BOLT·8
G0 T0 30

22 $EXTRA·.90
TIMBER-49
BOLT¤10
G0 T0 30

23 SEXTRA-.895
TIMBER-50
BOLT-12
G0 T0 30

24 SEXTRA·.89
TIMBER-51 ‘

BOLT¤14
G0 T0 30

16 WRITE(*,5)
5 FORMAT(3X,'THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHDD USED FDR THIS PILLAR',
1' SIZE WILL BE 'DUTSIDE-LIFT CHRISTMAS TREEING'.')
SEXTRA-.86
TIMBER-46
BOLT-0
G0 T0 30

17 WRITE(*,4)
4 FORMAT(3X,’THE PILLAR EXTRACTIDN METHDD USED FDR THIS PILLAR',1’

SIZE WILL BE 'SPLIT AND FENDER METH00'.’)
SEXTRA-.90
|F(WIDTH.ED.34)G0 T0 25
IF(WIDTH.LE.38)G0 T0 26
|F(WIDTH.LE.43)G0 T0 27

25 TIMBER•112 _
BOLT•40
G0 T0 30

I

26 TIMBER·112
BOLT-45
G0 T0 30

27 TIMBER·112
BOLT¤50
G0 T0 30

18 WRITE(*,3)
3 FORMAT(3X,’THE PILLAR EXTRACTIDN METHOD USED FDR THIS PILLAR',

1'S|ZE WILL BE 'SPLIT AND FENDER METHOD'.’)
SEXTRA·.85
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IF(W|DTH.LE.46)G0 T0 28
IF(WIDTH.LE.50)G0 TD 29
|F(WIDTH.LE.54)G0 T0 31
IF(WIDTH.E0.55)G0 T0 32

28 TINBER·126
BDLT-50

_ GD T0 30
29 TINBER·126

BOLT¤55
G0 T0 30

31 TIMBER-126
BOLT•60
G0 T0 30

32 TINBER-126
BOLT·65
G0 TD 30

19 WRITE(*,2)
2 FDRMAT(3X,'THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHDD USED FDR THIS PILLAR’,1’

SIZE WILL BE 'PDCKET AND WING NETHOD'.’)
IF(WIDTH.LE.60)G0 T0 52
IF(W|DTH.LE.65)G0 T0 53
|F(WIDTH.LE.73)G0 T0 54
IF(WIDTH.LE.78)G0 T0 55_
IF(WIDTH.LE.85)G0 T0 56
IF(WIDTH.GT.85)G0 T0 130

52 SEXTRA·.84
TINBER-186
BDLT-135
G0 T0 30

53 SEXTRA¤.82
TIMBER-200
BOLT·155
G0 T0 30

54 SEXTRA·.81
TIMBER-217
BOLT•190 ·
G0 T0 30

55 SEXTRA·.80
TIMBER·233
BOLT·205
GU T0 30

56 SEXTRA·.79
TIMBER·314
BOLT•230
G0 T0 30

C
C
C
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C THE COAL RESERVE IS BASED ON 1800 TONS OF COAL PER—ACRE—FOOT
C AND A BASE MODEL CASE OF 5 FEET THICK SEAM IS CONSIDERED FOR
C ANALYSIS. SURFACE AREA REOUIRED TO PROVIDE COAL RESOURCES NECE-
C SSARY TO SUSTAIN A GIVEN PERIOD OF PRIMARY MINING OPERATION CAN
C BE COMPUTED.
C THE USER HAS TO INPUT THE DATA RELATED TO PRODUCTIVITIES AND
C THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE LISTED AS FOLLONS:
C YRPROD • Annual prlmary mlnlng productlon ln tons,
C MNLIFE

-
Prlmary mlnlng llfe In years,

C RATIO • Ratlo of secondary to prlmary mlnlng productlvlty
C UPYEAR

-
Year for updatlng the total productlon cost from

C base year mld-1977,
C AMOUNT OF COAL PER—ACRE FOR A 5' THICK COAL SEAM

·
9000 TONS

C THEREFORE, MINED COAL PER ACRE (USING DEVELOPMENT ONLY) CAN BE
C COMPUTED AS FOLLOWS:
C
C

30 SECPER¤SEXTRA*1OO
MRITE(‘,1)SECPER

1 FORMAT(3X,’SECONDARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.)
-

',F5.2)
MRITE(*,91)TIMBER

91 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL TIMBER POSTS REOUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ ',
II3)
MR|TE(*,92)TIMBER

92 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REOUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE’,
1' PILLAR

·
',|3)

MR|TE(*,93)BOLT
93 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REOUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE',

1' PILLAR ¤ ',I3)
RESERV¤1800*HEIGHT
MR|TE(*,94)RESERV

94 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERVE PER ACRE (VIRGIN',
1' PROPERTY) IN TONS • ',I5)
PRACRE-1800*PREXTR*HEIGHT
MRITE(*,95)PRACRE

95 FORMAT(3X,'TONS MINED PER ACRE FROM PRIMARY MINING • ',F8.2)
TTACRE¤YRPROD*MNLIFE/PRACRE
NRITE(*,96)TTACRE

96 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL ACREAGE REOUIRED FOR PRIMARY MINING • ',F8.2)
SEPROD·1800*TTACRE*(SEXTRA—PREXTR)*HEIGHT
NRITE(*,97)SEPROD

97 FORMAT(3X,’EXTRA COAL MINED DURING SECONDARY MINING
-

',I10)
PlLTON·(SEXTRA-PREXTR)*(MIDTH*N|DTH*HEIGHT*86/2000)/(1—PREXTR)
MRITE(*,98)PILTON

98 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL COAL MINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR
·

',F6.1)
NUMP|L·(SEPROD/P|LTON)+.5
NRITE(*,99)NUMPIL

99 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL NUMBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED = ',|8)
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-

C
C THE PRODUCTIVITY BECOMES MORE DURING SECONDARY MINING AND
C USER HAS TO INPUT THE VALUE OF RATIO OF SECONDARY TO PRIMARY
C MINING PRODUCTIVITIES. THIS VALUE VARIES FROM MINE TO MINE
C DEPENOING ON SEVERAL FACTORS LIKE MAINTENANCE OF ENTRIES ETC.,
C
C

EXL|FE•SEPROO/(RATIO*YRPROD)
NRITE(*,100)EXLIFE

100 FORMAT(3X,'EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS = ',F5.3)
MONTHS·12*EXLIFE
NRITE(*,101)MONTHS

IO1 FORMAT(3X,'EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN MONTHS ¤ ',F6.2)
TTLIFE¤MNLIFE+EXLIFE
NRITE(*,IO2)TTLIFE

IO2 FORMAT(3X,'TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCLUDING SECONDARY',1’
MINING) • ',F6.3)

C
C THIS SECTION OF THE MAIN PROGRAM COMPUTES THE VARIOUS OPERA-
C TING COSTS. ESTIMATED YEARLY OPERAING, DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION
C ALLOMANCE, SUBSIOENCE COMPENSATION COSTS ETC. ARE COMPUTED FOR
C A BASE CASE OF 5 FEET THICK COAL SEAM. THE COSTS ARE ADJUSTED
C AND UPOATED FOR ANY SEAM THICKNESS USING THE AOJUSTMENT FACTORS

4 C AND BASE CASE OF MIO-1977.
C THE YEARLY COST DATA ARE DIFFERENT FOR DIFFERENT YEARLY
C PRODUCTION RATES. SEVERAL YEARLY PRODUCTION RATES AND CORRES-
C PONDING COSTS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AND THE CLOSEST COST DATA
C CAN BE USED.
C
C

’

IF(TZCODE.EO.1)GO TO 7O
IF(YRPROD.GE.75000O)GO TO 41
IF(YRPROD.GE.25000O)GO TO 42
GO TO 43

C
C
C THIS SECTION OF THE MAIN PROGRAM COMPUTES THE OPERATING COST
C FOR A COAL MINE PRODUCING 1 MILLION TON PER TON PER YEAR. IF THE
C COAL PRODUCTION FOR THE MINE CONCERNED IS LESS THAN OR GREATER
C THAN 1 MILLION TON, IT CAN BE ADJUSTED TO ACTUAL VALUE USING
C COST AOJUSTMENT FACTORS.
C
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C
41 RATO-YRPROD/1000000.0

DLCOST-3921500*EXLIFE*RAT0
RTCOST¤(5.42*TIMBER*NUMPIL)+(57.98*90*MONTHS)+(2*BOLT*NUMPIL)+

1(10.04*90*MONTHS)
MPCOST·770300*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
LHCOST-305900*EXL|FE*RATIO*RAT0
ROCOST-165000*EXLIFE*RAT|0*RAT0
VSCOST•237700*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
BTCOST•150100*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
CBCOST-73100*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
MSCOST-182900*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
PNCOST•506500*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
NTCOST·3000*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
RLCOST-200000*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
POCOST¤O.40'DLCOST
UNCOST•1443400*EXL|FE°RATO
RFCOST¤150000*EXLIFE*RAT0
LICOST-1000O0*EXLIFE*RAT0
DPCOST·1256000‘EXL|FEGO TO 50 °

C
C
C THIS SECTION OF THE MAIN PROGRAM COMPUTES THE OPERATING COST
C FOR A COAL MINE PRODUCING 500,000 TONS OF COAL PER YEAR. IF THE
C YEARLY PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE CONCERNED MINE IS BETNEEN
C 250,000 - 750,000 TONS, THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM IS EXECUTED
C AND THE COSTS ARE ADJUSTED FOR ACTUAL PRODUCTION RATE.
C
C

42 RATO•YRPROD/500000.0
DLCOST-2377900*EXLIFE*RATO
RTCOST•(5.42*TIMBER‘NUMP|L)+(57.98*90*MONTHS)+(2*BOLT*NUMPIL)

1+(10.04*90*MONTHS)
MPCOST·385200'EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
LHCOST-153000*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
RDCOST-82500*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
VSCOST-118900'EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
BTCOST¤75100*EXLIFE*RAT|O*RAT0

T CBCOST-36600*EXLIFE*RATIO'RAT0
MSCOST-91500*EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
PNCOST·281600*EXL|FE*RATIO*RAT0
NTCOST¤1400*EXL|FE*RAT|O*RAT0
RLCOST·10000O'EXLIFE*RATIO*RAT0
POCOST·O.40*DLCOST I

UNCOST·759600*EXL|FE*RAT0
RFCOST¤75000*EXL|FE*RATO
LICOST·50000*EXLIFE*RATO
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DPCOST·838100*EXLIFE
GO T0 50

C
C
C THIS SECTION OF THE MAIN PROGRAM COMPUTES THE OPERATING COST
C FOR A COAL MINE PRODUCING 150,000 TONS OF COAL PER YEAR. IF THE
C YEARLY PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE MINE CONCERNED IS LESS THAN
C 250,000 TONS, THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM IS EXECUTED AND THE ·
C COSTS ARE ADJUSTED FOR ACTUAL PRODUCTION.
C
C

43 RATO-YRPROO/150000.0
DLCOST·945300*EXLIFE*RATO
RTCOST¤(5.42*TIMBER*NUMPIL)+(57.98*90*MONTHS)+(2*BOLT*NUMPIL)+

1(10.04*90*MONTHS)
MPCO$T¤115500*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
LHCOST¤45900*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
ROCOST~24800*EXL|FE*RATIO*RATO
VSCOST¤35700*EXLIFE*RAT|O*RAT0
BTCOST•22500*EXL|FE*RATIO*RATO
CBCOST-11000*EXLIFE*RAT|O*RAT0
MSCOST-27400*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
PMCOST•119900*EXL|FE*RATIO*RAT0
NTCOST-400*EXLIFE*RAT|O'RATO
RLCOST-30000*EXLIFE*RATIO*RATO
POCOST•O.40'DLCOST
UNCOST•255800*EXL|FE*RATO
RFCO$T·22500*EXLIFE*RATO
LICOST•15000'EXLIFE*RATO
DPCOST¤296260*EXL|FE50 NR|TE(*,127) _

127 FORMAT(3X,' ')
NR|TE(*,103)

103 FORMAT(34X,'EST|MATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST')
NR|TE(*,127)
NRITE(*,104)

104 FORMAT(16X,'D|RECT COST:')
NRITE(*,127)
MR|TE(*,105)

105 FORMAT(21X,'ProductIon & Malntenance:')
MRITE(°,106)DLCOST .

106 FORMAT(27Xj’Labor and Supervlslon $’,l10)
NRITE(*,107)

V
107 FORMAT(21X,'OperatIng SuppIIes:’)

NR|TE(*,108)RTCOST,MPCOST,LHCOST,RDCOST,VSCOST,BTCOST,CBCOST,
TMSCOST

108 FORMAT(27X,’RockboIts and Tlmbers $',l10/
+ 27X,’MInIng Machlne Parts $',I9/
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+ 27X,’LubrIcatIon 8. Hydraullc 0II $’,I9/
+ 27X,’Rock Dust $’,I9/
+ 27X,’VentIIatIon $',I9/
+ 27X,'B|tS $',|9/
+ 27X,'CabIes $’,I9/
+ 27X,'MIsceIIaneous $',I9)

IRITE(*,109)PWCOST,WTCOST,RLCO$T,POCOST,UWCOST,RFCOST,LICOST
109 FORMAT(21X,'Power $’,I9/

+ 21X,’Water $',I9/
+ 21X,'RoyaIty $’,I9/ ·
+ 21X,’PayroII 0verhead (40% of Payroll) $',I10/
+ 21X,’UnI0n Welfare $',I9/
+ 21X,’RecIa¤atIon Fund $',I9/
+ 21X,’LIcenses . $’,I8)
WRITE(',127)
HRITE(*,110)

· 110 FORMAT(16X,'IND|RECT COST:')
WR|TE(*,127)
|DCOST•0.15*(OLCOST+RTCOST+MPCOST+LHCOST+RDCOST+VSCOST+BTCOST+

1CBCOST+MSCOST)
NR|TE(*,111)|0COST

111 FORMAT(21X,’15% of Labor,SupervIslon, & Supplles $’,I10)
WR|TE(*,112)

112 FORMAT(16X,'____________________________________ ',

TTCOST•OLCOST+RTCOST+MPCOST+LHCOST+RDCOST+VSCOST+BTCOST+CBCOST+
1MSCOST+PWCOST+WTCOST+RLCOST+POCOST+UWCOST+RFCOST+L|COST+|DCOST
WR|TE(',113)TTCOST

113 FORMAT(50X,'TOTAL $',|12)
IRITE(',112)
IR|TE(*,127)
WR|TE(*,114)

114 FORMAT(16X,’F|XED COST:’)
WR|TE(*,127)
FITC·0.02*TTCOST
WR|TE(*,115)F|TC,DPCOST

115 FORMAT(21X,’Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mlne Cost) $’,I10/
+ 21X,'DeprecIatIon $’,I10)

WR|TE(*,112)GTCOST¤TTCOST+FITC+DPCOST _
WR|TE(*,116)GTCOST

116 FORMAT(21X,’GRAN0 TOTAL (Flxed, 0Irect,& Indlrect) $’,I12)
WR|TE(*,112)
NR|TE(*,127)
EOCOST¤175000*EXL|FE*(6-HEIGHT)
WRITE(',118)

118 FORMAT(18X,'EXTRA OPERATING COST OUE TO THINNING OF SEAM')
WR|TE(*,119)EOCOST
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119 FORMAT(19X,'(DevIatIon from USBM model of 6 feet thlck seam)
$’,

1|8)
GO TO 71

70 CALL USER
71 CALL SUBSIO

IR|TE(*,112)
FTCOST·GTCOST+EOCOST+SCOCOS
NR|TE(',122)FTCOST

122 FORMAT(21X,'F|NAL TOTAL S',|12)
NR|TE(*,112)
INALLN-FTCO$T*(((1+.055)**(UPYEAR—1977))-1)
NRlTE(*,127)
NR|TE(*,123)|NALLN

123 FORMAT(16X,'|NFLAT|ON ALLONANCE S',
1I10)
OVCOST-FTCOST+INALLN
NRITE(*,112)
NR|TE(*,124)0VCOST

124 FORMAT(21X,'OVERALL COST OF RETREAT MINING S',I12)
NRITE(*,112)
NR|TE(',127) ·
COSPAC·0VCO$T/TTACRE
NRITE(*,125)C0$PAC

125 FORMAT(16X,'COST OF RETREAT MINING (PILLAR EXTRACT.) PER ACRE- $',
1I6)
NRlTE(',127)
COSPT(NIND)-OVCOST/SEPROO
NR|TE(*,126)COSPT(N|NO)
|F((COSPT(NINO).LT.COSPT(N|NO—1)).ANO.(OEPTH.LT.1500))GO TO 131

GO TO 200
131 NIND¤N|NO+1

SAFE•SAFE+O.1
GO TO 133

126 FORMAT(16X,’COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL
·

S',F5.2)
200 CONTINUE
130 STOP

END
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LISTING OF SUBROUTINE COST.FOR PROGRAM

SUBRUUTINE USER
C
C Thls subroutlne computes the total plllar extractlon cost based
C on the unlt cost parameters (cost per ton of pl I Iar extractlon)
C suppl led by the user.
C
C .
C
C
C

INTEGER YRPROD,TIMBER,NUMPIL,BOLT,DLCOST,RTCOST,MPCOST,LHCOST,
TRDCOST,VSCOST,BTCOST,CBCOST,MSCOST,PWCOST,WTCOST,RLCO$T,POCOST,
2UWCOST,RFCOST,L|COST,DPCOST,|DCOST,TTCOST,FITC,GTCOST,EOCOST

C
C

REAL EXLIFE,RATl0,MONTHS,DLCOS1,MPCOS1,LHCOS1,RDCO$1,VSCOS1,
IBTCOSI,CBCOS1,MSCOS1,PWCOS1,NTCOS1,RLCOS1,UWCOS1,RFCOS1,L|C0$1,
2DPCOS1

C
C

CUMMON /TNOP/ EXL|FE,T|MBER,NUMP|L,MONTHS,BOLT,
1GTCOST,EOC0$T

C
0PEN(4,F|LE-'USEDATA')
READ(4,5)DLCOS1,MPCOS1,LHCOS1,RDCOS1,VSCOS1,BTCOS1,CBCOS1,MSCOS1,

TPWCOSI,WTCOS1,RLCOS1,UWCOS1,RFCOS1,LlCOSl,DPCO$1
5 FORMAT(15F5.2)

READ(4,6)YRPROD
6 FORMAT(I7)

READ(4,7)RATI0
7 FORMAT(F5.1)

CLOSE(4)
C
I? .

DLCOST·DLCOS1*YRPROD'EXLIFE
RTCOST•(5.42*TIMBER*NUMPIL)+(57.98*90*MONTH$)+(2'BOLT*NUMPIL)+

1(10.04*90*MONTHS)
MPCOST•MPCOSl*YRPROD*EXLIFE*RATI0
LHCOST-LHCOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE*RATI0
RDCOST-RDCOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE*RAT|0
VSCOST¤VSCOS1*YRPROD*EXL|FE*RATI0
BTCOST¤BTCOS1*YRPROD*EXL|FE*RAT|U
CBCOST·CBCOS1*YRPROD*EXL|FE*RATI0
MSCOST¤MSCO$1'YRPROD*EXL|FE*RATI0
PWCOST-PWCOS1'YRPROD*EXL|FE*RAT|0
WTCOST•WTCOS1*YRPROD‘EXLlFE*RATIO
RLCOST-RLCOST*YRPROD*EXL|FE*RAT|0
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POCOST¤O.40*DLCOST
UNCOST-UNCOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE
RFCOST·RFCOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE
LICOST·LICOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE
DPCOST·DPCOS1*YRPROD*EXLIFE
NRITE(*,11)

11 FORNAT(3X,’ ')
NRITE(*,12)

12 FORNAT(34X,’EST|MATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST')
_ NR|TE(*,11) _

NR|TE(*,13)
13 FORNAT(16X,'DIRECT COST:')

NR|TE(*,11)
NRITE(‘,14)

14 FORMAT(21X,'ProductIon & MaIntenance:’)
NRITE(*,15)DLCOST

15 FORMAT(27X,’Labor and Supervlslon $',I10)
NRITE(*,16)

16 FORMAT(21X,’Operatlng Supplles:’)
HR|TE(',17)RTCOST,MPCOST,LHCOST,RDCOST,VSCOST,BTCOST,CBCOST,

IMSCOST
17 FORMAT(27X,’RockboIts and Tlmbers $',l10/

+ 27X,’MInIng Machlne Parts $',l9/
+ 27X,‘LubrIcatlon 8 Hydraullc OII $’,l9/
+ 27X,'Rock Dust $',l9/
+ 27X,'Ventllatlon $',l9/
+ 27X,'B|ts $',I9/
+ 27X,’Cables $',I9/
+ 27X,'MlsceIlaneous $',l9)
NRITE(*,18)PNCOST,NTCOST,RLCOST,POCOST,UNCOST,RFCOST,LICOST

18 FORMAT(21X,'Power $',I9/
+ 21X,'Mater $’,l9/
+ 21X,’RoyaIty $',I9/
+ 21X,’PayroII Overhead (40% of Payroll) $’,I10/
+ 21X,'UnIon Melfare $',l9/
+ 21X,'RecIamatIon Fund $',I9/
+ 21X,’Llcenses $',l8)
NRITE(*,11)
NRITE(*,19)

19 FORMAT(16X,'INDlRECT COST:')I
NRITE(*,11)
IDCOST•O.15*(DLCOST+RTCOST+MPCOST+LHCOST+RDCOST+VSCO$T+BTCOST

1+CBCOST+MSCOST)
NRITE(*,2D)|OCOST

20 FORMAT(21X,'15% OF Labor, Supervlslon, & Supplies $',I10)
NRITE(*,21)

21 FORMAT(16X,' _______ ',
1'___________')
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TTCOST-DLCOST+RTCOST+MPCOST+LHCOST+RDCOST+VSCOST+BTCOST+CBCOST
1+MSCOST+PWCOST+NTCOST+RLCOST+POCOST+UNCOST+RFCOST+LICOST+IOCOST
NR|TE(*,22)TTCOST

22 FORNAT(5OX,’TOTAL $',IT2)
NR|TE(*,21)

NR|TE(',23)
23 FORMAT(16X,'FlXED COST:')

NR|TE(*,11)
F|TC·0.02*TTCOST
NR|TE(*,24)F|TC,DPCOST

24 FORMAT(2IX,’Taxes & Insurance (2% of Mlne Cost) $’,IIO/
+ 21X,’DeprecIatIon $',IIO)
NRITE(*,21)
GTCOST•TTCOST+FITC+DPCOST
NR|TE(*,25)GTCOST

25 FORMAT(2IX,'GRAND TOTAL (Flxed, Dlrect, & Indlrect) $’,II2)
NRITE(',21)
NR|TE(*,I1)
EOCOST·O
RETURN
END
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LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SUBCOM.FOR PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE SUBSID

C
C Thls subroutlne computes the subsldence compensatlon cost. There
C ls a Ilst of subsldence damages llke tlltlng of bulldlng, damage
C agrlcultural land, damage to surface communlcatlon lgstallatlons,
C etc.,
C

INTEGER TLAREA,SCOCOS,RlVAGP,CONCOS,BPI,AGEBG,VALBDG,TlLTCD
INTEGER TlLT,ClCODE,TTCOAL,TTBFIL,BLDG,COALVL
REAL CPTCUG,CPTBFL
COMMON /DNEP/ SCOCOS

C
C TLAREA ---— CODE FOR TYPE OF SURFACE LAND
C 1 — BARREN AREA,
C 2 - AGRICULTURAL LAND AREA,
C 3 - BUILDINGS IN THE AREA,
C 4 - COMMUNICATION INSTALLATIONS IN THE AREA,
C 5 - CDMBINED (AGRICULTURAL, BUILDINGS, COMMUNICATION
C INSTALLATIONS IN THE AREA).
C SCOCOS - Subsldence Compensatlon Cost, ·
C RIVAGP - Reductlon In Value of Agrlcultural Property,
C CONCOS - Constructlon Cost of Bulldlng In 1913,
C BPI _ - Bulldlng Prlce Index based on age of bulldlng,
C AGEBG - Age of Bulldlng,
C VALBDG — Value of Bulldlng to be replaced on the target date of
C nlnlng subsldence,
C TILTCD - Tllt Code to choose one of the methods of computlng
C loss In value of a bulldlng due to subsldence,
C 1 — Vennhofen’s Method,
C 2 - Agreed Basls,
C TILT - Tllt Value In mm/Metre,
C CICDDE - Code to choose backfllllng method or Ieavlng coal
C plllars underground to protect surface Installatlons,
C CPTCUG — Cost per ton of coal left underground,
C TTCOAL - Total tons of coal left underground to protect surface
C communlcatlon Installatlons,
C CPTBFL — Cost per ton of backfllllng materlal requlred,
C TTBFIL - Total backfllllng materlal requlred to protect communl-
C catlon Installatlons,
C BLDG - Subsldsnca Cost due to tlltlng of bulldlng,
C COALVL - Dollar Value of Coal left underground to protect surface
C communlcatlon Installations.

0PEN(4,FlLE-’SUBSlDAT')
READ(4,401) TLAREA,RlVAGP,CONCOS,BPl,AGEBG,TlLTCD,TlLT

401 FORMAT(7Il0)
READ(4,402) CICODE,CPTCUG,TTCOAL,CPTBFL,TTBFIL

402 FORMAT(I1,F5.2,ll0,F5.2,l10)
CLOSE(4)

c
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C
GO TO (410,420,430,440,450),TLAREA

410 SCOCOS¤O
GO TO 460

420 SCOCOS-RIVAGP
GO TO 460

430 VALBOG¤CONCOS*(BPI/100)*(1-AGEBG/100)
_ |F(VALBOG.LT.O) VALBOG¤O '

GO TO (431,432),T|LTC0
431 SCOCOS-(TILT/2)*VALBDG/100

GO TO 460
432 |F(TILT.LE.20) GO T0 433

SCOCOS-(10+(TILT—20))*VALBDG/100 ·
GO TO 460

433 $COCOS·(TILT/2)*VALBOG/100
GO TO 460

440 IF (CICOOE.EO.1) GO TO 441
SCOCOS¤CPTCUG*TTCOAL
GO T0 460

441 SCOCOS-CPTBFL*TTBFIL
GO TO 460

C
450 VALBOG•CONCOS*(BPI/100)*(1-AGEBG/100)

IF(VALBOG.LT.O) VALBDG-0
GO TO (451,452),TILTC0

451 BLOG-(TILT/2)*VALBOG/100
GO TO 454

452 IF(T|LT.LE.20) GO TO 453
BLOG-(10+(TILT—20))‘VALBOG/100
GO T0 454

453 BLOG-(TILT/2)*VALBDG/100 .
454 IF(CICODE.E0.1) GO TO 455

COALVL·CPTCUG*TTCOAL
GO TO 456

455 COALVL•CPTBFL*TTBFIL
456 SCOCOS-RIVAGP+BLOG+COALVL
460 NR|TE(*,403) SCOCOS
403 FORMAT(’ SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $',l10)

RETURN
ENO
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INPUT DATA FOR FILE = 'COMDATA'

0.0 .000
2 4444 300 500 0 ·

0.000 0.000
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INPUT DATA FOR FILE = 'PILDATA° ·

1100 150000 20 1986 0 _
4.00 20.00 1.80 0.00 0.46 -0.66 1.50

1320.0
1330.0
1340.0 °

0.0
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INPUT DATA FOR FILE = 'USEDATA'

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
400000
5.0
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INPUT DATA FOR FILE = 'SUBSIDAT'

i 0 0 0 0 0 0
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OUTPUT OF COMRESSIVE STRENGTH GENERATOR

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 479
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 358
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 307
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 349
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 446

‘

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 328
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 499
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 494
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS = 464
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS

-
448

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 341
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 390
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 331
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 319
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS

-
433

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 435
. THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS

-
448

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 339
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 375
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 430
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 415
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 309
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS

-
368

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 376
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 432
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 430
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS ¤ 410
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS • 471
THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS

-
300

THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IS
-

300
Stop — Program terminated.
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SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS 68 FEET
PRIMARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION

-
40.29

THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR SIZE WILL BE "POCKET AND WIN
SECONDARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.) •

81.00
TOTAL TIMBER POSTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR

-
217

TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 217
TOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR

-
190

TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERVE PER ACRE (VIRGIN PROPERTY) IN TONS ¤ 7200
TONS MINED PER ACRE FROM PRIMARY MINING

-
2900.83

TOTAL ACREAGE REQUIRED FOR PRIMARY MINING
-

1034.19
EXTRA COAL MINED DURING SECONDARY MINING

-
3031384

TOTAL COAL MINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR
-

542.3
TOTAL NUHBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED ¤ 5590
EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS

- **•**EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN MONTHS •
161.67

TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCLUDING SECONDARY MINING)
-

33.473
l

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production E Maintenance:.
Labor and Supervision $ 12735854

Operating Supplies:
Rockbolts and Tinbers S 9688557
Mining Machine Parts S 2334165
Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil S 927603
Rock Dust $ 501188
Ventilation S 721469site g 454707
Cables 222301
Miscellaneous S 553732

Power S 2423086
Water $ sosa
Royalty S 606276
Payroll Overhead (40% ot Payroll) S 5094341
Union Weltare S 3446346
Reclanation Fund S 303138
Licenses $ 202092

INDIRECT COST:

15% ot Labor,Supervision, 6 Supplies S 4220936

TOTAL S 44443874

FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% ot Mine Cost) S 888877
Depreciation $ 3991456

GRAND TOTAL (FIxed, DIrect,& IndIrect) S 49324207

l
DEPLETION ALIOWANCE $ 1052563

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM
(beviation tron base nodel ot 6 teet thick sean) S 4715486
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SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 0

FINAL TOTAL $ 55092256

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $ 34107233

OVERALL COST OF SECONDARY MINING $ 89199489

COST OF SECONDARY MINING (PILLAR EXTRAC) PER ACRE= $ 86250

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL
-

$29.00V SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS 72 FEET
PRIMARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION

-
38.75

THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR SIZE WILL BE ”POCKET AND WIN
SECONDARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.)

•
81.00

TOTAL TIMBER POSTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 217
TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR • 217
TOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 190
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERVE PER ACRE (VIRGIN PROPERTY) IN TON5

-
7200

TONS MINED PER ACRE FROM PRIMARY MINING
•

2790.17
TOTAL ACREAGE REQUIRED FOR PRIMARY MINING

-
1075.20

EXTRA COAL MINED DURING SECONDARY MINING ¤ 3270584
TOTAL COAL MINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR

-
615.0

TOTAL NUMBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED
-

5318
EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS ¤

*****EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN MONTHS • 174.43
TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCLUDING SECONDARY MINING) ¤ 34.536

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST ,

DIRECT COST:

Production & Maintenance:
Labor and Supervision $ 13740813

Operating Supplies:
Rockbolts and Timbers $ 9343385
Mining Machine Parts $ 2518349
Lubrication E Hydraulic Oil $ 1000798
Rcck Dust $ 540736
Ventilation $ 778398
Bitß S 490587
Cables $ 239842
Miscellaneous $ 597426

Power $ 2614286
Water $ 8721
Royalty $ 654116
Payroll Overhead (40% ot Payroll) $ 5496325
Union Welfare $ 3718290
Reclamation Fund $ 327058
Licenses $ 218038

INDIRECT COST:

15% ot Labor,Supervision, & Supplies $ 4387550

TOTAL $ 46674718

i
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FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% ot Mine Cost) S 933494
Depreciation $ 4306414

GRAND TOTAL (FIxed, DIrect,& Indlrect) S 51914626

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE $ 1135619

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM
, (Deviation from base model ot 6 feet thick seem) S 5087575

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 0

FINAL TOTAL S 58137820

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $ 35992720

OVERALL COST OF SECONDARY MINING $ 94130540

COST OF SECONDARY MINING (PILLAR EXTRAC) PER ACRE¤ $ 87546

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL ¤ $28.00SAFE PILLAR DIHENSION IS 76 FEET
PRIHARY HINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION ¤ 37.33
THE PILLAR EXTRACTION HETHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR SIZE WILL BE ”POCKET AND WINSECONDARY HINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.) ¤ 80.00
TOTAL TIHBER POSTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 233
TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR •

233 VTOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 205
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERYE PER ACRE (VIRGIN PROPERTY) IN TONS •

7200TONS MINED PER ACRE FROH PRIHARY HINING ¤ 2687.50
TOTAL ACREAGE REQUIRED FOR PRIHARY HINING ¤ 1116.28
EXTRA COAL HINED DURING SECONDARY HINING •

3429768
TOTAL COAL HINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR • 676.4
TOTAL NUMBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED • 5070
EXTENDED LIFE OF HINE IN YEARS ¤ *****EXTENDED LIFE OF HINE IN HONTHS • 182.92
TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCLUDING SECONDARY HINING) ¤ 35.243

ESTIHATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production & Maintenance:
Labor and Supervision S 14409598

Operating Supplies:
Rockbolts and Timbers S 9601205
Mining Machine Parts $ 2640921
Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil $ 1049508
Rock Dust $ 567054ventilatien S 816284sic; S 514465
Cables $ 251516
Miscellaneous S 626504

Power S 2741527Water $ 9146

N

Royalty $ 685953
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Payroll Overhead (40% of Payroll) $ 5763839
Union Welfare $ 3899265
Reclamation Fund $ 342976
Licenses $ 228651

INDIRECT COST:

15% of Labor,Supervision, 8 Supplies $ 4571558

. TOTAL S 48719970

FIXED COST:

' Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mine Cost) $
”

974399
Depreciation $ 4516013

GRAND TOTAL (FIxed, DIrect,8 IndIrect) S 54210382

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE $ 1190891

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM
(Deviation from base model of 6 feet thick seam) $ 5335194

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 0

FINAL TOTAL S 60736467

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $ 37601525

OVERALL COST OF SECONDARY MINING $ 98337992

COST OF SECONDARY MINING (PILLAR EXTRAC) PER ACRE* $ 88094

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL ¤ $28.00
NEW OUTPUT CORRESPONDING TO NEXT STRENGTH DATA
SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS 67 FEET
PRIMARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION * 40.69
THE PILLAR EXTRACTION MBTHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR SIZE WILL BE "POCKET AND WIN
SECONDARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.) ¤ 81.00
TOTAL TIMBER POSTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 217
TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 217
TOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 190
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERVE PER ACRE (VIRGIN PROPERTY) IN TONS * 7200
TONS MINED PER ACRE FROM PRIHARY MINING ¤ 2929.85
TOTAL ACREAGE REQUIRED FOR PRIMARY MINING ¤ 1023.94
EXTRA COAL MINED DURING SECONDARY MINING •

2971646
TOTAL COAL MINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR ¤ 524.8
TOTAL NUMBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED •

5663
EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS •

*****EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN MONTHS ¤ 158.49
TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCIUDING SECONDARY MINING) ¤ 33.207

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production 8 Maintenance:
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Labor and Supervision S 12484875
Operating Supplies: °

Rockbolts and Timbers $ 9782651
Mining Machine Parts $ 2 2 aa167
Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil S 909323
Rock Dust $ 491312
Ventilation S 707251
Bits $ 445746 .
Cables S 217920
Miscellaneous S 542820

Power $ 2375335
Water $ 7924
Royalty S 594329
Payroll Overhead (40% of Payroll) $ 4993950
Union Welfare S 3378431
Reclamation Fund S 297164
Licenses S 198109

INDIRECT COST:

15% of Labor,Supervision, & Supplies $ 4180509

TOTAL S 43895816

FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mine Cost) S 877916
Depreciation S 3912799

GRAND TOTAL (FIxed, DIrect,& IndIrect) S 48686531

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE $ 1031821

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM
(Deviation from base model of 6 feet thick seam) $ 4622560

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST $ 0

FINAL TOTAL S 54340912

INFLATION ALLDWANCE $ 33642081

OVERALL COST OF SECONDARY MINING $ 87982993

COST OF SECONDARY MINING (PILLAR EXTRAC) PER ACRE- $ 85925

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL ¤ $29.00
NEW OUTPUT CORRESPONDING TO NEXT STRENGTH DATA
SAFE PILLAR DIMENSION IS 67 FEET
PRIMARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION • 40.69THE PILLAR EXTRACTION METHOD USED FOR THIS PILLAR SIZE WILL BE "POCKET AND WIN
SECONDARY MINING PERCENTAGE EXTRACTION (MAX.) ¤ 81.00TOTAL TIMBER POSTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR ¤ 217
TOTAL TIMBER HEADBOARDS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR

-
217

TOTAL NUMBER OF ROCKBOLTS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT ONE PILLAR
-

190
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL RESERVE PER ACRE (VIRGIN PROPERTY) IN TONS ¤ 7200

i
TONS MINED PER ACRE FROM PRIMARY MINING • 2929.85
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TOTAL ACREAGE REQUIRED FOR PRIMARY MINING
-

1023.94
EXTRA COAL MINED DURING SECONDARY MINING ¤ 2971646
TOTAL COAL MINED BY EXTRACTING ONE PILLAR ¤ 524.8
TOTAL NUMBER OF PILLARS TO BE EXTRACTED

-
5663

EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS •
***•*EXTENDED LIFE OF MINE IN MONTHS

-
158.49

TOTAL LIFE OF MINE IN YEARS (INCLUDING SECONDARY MINING)
·

33.207

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

DIRECT COST:

Production & Maintenance:
Labor and Supervision $ 12484875

Operating Supplies:
Rockbolts and Timbers $ 9782651
Mining Machine Parts $ 2288167
Lubrication & Hydraulic Oil $ 909323
Rock Dust $ 491312
Ventilation $ 707251
site $ 445746
Cables S 217920
Miscellaneous $ 542820

Power $ 2375335
Water $ 7924
Royalty $ 594329
Payroll Overhead (40% of Payroll) $ 4993950
Union Welfare $ 3378431
Reclamation Fund $ 297164
Licenses $ 198109

INDIRECT COST: °

15% of Labor,Supervision, & Supplies $ 4180509

l TOTAL § 43895816

FIXED COST:

Taxes and Insurance (2% of Mine Cost) $ 877916
Depreciation $ 3912799

GRAND TOTAL (FIxed, DIrect,& IndIrect) $ 48686531

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE $ 1031821

EXTRA OPERATING COST DUE TO THINNING OF SEAM
(Deviation from base model of 6 feet thick seam) $ 4622560

SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST S 0

FINAL TOTAL § 54340912

INFLATION ALLOWANCE $ 33642081

OVERALL COST OF SECONDARY MINING $ 87982993

i
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COST OF SECONDARY MINING (PILLAR EXTRAC) PER ACRE- $ 85925

COST OF PILLAR EXTRACTION PER TON OF COAL ¤ $29.00
Program terminatsd.
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INPUT VARIABLES FOR PILCOST PROGRAM

Three types of data lines are required for computer

analysis. All the common data are written in one line. The

data values are placed in the respective line columns as

shown.

Description of Input Data

First Data Linez- All the input data on this line are

integer values.

Qgpph — Depth of coal seam below the surface is

expressed in feet and is written column 1 through 7.

A depth of 1100 feet is shown in the proper columns

in input data file = 'PILDATA'.
V

Yearly Production — Columns 8 through 14 are

reserved for the yearly coal production from

development-only sections. A value of 150000 tons is

shown in input data file = 'PILDATA'.

Mining Life — The value representing primary mining

life occupies columns 15 through 21 and the unit is

in years. The value 20 years is shown in input data

file = 'PILDATA'.

Updating Year - The year for updating the total

production cost from base year mid-1977, is placed
1 in columns 22 through 28. A value of 1986 is shown

i

in input data file = 'PILDATA'.
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Code for Cost Data · The code value to choose type

of cost data. If the user prefers to use his own

unit cost parameters values the value of code = 1,

otherwise code value = 0 for built-in cost data. _

This value is placed in column 35. A value of 0 is

shown in input data file = 'PILDATA'. °

Second Data Line:— All the input data on this line are

real (with decimal) numbers.

Height - Height of coal seam or workable height is

expressed in feet and is written in column 1 through

10, with the decimal point in column 8. A value of

4.00 feet is shown in input data file = 'PILDATA'.

Room Width - Room width in the panel is expressed in

feet and columns 11 through 20, are reserved for

this. The decimal point is in column 18. The value

20.00 is shown.

Desired Safety Factor - Columns 21 through 30 are

reserved for this variable. The decimal point is in
I

column 28. A value of 1.80 is shown in input data

file = 'PILDATA'.

Q — Coefficient 'C' in in pillar strength equation

is written in columns 31 through 40 with the decimal

point in column 38. A value of 0.00 is shown in

input data file.

l

Alpha - Power index for width of pillar in pillar
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strength equation is written in columns 41 through

50 with the decimal point in column 48. A value of

0.46 shown in input data file = 'PILDATA'.

ggg; - Power index for height of the pillar in

pillar strength equation is written in columns 51

through 60 with the decimal point in column 58. A

value of -0.66 for Salamon's equation is shown in

input data file.

Ratio - Columns 61 through 70 are reserved for the

ratio of secondary to primary mining productivities.

The decimal point is put in column 68.

Third Data Line:- This is for coal strength value and

it requires the strength value in

real number format with columns 1

through 7 reserved for this. A

decimal point is put in column 6.

This format is repeated for every

coal strength data. To end the

input data file, the last line

contains 0.0.

INPUT DATA FILE FOR SUBROUTINE SUBCOM.FOR

Two types of data lines are required for this

subroutine. A11 the common data are written in one line.
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The data values are placed in respective line columns as

shown.
Description of Input Data

First Data Lines- All the input data on this line are

integer values.

Code for Type of Surface Land - This is written in
column 10.
Reduction in Value of Agricultural Property -
Columns 11 through 20 are reserved for this value. A

value of 0 is shown in input data file = 'SUBSIDAT'.

Construction Cost - Construction cost of building in

1913 occupies columns 21 through 30 written in

dollars. The value 0 is shown in input data file.

Building Price Index - This is based on age of s

building and occupies columns 31 through 40. A value

of 0 is shown in input data file = 'SUBSIDAT'.

Age of Building - Age of building is expressed in

years and columns 41 through 50 are reserved for

this. The value 0 is shown in input data file.

Tilt Code - Tilt code to choose one of the methods
of computing loss in value of a building due to

subsidence. Column 60 is reserved for this code
value.

Tll; - Tilt value in mm/Metre. Columns 61 through 70are reserved for this.
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Second Data Line - This line has mixed (integer and

real) numbers.

gggg - Code to choose backfilling method or leaving

coal pillars underground to protect surface

installations. Column number 1 is reserved for this. -

Cost Per Ton of Coal Left Underground - This is a

real number and column 2 through 6 are reserved for

this with decimal in column 4.

Total Tons of Coal Left Underground - Columns 7

through 16 are reserved for this. This is expressed

as_an integer.

Cost Per Ton of Backfilling Reggired - Columns 17

through 21 are reserved for this with the decimal

point in column 19.

Total Backfilling Reggired — This is expressed as an

integer and occupies columns 22 through 31.
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HEIGHT = LVS,. YE/\RLY C0!\L PRODUCTION = 150,000 t0nS
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEN1 IHICKNESS = LV
SUBSIDENCE CONPENSATION COST = 0 mssmed)
YEAPLY (I)/IL PRODUCTION = 150,000 tons_ MINING LIFE = 20 Yeors
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RATI0 = 1.0
SAFETY FACTOR=

2:0
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ENTRY WIDTH =
2Ü’

SEAM THICKNESS = A'
SAFETY FACTOR = 1.6 <S0I¤?10n’s Euuotion)
SUBSIDENII CO‘~1PENSATION COST = O <As$unec1)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTI.ON = 150,000 tons IDEVELOPIENT)
MINING LIFE (DEVELOPFENT) = 20 Yemrs
YEAR OF PRODUCTION _= 1986 »
RATI0 OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. TTINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20'
4

SEAFI THICKNESS = LV
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.8 <S01m0n’s E¤u0t10n>
SURSIDENCE CO‘1PENSATI0T·I COST = 0 (Ass1med>
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (DEVELOPIVENT) = 150,000 T0ns
MINING LIFE = 20 Yeors
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP, NINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SE/\‘I TT—TICKNESS = LT'
SAFETY FACTOR = 2.0 <S01<mJn's Emotion)
SURSIIENCE CITPEZBATIOII COST = O (Assuned>
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (D5v5T_0pT«E_m) = 150,000 Tons
NINING LIFE (I]EVELOPT*ENT) = 2O Yenrs
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. T-TINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.00
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ENTRY WIDTH =
20’

SE/WI TT-IICKNESS = LT'
SUBSIIINCE CUPENSATION COST = O (ASSUHEO)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTIGT (DEVELOPTETTT) : 150,ggO mms
111111116 LIFE <0EvELOH=‘ENT> = 20 Yeors ·
RATIO OF RETREAT TO IIVELOP. TTINIIIG PRODUCTION RATES = 1.50
SAFETY FACTOR = 1.6
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20'
SEA'4 THICKTESS = LT'
SAFETY FACTOR = 1.6 <So1on0n's Emotion)
SUBSIIETTGE C0'TPF1TSATIOT‘T COST = O <Asstmeo)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION TDEVELOPTENT) = 150,000 Tons
NINING LIFE (IEVELOPPETT) = 20 YBCTVS
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986 ·
RATI0 OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. NINING PROIDCTIOTT RATES = 1.50
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ENTRY NIDTH = 20'
SEAN THICKNESS = Li'
S/‘FEIY FACTOR = 1.8 <SoIonon's Emotion)
SUBSIIENCE CONPENSATION COST = O (Assmed) .
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (I)EVE|_0PM§;·U) = 150,000 Tons
MININ6 LIFE IDEVELOPPENT) = 20 Yeors
YE/\R OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO IEVELOP. NINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.50
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEA‘T THICKAESS = Li'
SAFETY FACTOR = 2.0 (So1on0n's Emotion)
SUBSIDBNCE CO‘·TPENSATION CCBT = O (Assimed)
YBÄPLY COAL PRODUCTION = 150,000 Tons (DEVELOPVENI)
NINING LIFE (UEVELOPFENT) = 2O Yeors
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVEI.OP. NINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.5O
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ENTRY WIDTH = 2D'
SENT THICKNESS = LT'
SUBSIDENFE CGTPENS/-TTION (DST = 0 <Assuned>
YEARLY COAL PROTIJCTION (IEVELOPTENT) = 150,030 Tons
TTINING LIHE (DEVELOPPENT) = 20 Yenrs
YEAR OF PROIITCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREATT0 DEVELOP. MINING PRODUCTION RATES = 2.00
SAFETY FACTOR = 1.6

= 1.8
= 2.0
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O
ENTRY ‘.·!IDT!—I = 20’
SEA"! THICKNESS = A'
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6 (S01cn”0m's Ecuotiom)
SUBSIIENCE CKPWISATION COST = 0 (Assuved)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (IIEVELOPIENT) = 150,000 Toms
?1I!!I!!G LIFE (DE)/ELOF!=E!T) = 20 Yeors
YEAR OF PRODUCTIO!·! = 1986
RATI0 OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. !‘!I!·!IN6 PRODUCTION RATES = 2.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEA"’I THICKNESS =

!4’

SAFETY FACTOR = 1.8 <So1cmn's Emotion)
SUBSIDENCE CCFIPENS/\TI0l‘I COST = O <Assuneo)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELOPIENT ) = 150,000 Tons
MINING LIFE <DEVELOP!‘*ENT) = 2O Yeors
YEAR OE PRODJCTIDN = 1986
RATI0 0E RETREAT T0 DEVELOP. HININ6 PROI1ICTION RATES = 2.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20'
SEAT] THICKNESS = A'
SAFEIY FACTOR = 2.0 (S¤1cm0n's Emotion)
SUBSIIEICE COIPEIISATION COST = 0 <!\ssImed>
YEARLY C0/\L PRODUCTIIII = 150,000 Tons (]]EVELOPl"Ei‘TT)
MINIHG LIFE (DEVELOPVETT) = 20 Yeors
YEAR OF PROIIJCTION = 1986
RATI0 CF REIREAT T-0 DEVELOP. {IINING PROUJCTION RATES = 2.I]]
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E.:':'RY WIDTH = 21/
SLAN TT1ICT<NESS = LV

1.~4—$ SUBSIDENCE COYPENSATION COST = 0 (ASSIIERZCJ)
YEARLY COAL ·PRODUCTION ( IEVELOPVENT) = SCILOOO T0nS

$-16 MILTING LIFE ( IIEVELOPNEIT) = 20 Yeors
RATIO OF RETREAT T0 DEVELOP. NININGIFRODUCTION RATES = 1.00

$44 YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
SAIÜY FACTOR = 1.6
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E.NTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEM THICKNESS = A'
SAFETY FACTOR = 1.6 <Sa1aron's Ecuat10n>
SUBSIDENCE COVPENSATION COST = O (Assunea)

$40 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( IEVELOPNENT) = 500,(DO TOHS
NINING LIFE ( DEVELOPI/ENT) = 20 Years

544 YEAR OF ·PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. NINING PRODUCTION RATE = 1.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEAT THICKNESS = LV

548 SAFETY FACTOR = 1.8 (SGIGHOVVS Eüuütion)
SUBSIDENCE CO'*PEHSATION COST = O (Assulled)

S40 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELOWENT) = 5(ILOOO Tons
MINING LIFE (. [EVELOPT·E"TT) = 2O veürs

SM YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986 .
RATIO OF RETREAT TO IEVELOP. N INING PRODUCTION RATE = l.OO
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ENTRY NIDTH = 20’ U

SEA:] THICKNESS = LV
SAFEIY FACTOR = 2.0 (Solo?ion's Emotion)
SUBSIDENCE CCYIPENSATION COST = O (Assuned)

S40 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( I]E‘/ELOWENT) = 500,000 Tons
MINIH6 LIFE ( DEVELOPVBIT) = 20 Ye0FS

$4-) YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
R/‘.TIO OF RET®T TO DEVELOP. MINIIK5 PRODUCTION RATE = 1.00
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ERRY NIDTH =
20’

SEA"-} TNICSGIESS =
0’

SUBSIDEICE COMPENSATION COST = O (ASs1m6d>
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELORYEIT ) = 500,000 Tons

$4. PIINING LIFL ( DEVELOFTETT ) = 20 Yeors
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. NINING PRODUCTION RATES = 1.50

SH YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6
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ENTRY NIDTN = 20'
SEM TTIICIGIESS = L1'
SUBSIDENCE COMPENSATION COST = O <AssLmed)
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6 <SOIc1mn's Equution)

~ YLARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELOPIYENT ) = 500,000 Tons 4
E-NNING LIFE (DE\/ELOPIENT )‘ = 20 Yecrs

SH YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. NININ6 PRODUCTION RATE = 1.50
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EITRY WIDTH = 20’
SEM THICKIIESS = LV
SAFEW FACTOR = 1.8 <S:11¤mn’s Euuotion)
SUBSIDENCE CONPELISATION OOST = O (ASSlI'I€(I)

_ YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( IEVELOPIENT ) = 500,000 TOHSÖIII HINING LIFE ( IIEVELOHETT ) = 20 YGOVS
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986

SIA RATIO OF RETREAT TO I]EVELOF• I‘·'lININ6 PRODUCTION RATE = 1.50
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EITTRY NIDTH =
20’

SEN·1ThICK;ESS = LV
_ _ SAFEIY FACTOR = 2.*3 (Sc1l:m0n’s Euuution)Mb

SUBSIDENCE COEPENSATION COST = O (Asstmed)
_ YEL-\RLY CO/ÄL PRODUCTION (IEVELOWENT ) = 500„OOO Tons ~Mh MININ6 LIFE (DE‘„’ELOPT’Ei~TT ) = ZO YQGVS
SM YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
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ENTRY NIDTTT = 20’
SMT TTIICKNESS = LV
SUBSIDENCE CIXTPEAISATION COST = O (/‘.SSUT‘6CI)

$42 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (DEVELOPPENT ) = 500,000 Toms
§='II.II§IG LIFE < DEVELOPMENT > = 20 Years
PATIO OF REIREAT TO IIEVELOP. NINI„„G PRODUCTION RATES = 2.00

STD YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6
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ENTRY NIDTII = 20’
SE/$$1 THICRNESS = L1'
SAFEFY FACTOR = 1.6 <SoIcmom’s Eouotiom)
SUBSIDENCE COi‘·1PENS/\TION COST = O (Asstmeo)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELOPIENT ) = 500,000 Toms

_ MINING LIFE ( DEVELOPFENT ) = 20 YeorsMU YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
__b RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELÜP- I·1INI|‘J6 PRODUCTION RATE = 2.00
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’
ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEM ITIICKNESS = Li'

FACTOR = 1.8 (Solcmon's Emotion)
SUBSIDENCE CGIPEQSATIOQI COST = 0.(Asstmeo)

$42 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (DEVELOPPENT) = 500,000 Tons
MININ6 LIFE (DEVELOPIHIT) = 2O YeCiVS

SJ., YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. IIINING PRODUCTION RATE = 2.00
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ENTRY WIDTH =
20’

SEN4 THICKIIESS = A'
S/XFETY FACTOR = 2.0
SUBSIDENCE C0'·TPENSATION COST = O (Assuned)

$42 YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (DEVELOPTIENT) = 500,000 TOOS
MIIIING LIFE (DEVELOWETT ) ‘= 20 Yeurs

A S40 YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1936
g R/-\TIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP, HININ6 PRODUCTION RATE = 2.00:538
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ENTRY WIDTH =
20’

SE/IM HEIGHT =
/4’

S/IFEIY FACTOR = 2.0
SLBSITENICE C'}“PF.‘iS/\TION COST = 0 </Issmecl)

$46 YEARLY CO/XL PPODUCTION = 1.000.000 Toms
IIINING LIFE <DEVELOF¥*’ENT ) = 20 Yeors

$44 YE/‘.R OF PROIIICTION = 1986
RATI0 0F RETREAT TO HEVELOP. IIIWING PRODUCTION PATE = 1.00
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ETTTPY WIDTH =
20’

SF!‘!‘·T HEIG-IT = L1'
FACTOP = l.6

_ $IT’>SIl'ENCE (TOTPENSATIOTT (PST =. O (Assmed)
W) VF"RLV (PAL PPODUCTIVTN ( IXEVELOPFENT ) = l„OOO„OOO TOOS
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M) RATIO OF RETREAT TO HEVELOP. TTINING PRODUCTION PATE = l.(I)
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EITRY WIDTH = 20' ’

SEN1 HEIGHT = L1'
$58 SAFEY FACTOR = 1.6

SUBSIDEJCE CIXIPENSATION COST = O (A$$u;16d)
S30 YEARLY 6041 PR000c11011 <DE\/ELOHVENT > = 1,000,000 10116

NINIHG LIFE (IB/ELOP?··ENT ) = 20 YGGVS
$34 YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986

RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. NINING PRODUCTION R/\TE = 2.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEM HEIGHT = (I'
SAFEW FACTOR = 1.8
SUBSIDET-ICE COYIPEIISATION COST = O (AssImed>

$3* YEARLY COAL PROMCTION ( UEVELOPIEIT ) = 1,000,000 TOnS
i·IINING LIFE (fI1EVELOPI'EPTT> = 20 Years

S34 YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1986
RATIO OF RETREAT TO DEVELOP. IIINIHG PRODUCTION PATE = 2.00ss;
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EJTTRY WIDTH = 20’
SEN4 THICKNESS = LV
SAFÜY FACTOR = 2.0
SUBSIDEICE CCIIPEISATION COST = 0 (ASSUIISO)

. YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION (IEVELOPIEIT ) = 1,000,000 Tons
1411111*0 LIFE ( DEVF.LOP1=ENT>· = 20 Yeors

”

YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1936
RATIO OF RETREAT TO IEVELOP. NINIIE PRODUCTION RARE = 2.00
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ENTRY WIDTH = 20’SEA“·‘|
THICKIIESS =

5’

SUBSIDENCE CLTQPENSATION COST = 0 (ASSUYIGG)
YEARLY COAL PRODUCTION = 150,-0(T) TOHS ( l]§VE|_OPD’ENT)
PTINING LIFE (. IEVELOPVENT) _ = 20 YBGVS
RATI0 OF RETREAT T0 DEVELOP, MININ6 RODUCTION RATES = 1.00
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.6

= 1.8
- = 2.0
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I ENTRY WIDTH = 20'
SEAIT THICIGIESS = 5'
SAFEIY FACTOR = 1.5 <S01cm0m's Eouotiom
SUBSIDENCE CCPIPENSATION CBST = O (Asstmeo)
YEARLY (BAL PRODUCTION ( DEVELOPT*TENT ) = 150,000 Toms
NINING LIFE (DEVELOPTTEEIT) = 2O Yeors
YEAR OF PRODUCTION = 1985
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F. PROBABILITY AND MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Before using the concept of probability and Monte Carlo

simulation for designing coal pillars it is required to

test various coal samples and collect sufficient coal

strength test data for the analysis.

F.1 Probability Distributions Useful in Generating Coal

Strength

The properties of various probability distributions

relevant to coal strength are presented as follows (Canmet,

1977):

Normal:

The best known and most frequently referenced random

variable in the literature on random phenomena is the

normal random variable (Schmidt, 1982). The probability

density function of the normal random variable, Figure

F. I, is symmetric about its mean and is defined on the

interval (—„,.;). The cumulative distribution function of

the normal random variable cannot be expressed in closed

form. The cumulative distribution function (c. d. f.) of

the standard normal random variable may be used to

determine values of the c. d. f. for a normal random

variable, X, with mean ¤ and variance 62 by the
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transformation,

_
- uz - X-F

That is if X is normally distributed with mean u and

variance 62 then Z has a normal distribution with mean O

and variance 1.

The following approximation for the c. d. f. of a

normal random variable, X, with mean u and variance 62 is

used.

F(x) = H(X), if ·°° < X <=lJ

1-H(x), if u < x < w

where, ·
2

- 2 3 1 < — >—
+ azt + agt )•W§exp{- }

t 1—
1+0.33267 |(x — u)|

U

al = 0.436186, az = —O.1201676, a3 = 0.9372980

Exponential:

The exponential random variable is a member of the

family of gamma random variables (Hadly and Whitin, 1973).

The cumulative distribution function is:

F(x) = 1 — exp[-Ax], 0 <= x <¤

where,

A is the parameter of the exponential
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distribution.

Uniform:

The uniform or rectangular random variable, Figure

F. Z, finds its application in Monte Carlo simulation

(Fishman, 1973; and Naylor, 1973). The probability density

function of the uniform random variable is constant over

its range of definition and its cumulative distribution

function is defined by:

F(x) = ägg, a <= x <= b.
Weibull:

The probability distribution functions of the Weibull

random variable are depicted in Figure F..5. The cumulative

distribution function of the Weibull random variable is

given by:

F(x) = l - exp[·(x/b)°], 0 <= x <·=¤
n

where,

b, c are the parameters of the Weibull

distribution.

Log-Normal:

The lognormal random variable, Figure F.4 , is

functionally related to normal random variable.

Specifically, if X is normally distributed with mean A and

variance 52 then the natural logarithm of X, ln(X), has a

log-normal distribution. The log-normal random variable is

non-negative valued with probability density function,
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which is always skewed to the right, Figure F.4 (Schmidt,

1982). Due to its relationship to the normal random

variable, the cumulative distribution function of the

log-normal random variable can be expressed in terms of the

normal cumulative distribution function. If F(x) is the c.

d. f. of the log-normal random variable, X, with parameters

)„and Band G(q) the c. d. f. of the standard normal, Z, then

F(x) = cqllfäääl].

Hence, the c. d. f. of the log-normal random variable can

be obtained from the equations discussed for c. d. f. of

normal random variable.

Chi-sggare, t and F:

The Chi-square, t and F random variables are of

importance in statistical methods and each is related to

the normal (Schmidt, 1982). If Z1, Z2, Z3, -—-—, Zn are n

independent standard normal random variables and the random

variable Y is defined by:

2Y = §=1 Zi

then Y has a Chi—square distribution with parameterv

called the degrees of freedom for the Chi·square random

variable, Figure F. 5 . Now let Z be a standard normal
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random variable and Y a Chi-square random variable with

degrees of freedom ·Y where Z and Y are independent. The

random variable Z/vY7Y_has a t distribution with Y degrees

of freedom, Figure F.6 . Finally, let X and Y be

independent Chi—square random Avariables with Y1 and YZ -

degrees of freedom respectively. The random variable ;;;ä

then has an F distribution with parameters Y1 and YZ,

again called degrees of freedom, Figure F.7 .

One of the most important uses of the Chi-square

distribution is in the development of confidence intervals

for the variance of a normal random variable and in
hypothesis testing concerning a single variance (Schmidt,

1982). The Chi—square distribution is used to test the fit

of a hypothesized probability distribution to observed data

summarized in a frequency distribution (Johnson and Leone,

1964).

The application of t random variable is in developing

confidence intervals for the mean of a normally distributed

random variable when the true variance is unknown, and in

testing hypotheses about the mean of such a population. It

is similarly applied to the development of confidence

intervals or tests of hypothesis concerning the difference

of two means (Johnson and Leone, 1964; and Schmidt, 1982).

The F random variable is used for confidence interval

estimation for the ratio of the variances of two normal
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random variables and in testing hypotheses concerning the

ratio of variances (Johnson and Leone, 1964; and Schmidt,

1982).

Empirical Distribution:
·

If Vk is value of the k—th interval in the histogram

and pk is the corresponding cumulative probability, then

(Schmidt, 1982):

Pk = Pk-l + mk-1/N
where,

mk-1 = number of observations in the interval

CVk-1· Vk)
N = number of total observations.

It is assumed that pl = 0, pn+l = 1 (n = number of

intervals of the histogram).

F.2 Shape Characteristics of Probability Distribution:

The mean and variance of a random variable provide

information regarding the central tendency and dispersion

of a random variable. However, these measures offer little

information as to the shape of the distribution. The shape

of the distribution of interest is quite important in

identifying the probability mass function or probability

density function of the random variable (Schmidt, 1982).

The mode of a random variable is that value at which

its probability mass function or probability density
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function achieves a relative maximum. It should be noted

that a random variable may have several modes or points at

which its distribution (p.m.f. or p.d.f.) "peaks". The

median of a random variable is the smallest value which it

may assume, me, such that:

P(X <= ma) >= 0.50.

In other words ma is that value of the random variable such

that 50% of the area under the p.d.f. lies to the left of

me and 50% to the right. However, such a point may not

exist for a discrete random variable leading to the general

definition given in the equation above.

The p.m.f. or p.d.f. of a random variable with mean

is symmetric if:

P(X <=u -e) = P(X <=ll+e) for all e >=0.

If the p.d.f. of a continuous random variable is symmetric

and possesses a single mode, then its mean, mode and median

are equal. Several symmetric distributions are illustrated

in Figures F. 8 and F. 9.

A p.m.f. or p.d.f. which is not symmetric is said to be

skewed. Most distributions which are asymmetric are skewed

to the right in the sense that they tend to "tail off" to

the right as indicated in Figure F„10. On the other hand,

distributions which are skewed to the left have longer

tails on the left than the right as shown in Figure F.ll.

The most frequently used measure of skewness of a
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x

Syrmxetric Probability Density Function

Figure F•8
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Figure F.9
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distribution is the coefficient of skewness given by:

- **6
*1 ' "TÜT

(G)
’

where,

ug is the third central moment of X defined as

¤3 = E(x-¤)3. I
and u its mean and G 2 is the variance of X. A

positive value of Y1 indicates that the distribution

is skewed to the right while a negative value

indicates skewness to the left. For symmetric

distributionsY1 = O. 1

F.3 Identifying the Distribution of a Random Variable:

The most common way of identifying the type of

distribution of a random variable is by plotting its

frequency distribution in the form of a histogram and then

comparing the shape of it with the contemplated theoretical

distributions, finally selecting the one that looks most

similar to the experimental shape. The shapes of various

probability density functions are depicted in Figures F„l

to F.7 .

One can test more than one distribution for the same

variable and select the one that results in the minimum

Chi-square value. Finally, if it is not possible to fit the

observed distribution into a known one, it is advisable to
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use an empirical distribution instead.

F.4 Estimation of the Parameters: '

Estimation is the technique of developing suitable

methods by which the observed data can be used to construct

good estimates of the parameters present in a distribution.

Ideally, the best estimation technique should be the one

that yields the true value of the population parameters

from the sample. However, such a technique does not exist

with the current state of the art and the observed data,

because a representation of the actual population will

always give incomplete information about the true

population. Thus, there is always some error in the

estimation (Lindgren, 1976).

The observed data has been used to estimate the

parameters of the various probability distributions:

(a) Uniform distribution: "a" is the minimum value

observed, while "b" is the maximum.

(b) Normal distribution: W1" is equal to mean sample

value and "„2" the variance.

(c) Exponential distribution: "u" is equal to 1/X and

the variance
"

o2" is equal to 1/ A2. The

experimental estimators of u and U2, that
is.;

and

sz can be used to calculate the value of Ä.

(d) Empirical distribution: This has been discussed in
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the preceding sections.

F. 5 Testing the Probability Distribution:

In order to test whether the distribution of the data

is in agreement with the selected theoretical distribution,

a Chi-square test is performed. First, a histogram of the

data points in a histogram cell is compared to the

theoretically expected number. Finally, the value of -

Chi-square is found (Schmidt, 1982):

2
X2 = .

1=1 1

where,

fi is the theoretically expected number of points in

cell i.

Ei is the observed number of points in cell i.

k is the number of cells.
·

i = 1, 2, —--—, k.

fi is given by: fi = ¤{F(Vi+l) · F(Vi)}

where:

n = number of data points.

F(Vi) = value of the cumulative probability function

for Vi.

Vi, Vi+l = lower and upper limit of cell i.

One should compare the computed values of X2 to the
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value ifound in statistical tables for k-m-1 degrees of

freedom (m is the number of parameters of the distribution)

and the desired level of significance. Generally, the

experimental distribution is said to be in agreement with

the theoretical one if the computed value of Chi-square is

less than the one found in statistical tables.

F.6 Generation og Random Variables:

A random variable generator is a mechanism which

produces values of a random variable. Ideally the variable

values produced by a random variable generator should

possess the same properties as the random variable

simulated. The probability mass or density function of the

generated random variable should be the same as that

realized in the physical system. The values of the random

variable generated should be truly random in the sense that

they cannot be predicted with certainty (Rubinstein, 1981).
(

Random variables that are not independent are referred

to as dependent or correlated random variables. The extent

of the correlation or dependence between two random

variables, X1 and X2, is usually measured by the

coefficient of linear correlation, ¤, defined by:

U12°='éT<§

where °1 and‘”2 are the standard deviations of X1 and X2,
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respectively, and G12 is the covariance between X1 and X2.

If X1 and X2 have means M1 and v2, respectively, then the

covariance between X1 and X2 is given by (Schmidt, 1982):

G12 = E[(X1 “ “1)(X2
'

“z)]·

If X1 and X2 happen to be independent random variables then

E[(X1'“1)(Xg'“z)] = E(X1*‘i) E(X3'“g) = 0

and ¤ = O.

The coefficient of linear correlation may assume values

on the interval [-1, 1]. If 0 = -1, perfect negative

correlation between X1 and X2 is said to exist in the sense

that given the value of X2, X1 may be determined without

error by a linear expression of form
u

X2 = cx+ SX1 where S < 0.

For 0 =1 perfect positive correlation exists and either X1

or X2 may be precisely determined given the value of the

other and where S> 0.

If O <0 < l, there is a tendency for the values of X1

and X2 to increase and decrease simultaneously, the

tendency increasing with increasing 0. The reverse is true

if -l<0<O.

In summary, then, for the random variables X1 and X2:

1. 0 ¢ 0 ==> X1 & X2 are dependent random variables.

2. 0 = 0 4¥> X1 & X2 are independent random

variables.

3. Dependence of X1 & X2 =#> 0 7=0
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4. Independence of Xi & X2 ==> p= 0

Congruential Generator:

The most commonly used present-day method for

generating pseudorandom numbers is one that produces a

nonerandom sequence of numbers according to a recursive

formula based on calculating the residues modulo of some

integer m of a linear transformation. The numbers generated

by the sequence appear to be uniformly distributed and

statistically independent (Rubinstein, 1981).

Xi+i = (aXi + c) (mod m), i = 1, 2, —-——, n,

where the multiplier a, the increment c, and the modulus m

are non-negative integers. The module notation means that

Xi+l = aXi + c - mki,

where ki = [(aXi+c)/m] denotes the largest positive integer

in (aXi+c)/m.

Given an initial starting value Xo (also called the

·seed), the equation mentioned above yields a congruence

relationship (modulom) for any value i of the sequence

{Xi}. The random numbers on the unit interval (0, 1) can be

obtained by:

X1
U1 =’n1 1

where m is chosen as large as possible (Rubinstein, 1981).

c is relatively prime to m
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a.E1 (mod g) for every prime factor g of m,

a.el (mod 4) if m is a multiple of 4.

Inverse Transformation Method

This method which is most commonly used for generating

random variates from different distributions is explained

in detail here.

Let X be a random variable with cumulative probability

distribution function (c.d.f.) F(x). Since F(x) is a

nondecreasing function, the inverse function F'l(y) may be

defined for any value of y between 0 and 1 as: F“l(y) is

the smallest x satisfying F(x) >= y, that is,

F°l(y) = inf{x:F(x) >= y}, 0 <= y <= 1.

If U is uniformly distributed over the interval (0, 1),

then

x = F'1 (U)

has cumulative distribution function F(x) (Rubinstein,

1981). So to get a value, say x, of a random variable X,

obtain a value, say u, of a random variable U, compute

F'l(u), and set it equal to x. A list of random variable

generators has been depicted in Table F.1.
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GROUND CONTROL RAMIFICATIONS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

OF RETREAT MINING ON ROOM AND PILLAR COAL MINES

by

Arun Kumar

(ABSTRACT)
I

As the coal reserves at shallow depths become exhausted

companies have to develop deeper deposits and increase

percentage extraction to maintain production levels. Total

extraction for room and pillar mines can only be achieved

by pillar extraction. The unsupported roof increases during

pillar extraction and hence the cost of ground control also

increases. Nevertheless, pillar extraction where possible

has many potential advantages such as decreased operating

cost, increased utilization of reserves, and extended life

of the mine. There are several variables such as depth,

mining height, rock strength, mining geometry, roof and

floor conditions, and retreat mining methods, which affect

pillar extraction cost. Cost components of pillar

extraction are classified as direct, indirect, fixed, and

subsidence compensation costs. A discounted cash flow

pillar extraction cost simulator has been developed and

used to compute total pillar extraction cost for a variety

of conditions and to explore the possibilities of

optimizing ground control and retreat mining techniques to

maximize extraction ratio. The computer program computes



the safe and optimum pillar dimensions and determines the

suitable pillar extraction method for the computed pillar

width. Pillar extraction cost components are generated and

totalled using the net present value method by the

simulator. The total extraction cost simulator evaluates

the potential advantages of pillar extraction and tests

individual variables for sensitivity to changes in other

variables attributable to ground control and pillar

extraction techniques. Cost of pillar extraction per ton of

coal versus depth is presented in the form of a simple

nomogram by the simulator. The simulator can be used to

determine the economic feasibility of pillar extraction at

a particular depth, geologic and mining environment when

the market price of mined coal is known.


